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JULY EMPLOYMENT SITUATION

FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1991

CONGRESS OF THE UNYTED STATES,
JoiNr EcoNoMIc COMMIrrEE.

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-628,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes (chairman
of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes and Representative Armey.
Also present: Stephen A. Quick, Executive Director, William

Buechner, Jim Klumpner, and Chris Frenze, professional staff members.

- *OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES,
CHAIRMAN

SENATOR SARBANEs. The Committee will come to order.
The Joint Economic Committee convenes this morning for our regular

monthly hearing on the employment and unemployment situation.
We are pleased, as always, to welcome Commissioner Janet Norwood

of the Bureau of Labor Statistics and her colleagues, Mr. Plewes and Mr.
Dalton, who are here this moming to present the data for July.

While the unemployment rate dropped to 6.8 from 7 percent in June,
I think the statistics overall show that July was not a good month for
workers, since the number of people with jobs fell as well.

Employment as measured by the household survey fell by a surprising
172,000, and the establishment survey registered a decline of 51,000 jobs.

So, the number of jobs actually went down by these numbers in the
month of July.

The unemployment rate fell only because a large number of workers
dropped out of the labor force, many because they were discouraged by
months of futile search for new employment.

A falling unemployment rate caused by a sharp rise in labor force
dropouts, in my opinion, is no evidence of a healthy economy.

I want to underscore that.
In other words, the rate is not down because the number of jobs

increased. In fact, the number of jobs went down.
The rate went down because the number of people in the labor force

seeking jobs dropped by substantial margins.



Declining employment is evidence that the country has not yet
emerged from recession.

Today's numbers also point to a difficult path ahead for American
workers.

The vast majority of economists predict that the recovery from this
recession will be so weak that unemployment will remain a problem for
a long time to come.

According to the Administration's mid-session review of the economic
outlook, unemployment will fall much more slowly following this
recession than in the past. In fact, Chairman Boskin of the Council of
Economic Advisers testified before this Committee that it would be 1995
before the unemployment rate is projected to decline to the levels that
prevailed before this recession began.

There is also evidence that job loss in this recession is different from
past recessions. Much of the job loss in past recessions consisted of
temporary layoffs. Workers could count on being recalled when the
economy rebounded. But that is not true in this recession.

When you look at the increase in the number of job losers over the
past year, three-quarters reported that their jobs had been permanently
terminated. In other words, they were not placed on "layoff status," but
were permanently terminated. This is a much larger figure than in any
previous recession.

These jobs will not come back when the economy recovers and neither
will those who held them.

These statistics point to the reality that the current recession is taking
a heavy toll on the jobs and incomes of American workers. -

Yet, despite this hardship, programs designed to provide support in
hard times simply are not doing the job. More than 2.3 million workers
have exhausted their regular unemployment benefits over the past 12
months without finding a new job. Because of outdated formulas, few
states have triggered the mechanism for the payment of extended benefits
to the long-term unemployed. In fact, only three states are now paying
extended benefits to the long-term unemployed: Maine, Vermont, and
Alaska.

Several states that had been receiving extended benefits have now been
removed from the program, even though those states have unemployment
rates well above 8 percent.

Last night, the Senate passed a bill that would provide additional
weeks of unemployment benefits to the long-term unemployed. The
House is scheduled to act on a similar measure today.

The Congress expects to send it to the President before we recess in
August, and I hope very much that President Bush will join with the
Congress in supporting this much-needed legislation to provide extended
unemployment benefits for the long-term unemployed.

Commissioner, before turning to you for your testimony, I will yield
to Congressman Armey for any statement he may wish to make.



OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to join in welcoming Dr. Norwood and her colleagues

before the Committee this morning.
As I predicted two months ago at the employment hearing, congres-

sional talk of antirecession policies is one of the best leading economic
indicators.

Since that hearing, most economists have come to the conclusion that
the recession has indeed ended.

Now, talk is one thing, and actions are another.
While we have endured months of rhetoric about the extension of

unemployment benefits, there has been virtually no action.
The Senate emergency legislation was not even introduced until the

middle of last week, when it was generally agreed by economists that the
recession was ended. One would have to wonder if this issue has more to
do with political polling data than with the latest unemployment data.

It is encouraging to note that the average and median duration of
unemployment, while still high, actually declined in July. Needless to say,
both average duration of unemployment and the unemployment rate are
today below the Carter levels.

When Jimmy Carter left office in 1981, the average duration of
unemployment was 14.3 weeks, having risen 3.9 weeks. The unemploy-
ment rate was 7.5 percent.

In the face of all this unemployment, President Carter never signed an
extension of benefits, let alone an emergency extension.

I was one of the leading opponents of the bud.iget deal of last year. I
did not like it then, and I do not like it now. It was this budget deal that
authorized trust funds for other purposes.

If this is such a disaster, why did leading Democrats support it in the
middle of a recession? If they were so concerned about this issue last fall,
they should have opposed that budget deal.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR SARBANES. Commissioner, we would be happy to hear from

you.

STATEMENT OF HONORABLE JANET L NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

LABOR: ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON,
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND

LIVING CONDITIONS; AND THOMAS J. PLEWES,
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT

AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS

MRs. NORWOOD. Thank you-very much. We are very happy to be here.
Changes in the labor market continued to show little clear direction in

July. The unemployment rate slipped back to 6.8 percent, but for the



second month in a row, there was no growth in the number of payroll
jobs.

The drop in unemployment occurred primarily among adult women
and blacks. For women, the change resulted from a movement of
unemployed workers out of the labor force rather than into employment.
The jobless rate for black workers declined to 11.8 percent but, despite
this improvement, was almost twice that of whites.

The employment situation among teenagers continues to merit special
attention. About 21 percent of the teenage labor force was unemployed
in July, up 5 percentage points from a year ago. But their unemployment
is not the full story.

Their labor force has shrunk considerably in recent years largely
because of the decline in birth rates during the 1970s, but also because
fewer are participating in the labor force. Last month, only half of all
teenagers were working or looking for work, the lowest percentage since
the early 1970s. In general, I would urge caution in interpreting the data
from our household survey, since as we have discussed before this survey
often shows considerable sampling variability.

It seems to me wiser to take a longer term perspective in looking at
the household data. The July unemployment rate is the same as the rate
for March and has shown no clear trend since then.

The number of unemployed, 8.5 million in July, was slightly less than
in May and June, and about the same as in March. Labor force growth
continues to be minimal and uneven, and the proportion of the working-
age population that is employed has held at about 61.5 percent in recent
months.

The information from our survey of business establishments also
suggests a stabilization of the Nation's labor market in recent months, as
payroll employment was essentially unchanged in both June and July.

The only significant movements in July were moderate declines in the
number of jobs in construction and wholesale trade. Employment in the
services industry was unchanged, following a combined gain of 150,000
in May and June, and job declines have stopped in retail trade, following
sharp losses earlier in the recession.

Employment in manufacturing also was little changed last month,
although the recent pickup in factory hours and overtime was largely
sustained. Manufacturing hours are now at about the same level as a year
earlier when the recession began. It may be useful to step back from the
data for July to take a longer term view of labor market developments.

Although the official starting date of the recession has been designated
as July 1990, by that time several industries had already reacted to the
weakness that had been evident in the economy for nearly a year and a
half. For example, both manufacturing and wholesale trade employment
had been declining since early 1989, and construction started to decline
in early 1990. Despite job losses in these industries, overall payroll
employment continued to rise moderately, and the unemployment rate



remained at 5.3 percent through June 1990, one month before the official
start of the recession.

Manufacturing hours had remained high despite the drop in employ-
ment, and in fact did not begin to decline until October 1990-3 months
after the recession began. This was unusual since a drop in factory hours
typically leads the start of economic downturns. Between the onset of the
recession and early spring of this year, we experienced consistent declines
in employment and increases in unemployment, with particularly sharp
movements during the first quarter of 1991.

By April, 1.5 million payroll jobs had been lost, with the largest drops
in construction, manufacturing, and wholesale and retail trade. The
unemployment rate rose by 1.3 percentage points. The average workweek
declined by half an hour. And the number of persons working part-time
involuntarily rose by about 1.2 million. Statistics since the early spring
show that the deterioration in the labor market has stopped, although
significant job growth has yet to begin.

In summary, employment was flat for the second month in a row. The
jobless rate fell back over the month. A longer term perspective, however,
shows little sign of change in the number of unemployed since March.

We would be glad to try to answer any questions you may have.
[The table attached to Mrs. Norwood's statement, together with the

Employment Situation press release, follows.]



Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods

X-11 ARIHA method X-11 method
Month Unad- Concurrent (official Range
and justed Official (as first Concurrent Stable Total Residual method (cola.

year rate procedure computed) (revised) before 1980) 2-8)
(1) () ( (4) (5) (6) -7 (8) (9)

1990

June........ 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 .1
July........ 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 .1
August...... 5.4 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 -
September... 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 -
October..... 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 .1
November.... 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.9 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.9 .1
December.... 5.9 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 -

1991

January..... 7.0 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.2 .1
February.... 7.2 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 .1
March...... 7.1 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 .3
April.*.... 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.6 .1
May......... 6.6 6.9 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 .1
June........ 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 6.8 6.9 6.9 6.9 .2

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor Statistics
July 1991



(1) Unadjusted rate. Unemployment rate for all civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted.

(2) Official proctdue (--11 ARIMA method). The published seasonally adjusted rate for
all civilian workers. Each of the .S major civilian labor force componenta-agricultural
employment, nonagricultural employment and unemployment-for 4 age-sex groupe-males and
females, ages 16-19 and 20 years and over-are seasonally adjusted independently using data
from January 1975 forward. The data series for each of these 12 components are extended by
a year at each end of the original series using ARIMA (Auto-Ragressire. Integrated, Moving
Average) models chosen spetifically for each series. Each extended series is then seasonally
adjusted with the 1-11 portion of the 1-11 ARIMA program. The 4 teenage unemployment and
nonagricltural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment model.
vhile the other components are adjusted with the multiplicative model. The unemployment
rate is computed by summing the 4 seasonally adjusted unemployment components and calculating
that total as a percent of the civilian labor force total derived by sanming all 12 acaonally
adjusted components. All the seasonally adjusted series are revised at the end of each year.
Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at the beginning of each yearj extropolated
factors for July-December are computed In the middle of the year after the June data become
available. Each set of 6-month factors are published In advance, in the January and July
issues, respectively. of Employment and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent (as first computed, 2-11 ARIMA mthod). The official procedure for
computation of the rate for all civiliao workers using the 12 components is followed
except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component is seasonally adjusted
with the X-11 ARIMA program each month as the most recent data become available. lates for
each month of the current year are shown as first computed; they are revised only once each
year. at the end of the year when data for the full year become aeailable. For example,
the rate for January 1985 would be based, during 1985, on the adjustment of data from
the period January 1975 through January 1985.

(4) Concurrent (revised, X-11 ARIMA method). The procedure used is identical to (3)
above, and the rate for the current month (the last month displayed) will alvays be the
same in the two columns. However, all previous months are subject to revision each month
based an the seasonal adjustment of all the components with data through the current month.

(5) Stable (X-11 ARIMA method). Each of the 12 civilian labor force components is extended
using ARIMA models as in the official procedure and then run through the 1-11 part
of the program using the stable option. This option assumes that seasonal patterns
are basically constant from year-to-year and computes final seasonal factors as
unweighted averages of all the seasonal-Irregular components for each month across
the entire span of the period adjusted. As io the official procedure, factors are
extrapolated In 6-month intervals and the series are revised at the end of each year.
The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components
Is also Identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total (X-l ARIMA method). This is one alternative aggregation procedure, In
which total unemployment and civilian labor force levels are extended with ARIMA models
and directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models io the 1-11 part of the
program. The rate Is computed by taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a
percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor force. Factors are extrapolated
In 6-math intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(7) Residual (X-11 ARIMA method). This is another alternative aggregation method, In
which total civilian employment and civilian labor force levels are extended using ARIMA
models and then directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models. The seasonally
adjusted unemployment level is derived by subtfacting seasonally adjusted employment
from seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate is then computed by taking the derived
unemployment level as a perceat of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated in
6-month Intervals and the series revised at the and of each year.

(8) X-11 method (official method before 1980). The method for computation of the official
procedure is used except that the series are not extended with ARIMA models and the factors
are projected In 12-month Intervals. The standard X-1I program Is used to perform the
seasonal adjustment.

Methods of Adjustment: The 1-11 ARIMA method vas developed at Statistics Canada by the
Seasonal Adjustment and Times Series Staff under the direction of Estela ee Dagem. The
method is described in The X-11 ARIMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Estela Bee Degas,
Statistics Canada Catalogue.No. 12-564E. February 1980.

The standard X-1l method is destribed in X-11 Variant of the Census Method II Seasonal
Adjustment Program, by Julius Shiskic, Allan Young and John Musgrave (Technical Paper
No. 15e Sureau of the Census, 1967).
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JULY 1991

The unemployment rate receded from 7.0 percent in June to 6.8 percent
in July, after edging up in prior months, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of
the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. Emnployment as measured in
both the business and household surveys changed little over the month. In
general, the labor market has shown no clear trend over the past few
months.

Unenployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons eased back to 8.5 million in July
(seasonally adjusted). The jobless level was still 1.6 million higher than
in July 1990, when the recession began. The unemployment rate fell by two-
tenths of a percentage point to 6.8 percent and stands 1.3 percentage
points higher than its year-earlier level. (See table A-1.)

Jobless rates for blacks and adult women declined over the nonth. The
rate for black workers (11.8 percent) was 1.3 percentage points lower than
in June. The rate for adult women (5.4 percent) fell five-tenths of a
percentage point in July, while the rate for adult men (6.5 percent) was
about the same in July as it was in June. Since the beginning of the
recession, the adult female rate has risen 0.7 percentage point, whereas
the male rate increased by 1.6 points. The unemployment rate for teens
increased to 20.6 percent in July, up 4.8 percentage points since the
beginning of the recession and the highest level since October 1983. (See
tables A-1 and A-2.)

The number of persons unerployed because they had lost their last jobs
(as distinguished from persons who left their jobs voluntarily and searched
for other jobs, and those who entered the labor force to seek work)
decreased by 270,000 in July, reversing an increase in the prior month. At
5.9 million, the number of persons who were employed part time for economic
reasons (often referred to as the partially unerployed) was little changed
over the nonth but was 940,000 higher than a year earlier. (See tables A-3
and A-6.)

Total E2Ployment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

At 116.7 million, total erployment was little changed in July. While
1.2 million lower than a year earlier, the series has shown no clear trend
over the past 4 months. The employment-population ratio--the proportion of



Table A- Phjor irdicators of labor marcet activity, seansamlly adjusted

Quarterly Monthly data
averages

June-
Category 1991 1991 July

:change

II May : June : July

-KISElll Im

Civilian labor force..:
Civilian employment.:
Unemploymentt........

Not in labor force ....
Discouraged workers.:

Thousands of persons

125,013:
116,865:

8,149:
64,099:

997:

125,511'
116,958:

8,553:
64,012:

981:

125,232:
116,591:

8,640:
64,291:

N.A..

125,629:
116,884:

8,745:
64,039:

N.A.:

Percent of labor force

Unployment rates:
All workers.........

Adult men.........
Adult wcen-........
Teenagers.........
Mhite.............
Black........,...
Hispanic origin...

ESTNMIJSaEE r OM :

Nonfarn eMployient....
Goods-producing 1/..:
Construction......
Manufacturing.....

Service-producing.1':
Retail trade-......
Services..........
Government........

Average weekly hours:
Total private.......
Manufacturing........

Overtime..........

6.5'
6.1:
5.5:

18.0:
5.8:

12.1'
9.7:

6.8:
6.4:
5.7'

18.8:
6.0:

12.9:
9.5:

6.9:
6.5:
5.8'

19.1:
6.1:

13.0:
9.7:

7.0:
6.6:
5.9:

19.2:
6.2:

13.1:
9.8:

6.8:
6.5:
5.4:

20.6:
6.2:

11.8:
9.5:

Thousands of jobs

109,160 plO8,830:
24,032: p23,810:
4,770: p4,704:

18,549: p18,399:
85,128: p85,020:
19,461: pl9, 334:
28,583: p28,649:
18,387: P18,430:

108 ,887:plO8,866!pl08,815:
23,847: p23,789: p23 ,779:
4,715: p4,709: p4,687:

18,426: p18,376: pi8,389:
85,040: p85,077: .pB5,036:
19,339 p19,340: p19,358:
28,645: p28,727: p28 ,705
18,440: p18,426: p18,416:

Hours of work

34.2'
40.3:

3.3:

p34.3'
p40.5:
p3.5:

34.3: p3 4 .5:
40.4: p40.8:
3.4: p3 .7:

p34.1:p0.4
p40.7: p-.1
p3.7: p.0

1' Includes other industries, not shown separately. p=preliminary.
N.A.=not available.

125,214:
116,712:

8,501:
64,625:
N.A.



the working-age population with jobs--was 61.5 percent in July, about the
same as in the prior 2 months but down fro 62.7 percent at the start of
the recession. (See table A-1.)

The labor force declined by 420,000 in July to 125.2 million,
reversing an increase of similar magnitude in June. Since last July, the
overall labor force has risen by only 430,000, while that for teenagers has
actually declined by about 600,000. The labor force participation rate--
the proportion of working-age persons either employed or actively seeking
erployment--was 66.0 percent in July, down slightly from a year earlier.
(See table A-1.)

Industry Payroll Ehployment (Establishment Survey Data)

Nonfarm payroll enployment was essentially unchanged in July. This
was the second consecutive mnth of stability, following a moderate
increase in May. In contrast to this recent pattern, enployment had
declined by about 220,000 a month, on average, during the January-April
period. (See table B-1.)

The number of factory jobs was unchanged in July at 18.4 million,
after declining by 50,000 in June. Employment in motor vehicles, textiles,
and apparel rose, after seasonal adjustment, primarily because some
temporary plant shutdowns and layoffs that usually happen at this time of
year did not occur until after the survey period. These developnents were
largely offset by continued job losses in industrial machinery and
electronic equipnent and a large reduction in the volatile food processing
industry.

Employment in mining was also unchanged in July for the second month
in a row. Construction employment fell by 20,000, seasonally adjusted, as
fewer workers than normal were hired.

Employment in each of the major industries in the service-producing
sector was about unchanged in July, with the exception of wholesale trade.
Declines in this industry has shown no sign of abating, as the number of
jobs fell by about 20,000, almost entirely in the distribution of durable
goods. In contrast, the number of retail trade jobs held about steady, but
has shown limited growth since April after declining markedly over the
prior 8-month period. Jobs in the services industry, which had increased
in each of the prior 2 months, also were unchanged in July, even though
employment in the health services component continued to increase.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on
private nonfarm payrolls fell by 0.4 hour in July to 34.1 hours, seasonally
adjusted. This decline essentially erased gains that had occurred in the
prior 2 months. The manufacturing workweek, however, edged down by only a
tenth of an hour to 40.7 hours, thus preserving most of its strong upsurge
since April. Manufacturing overtime remained at 3.7 hours. (See table
B-2.)
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As a result of the decline in the workweek, the index of aggregate
weekly hours of private production or nonsupervisory workers fell by 1.4
percent to 120.4 (1982=100) in July, seasonally adjusted. The index for
manufacturing was unchanged at 102.1. Over the year, the factory index was
down by 4.8 percent. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of private production or nonsupervisory
workers were about unchanged in July at $10.36, seasonally adjusted. This
followed an increase of 0.5 percent in June. Due to the decline in the
workweek, average weekly earnings decreased by 1.3 percent to $353.28 in
July, Prior to seasonal adjustment, average hourly earnings edged down by
1 cent and average weekly earnings were down by $2.41. Over the year,
average hourly earnings increased by 3.1 percent and average weekly
earnings by 1.9 percent. (See tables 8-3 and B-4.)

The Employment Situation for August 1991 will be released on Friday,
September 6, at 8:30 A.M. (EDT).



Explanatory Note

This news release presems statistics from two major survevs, the
Current Population Survey (household survey) and the Current
Employment Statistics Survey (establishmet survey). The
household survey provides the information on the labor force
employment. ard unemploymen that appears in the A tables.
marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample survey of about
60.000 households that ts conducted by the Bureau of the Census
with most of the findings analyzed and published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS).

The establishmetrs survey provides the information on the
employmet. hours. and eanings of workers on nonfarm payrolls
that appears in the B tables. marked ESTABUSHMENT DATA.
This informaton to collected from payroll records by BLS in
cooperation with State agencies. Thue sample includes over
350.000 establishments employing over 41 million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are acmally
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated. it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the mnoh. which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey. the reference week is the pay
period including the 12th. which may or may not correspond
directly to the calendar week.

The data in sids release ae affected by a number of techmical
factors. including defnitions, survey differences. seasonal
adjustrens, and the ineviable varsasne us results between a
survey of a sample and a ansus of the entire population. Each of
these factors is explained below.

Coverage, definitions, and differences
between surveys

The sample households in the household survey are selected so
as to reflect the entire civilian nonintstitional population 16 years
of age and older. Each person in a household is classified as
employed. unemployed. Or not in the labor force. Those who hold
more then one job we classified according to the job as which they
worked the mot hours.

People are classified as employed if they did sny work at all as
paid civilians: worked in their own lmisiness en profession or on
their own farm: or worked 15 hours or more us an enterprise
operated by a member of their family. whether they were paid en
not. People are also counted as employed if they were on unpaid
leave because of illness. bad weather. labor-managerent disputes.
or personal reasons.

People are classified as unemployed. regardless of their
eligibility for unemploymen benefits or public assistance. if they
meet all of the following criteria They had no employment during
the survey week: they were available for work at that time; and
they made specific efforts to find employment sometimi during the
prior 4 weeks. Persons laid off from their former jobs and
awaiting recall and those expecting to report to a job within 30
days need not be looking for work to be couted as unemployed.

The civilian laborforce equals the sum of the number employed
and the number unemployed. The nenmployment rate is the
number unemployed as a percent of the civilian labor force. Table
A-7 presents a special grouping of seven measures of
unemployment based on varying definitions of unemploymeet and
the labor force. The definitions are provided in the table. The
most restrictive definition yields U-1 and the most comprehensive
yields U-7. The civilian worker unemployment rate is U-5b. while
U-5a. the overall unemployment rate, includes the resident Armed
Forces in the labor force base.

Unlike the household survey. the establishment survey only
counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the
payroll records of nonfarm firms. As a result there ae many
differences between the two surveys. among which ae the
following:

v The hosehold sivey. although baed en -smoallor ample, tattoots a
trger segrenof the bspeste the wo shrleys arvey escle

agoltoe. the melf-oployt Espad fomy workeol. and par

a The huswhold rvey einludes peid s on apSid ve ue the
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e The e ehold svey is lieted them 16 yea s of age nd olde sh

cusbfithuso sarvey is on losed bY as-.
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ondividul a n ted wiy enoin of o. eslsahmenth employs
wiyong at note then one j ob mk o Thewhs e a s on hen of spsytol -wed be cousrd aepaey for eaich .ar

Other differatces between the two s orfys am desribed in
eCamparg Einployment Estimates born Household arid Psmft
Suroeyso which may be obtained from BLS yomnt reoear

Seasonal ad euvtment

Ova the core ofa year. the size of de sation labor fam e id
the eels of employment aid roemploymen to mdego sharp
fluctatiu d to such seasonal events as changes tn weathe.
reduced r ecpanded prodsesi. havests. major holidys. anid the
opening and closing of schools. For eample. the labor for e
increases by a lrge namber each tat when schools le ind
many ymong people enter the jab market The offlet of s c
seasonal varsaisen can be very goen vee coase of a year. for
esample. seasonally my aracunt for as nich knownpre 5aof the
month-to-monath changes adsoedploymenl

Because these seasonal events follow a te or lear regular
pattern eacb year. their influence ont statstical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics froes orro ant. These
adjusenents make nonseasonal developrisents, such ast deebew nsu
economic activity or incrreases in the participation of wanes in the
labor force, ratter to spot. To retuim to the schoo sosit'eoantpie
the Iurge number of people emteing the labor force each junc is
likely to obscure any other changes that hove taken place since
May. making it difficult to detennins if the level of econormic
actvity has risen or declate& However, because the effe' ct of
srudents finishing school in previous years is kniowtt. the stie
for the current year can be adjusted to allow for a compamable
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o four seasonallI ad'tsted unemployment comporents. the total
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toevmber-Apnl period. In both survs. revisions to historical
:t. ae mae once e year.

Sampling variability

i:ttscs based on doe houscthold nd establishfmen surves are
nirms o samptag error. dna s. the csnrat of the number of

'ople empioyendtd the oter estmtesare deem, from these surveos
robahlY differ from the figures that aouid be totained from a
omelet. censuts, e itf dh. ame qnettervstres and promidues
ere used. in doe houselsold survev. the anont of the doffeereres
:n be extressn orrase ot statdard aroOrs. The numencal Iue
:a standard error depends upon the sue of the sample. the results
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-orlin errors for mronthly strves ae reduced when the data
tre umltoed lot several months. such as quarterly or annually.

Aso. as a cereri rule. the smaller the estarte. the latter the
mpling r.,ror. Therefore. retively speakig. the esmte of the

ste of the labor force is subroct to Ies ereo thanr the enme- of
the nmbter unemployed And. Watng the unemployed. the
tampolng error or the sobless rate of adult men. for eampe. is

mtrh smaller thee is the error far the obless rate of eegers.
Specificallo- the error 0n monthly change in the phless rote fr
-nen ts .25 percetage pot: for Meragers, it is 1 29 pecentae

fort.
in the estobishrmnt surve, stimeatee far the most current 2

monts are based onrcemplete returns: for this reason. these
-tunates arc loaled frelmnary in the tables Wheo all the

retuns or the sample have been recerred. Ue estimates are rosed
In other loSrd, data for the month of Sepoteer are pubished on
preiminary too orm October and Novemer and in final form in
December. To remore mors that buil up over rune. a

toofpehetstre cnt of the emtployed i condial rech year The
results of this surey ate used to establish rew
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north to monh changres cn be measued. The ne. benchmarks

also incorporate charges or the clificatiot of indostres and

allow for the formann of new eslishment.

Additional statistics and other information

In order to pronvde a bread niew of the ntaots employrrent

ston, BLS regularly publishes a wefc vriety of data in this
news release More comprehensive staistics re cnaimd or
Ernolomoet ard Eunistgs. publshed each =oot tiy BLS. It is

avale for $9 50 er vssu or 529.00 pee year from the U.S.

Govemmert Pritmrg Offfce. Weashirgt DC 20204. A chek at
mooney order made out to the Supernterles of Docunerns must

.sccompeny all orders.

I noloortam and torqo also provides approximanons of tie

va2ndard errr for the household survey data otblished in tius
rolase. For unemploymet and other labor forcit caegorte.the

ttandrid eror sopear ru tables B drough I of its "Expiaratory

NO. Mesures of the relabiblry of the data dra from the
noAblishment surey and the actual amounts of revision due it

'nchmark adutmets are rotded in tables M. 0. P. and 0 of

.'ot publtcao.
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Table A4. Reason for unempioymnot
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Tab:a A4. Uneaploedpe by a g y iadiiumed

HOUSEHOLD DATA
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HOUSEHOLD DATA

Table, A-10. EmP86Ymmnl status Of the elolan POPulWlon la, 11 tsrg states

:N-IIS, .10904186

Not seasonally adjusted'
SLatm and employmnte 655089 ,* Am. . My

lowo '991 '981

California

Cod~an - wroft mpse,-. . .............. 1 . 21.95, 22.403 22.-7C." a b~wo, ......................... 10.965 1-42. 14.961
Emoloye.. ............... ........... 4.11S 13.633 13.769

unn~~. * 50 191 1.193
nmO yl . . .... ..................... 57 80 80

Florida

C.44anl99onose 9 p~o~n 10.132 10.34 10.38S
C. 90s04w 6,42S 6.155 0505'....... ............... 6.030 5.048 5.,98,

Unb mo8y8 .*............................ 395 507 S24

C4ofln5annjsOC
0
0............... 8.676 6.914 8.919

"'a ab54or b" ......................... .S.74 6.117 6.128
Em "Y d .. ........ ....... .................... 9.798 5.673 S.7ro2

U-;;;;; ... ............... 387 44 398
roe ldsl~1 . ....................... 6.3 7.3 695

mossec~mseng,

C,4an191l9,184 68 W . 42 30603 4.6324
E.M, 1 .0a ......................... .2=4 3.167 3.161.. ...................... .......... 3.014 2.887 2,1164up . I ................................. 209 300 297
Un.lpbrnen . ....................... 6.5 8.5 9.4

Michigan

C~rr,9wm 0 9P~IP ............... 7,081 7.01S 7.018
E. , . . . . 4 8 e .597 4.532...................................... 4.336 4.174 4.m4
u-60899 . . . . 33 -23 390Un...........w, ................. . .7.7 9.2 665

Now Jersey

C~ygi4n WV.A&9568.6 ....................026 6.029 6.026C,4*n Wow lo
16 8 . . . . . .

..................... .134 408e 4.122Empbyeod .. ........._....._ _ 3.922 3.831 3,655
UflPbye ................................. 212 268 2875fl61.11 .................................. s .1 655G'

N"w York

C,44,a &so6.6904 661 8 . . 13.802 13.800 13.2

....... 8.874 8.739 8.703Empla, 8 . . . . 8.415 8,11 8.099.......... 
.4. . . ... 5 0Un My ...........................

. . . . . .  
52 7.2 5.9

So*.f19mat w
6

o mow40.

1..73 1
13.955

776
5.3

10,132
8 328
5.956

372
5.9

8.876
0.083
5.878

404
6

4620
3.159
2.867

192
6.1

7.001
4.806
4322

344
7.5

9.026
42068
35870

198
4,9

13.02
0.676
812,18

458
53

Soasonully sdjoeged2

M4. w. M"y .. 16 L
1991 1981 1991 9 91 =99

22281 22.321 22103 22.403 22.447
14,668 14.740 1.,655 14.7S3 14.72S
13.2 3.844 1350 13.545 13.509

1.124 1.088 1.125 1.208 1.,,:7.7 74. 77 82 7.

10.285 10.30 10.324 15.34 10.385
6.42 1 S.357 6409 6,356 64113
5940 5.922 5 .927 5118 S.913

481 435 478 478 500
75 6.6 75 7.5 78

8.903 6.90 6.910 8,914 0.9,98.083 6.049 S.978 8.061 6.042
9.676 5.857 5683 5,620 S.636

417 388 306 4.1 4066.8 6.4 6.0 7.3 6.7

4,622 44822 4,623 4.623 i.624
3.145 3.119 3.130 3.105 3.0992,04, 2.605 2.820 2.810 2.618

30. 380 382 285 2819.7 8.3 8.6 9,5 9.1

7.011 7.012 7.01. 7.0's 7.018
4.710 4.593 4:5"9 4:552 4.445
4.207 4.129 ."10 4.138 4.075

503 464 430 414 371
10.7 10.1 9.8 9. 803

6.020 8.02S 6.02S 8.025 8.0383.987 .. 034 .3.M8 4.058 4.054
3,717 3,773 3.718 3.789 3.800270 261 269 269 254

66 8.5 8 886 53

13.600 13.799 13.799 13.800 136802
84645 8.724 8.71 8.642 8,5,1
8.054 8.072 8.071 7.978 759

591 652 541 654 502
6.8 75S 7,4 7.7 1
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Table A-1O. Emsym status al0* tho 456, popu,.Oon 6*0 I, Unt0060806_ CO6*590d

:Nl**06. 6*006666

HOUSEHOLD DATA

tat. tm mSn Not as.so-a" GdQUbosdl Saa--Ily jod
2

A." A*0.*oS~ -k A" - - -

........... .002 SAW* .5A" .002 5,00 50 cm .5* SAW

............. . .. 157 216 M* 'S9 1 2 go6 229 2,3 2*2...........s~m...... 45 65 90 .1 so 57 4,7 62 62

Ohio

pt ..... .. 6266 6206 83*2 82B6 6202 6306 83=9 .309 9.32Las,**0 96 ......... ...... .72 550 SS4 SAM0 5.470 552Z3 S6"7 S..7 9657

U - o w .................... 78 356 3-9 3295 397 399 306 267 376u*8***0V*, 0 . .... .... 5 5 6.3 5ig 75 72 S6 6 80

6.316 - a* 6- ........... - 9I .$ .41S cm30 8405 6407 0.06 W-* 2.4*
59 w .......... . .74 6394 .09* SAM7 0652 960 *566 5140 S152.......0 .... S64 9.5*4 5.525 9577 530 53537 *2*0O 5S63 $53
3165*y620 609 '29 301 -33 623 so4 3#7 *U -MtQ**6** 5as .... ............ . 2 &7 T0 5* 74 T.* 7? 0.7 70

P -p abw 1*.379 *2.52n *2.53 1220 *2.43 *2.406 *2.546 *2Am2 12=C6-2 9.66 6"3 03..... . .. ......... s A'.96 .825 602 6.566 854 Mt*C 1yd -......... .......... 7.0 612* 6,142 7676 65050 976 908 0.066 8031
lt-o y ai - ...... .... 66 ... 9......a 2 68 71 &0 S8 9.7

T*6. * 169069*0 6 0605 6**6**666 t 09Sat 0060 0 .6,$0 '0 0*6,6 08
0*'**60 M4 .06 M 0-- 60**6**6*6* L--S 0tlaltued.f 0*0 b A6 ~ O -

T5880.16*g. 6**~**966666
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5.... I j.1 I . I

1 OD 991 iAg9Olo ;5099ew I990 I9 'l 1q95 1 109 19 91O i
395

1 i'9 1,

D~~ .O.S .............. 1 92D.531 I.D4909.1 ST19 1. I'll42 95:..,.1 ..... 19. 0.31 9e.8 50.4s900.03

G.4.. . .. .f............. . . I 25.295 23.0B205 24.093l Z4.0241 23.01211 23.11771 23.7941 2S.9471 23.7.09 23.779

as .. . . . .. . .. 9' 31 2 l. I '1 4 I A1 71 T1 I I I 'l

It............ 5 228 703 709 702 757 754 750 905 705 :OD91: T

............. . . .. . I 308 .49 487 .01 303 I.Z0 4. I ..... ..... I.8.

. . . . 9.53: 038 1 0.87 DOD1O7l 5.3111 5 .433 5.:3961 112.429
1 

12.3161 128.38

P~e~oo480o............ . . 51 73599 9485 7.52 D9 . 08 .57 5.38 710.09 8 0 5.45 .3

F...o O ......00 . . .. 1 0 4116. 48 09-5 45.93 071.91 353 59 09 03 82 0
39.1. . -. d. I50 ........... 31 38.31 322.59 s3.91 52.91 333 33 2 5 130 103 3571

5.do03oo clo~o .d........... .00 . 2.00.3511 .3.07 2.08 2.524 2. l3 .551.1 5 .
0 5.O,.oD~do3O0504.850S 4~o.9.I.SS.ZS.

3 9
Z7503902937923 .573 N. 2.30051 2,031 .93 .8

.-. 40800 I0 .......0... 3 9 00 8. 8 73 5 38259 7309 7381 7003 7711 708
I.-5000Tf54d00~D . . .3500.8 97.5 d7 5.1 957.53 5.0849 0709 971 373 989 957

............o~fD~o80 . . . 51 350.89 342.29 363.53 339.73 3703 3669 3859 3531 383 357

...........coC . . . . 3 7.97 7.00 !.800 7.33 0.03 7.39 7.4 7.35 7 :.,4 7.837U
. . . . ..... 5 53 9 3

P.5056 5 . ................ . . .70.5.533 33.7.211.703.6 89 .535 5.674i 10.3 5.7 1,8751 1.65

786DDp,090... .. 9 5.0 5859548 ,.4 499 58 A8 0 409 49
,.I9-6-A5 p.0........... 3 82.09 58.5 55.8 653.3 5929 680 880 883 559 672

P., X0 AMd 04850559..... . 31533 1 .1 .05 .3.34.658 .. 1 57 5.3 5A21 534 1551! 5.N3!
Po9ol.. 05 40 OOSDO.. .3 55.23 5453 520 58.8 353 330 139 14 50 3

4,66r 00000 30040 ~.. *. ..... 0.9 0375 054.0 09391 11323 8.?'13 835 8339 037

10 .Od 5.0945 P"-4 ....... 16'1 52 . 9 15.7 12.13 &1.8 '1'-& 1 8 3325 325 al 0 I55'I TN. '93 53 93 122

..............40 .... 1 04,7589 83.4751 05,7261 04.3381958.2421985.0239 04.9429 45.04031 85.0773 43.035

. . . . 3,5.411 3.503 3.5741 3.5291 5,5601 3.5491 5.545 3:354 .13 .5

C.,0000800 ....58 .8040 ... 31 2.2921 2.2855 2.2763 2,20531 2.2721 2.2753 2.2743 2.283 2.!2 2.54

040500000 .................. .... 3 5.2333 6,01121 6.3313 6.0911 6:27133 1.3 8.0881 '.12.1 5.571 5.

40050,060 .Doc . . . . 3 2.24 , 2.33 2.323 1:2.349 .73 23 2.351 2.73 233 234

0.9o,59,4. .. .. . . I309 I930 I443 I053 I070 I930 I034 0.3313 09.3403 19.330
:00000,45.8 . . . . 32.460 29 .28.3121.342249.43 2.3289 2.3053 2.372- 9Z2.3561 2.3353 2.335

1-0 otoXoo.. .... 27.33208322.3.4533243245.283239.33 35
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I 0,.4...............5 2.z5331 2.5323 1 l.383: 2.35 2.25 H 2. N"140 .34 23 2 .0 2.520
5. . . . ....... . 5 5.1,73 '1 00 1.33 530 .3219 1.2931 1,2921 1,2933 1.2053 28

23916 2895 2. .1 . I I11; I 21711
.0 .... ....... 3420.84.873.2 3 3.353 329 3."5 3.39 3.7I 3.04 3.0
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Tab). 8-. 1.0,0 b and eekvy earonng of production or notsupervisory -kr@nj~P private tonl.,

Aveurage hourly earning I Av.""g .h.Pateanings

I~.t J.ly 1 Kay !June uly~ I JUly M- .. Ji. ;July
I1990 1 1991 11991V~ !19912, 1 1990 1 1991 11991LW i19912/

Soonol o ~ ~ :9.. . 0935 10.32 110.37 I10.36 11"316.31313. 3 7.771303.8
M n n .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I I I I I

inn. . . . ... I 13.74 14.10 I14.27 I14.26 I599.061 634.631 648.72) 620.31

Construction .................... 1 13.76 I13.96 I13.87 I13.97 5208.381 533.271 536.771 039.24

Manufaturinfg........... .... 0.87 11.15 11.19 11.23 I440.241 449.331 407.671 452.57

Drbl :od. .. . . 11 I 11.70 11.76 11.0 :12 466-181 .76.19) 488.0.l 480.26
lobo 2n 9oo pot. . I91I9.3I.34 I9.3 366.0 6.8 383071 373.73
Furniture *nd.i 1.ot....... I1 8.49 1 8.67 1 8.74 1 -8.77 33.1 329)3.713.0
't .... l. 4n c1.s. Products. . 101 1I 11.40 1 11.43 I 468.72 472.881 484.501 4$2.30

Firy.91ndtro. . I 130 I 13.2 I 13.32 I 13.39 I 009.89) -6990 0614.77 5161.04:
810.9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 fron.odbio..)poot.1.9 1.19 I153 I 10.40 65 6 693 3.94 54.41 633.96

Fobr~~~oat ~ ~Nd ":o ydto . .I1.6I1.5I 12 I0.3.1 50.3 669.221 4378
-cutoo ohin~r . . pon . 11.78 12.11 1 1 2.17 1 12.24 498.151 497.721 308.711 50042

El ..tr.noo and. h.", oldetrical oqipwnt .11.3I10.66 1 10.74 1 10.79 1 414.231 429.601 438.09) 45326
Tr-nprt~tlon equipment .... 12.0, I A07 1 14.8 1 568 89.111 811.711) 626.891 611.691

hietsr .40. d quipsh.. . . 1.17 I 534I1.6I1.2I1.3 6.8167.91527
0n~tr . ond related prodot ....... 10.36 1 11.67 117 MI 11.:701 A 41.22 172.1 479 .0 478.34

Mi cal1.nouo ..oofoturing......... 8.60 i 8.80 i 8.88 1 a.89 I 333.681 346.92) 393.42) 34.27

9:............ I 9:1 * 111:10414.321 420.331 18.95
Food~~ ~~ *I ido rdt. . I96 I* 99 99 9.89g 392.20 399.19) 482.75) 4009

Toboopdu . . . . 172I180I0.3I187I 667.01) 782.39) 726.01) 714.34

Totil 1jlpoot. . . .1I82 .8I82 318.08) 329.121 341.04) 33370
As- al aond other tooilo wtodoot .I:::: 6.:57 I .73 1 6.78 1 6.0 .. 23.4 2499 2022) 200.26

Fpa.., andoIliad product ...... 12.36 I12.63 I12.65 I12.88 5 33.9 068.6 546.8 903.39
Printin. .nd Publohlr........ 11.23 I 1 I 11.44 51 0 .942.13 423.37) 427.86) 430.07
Choest) Is nd alled Prodouct. . . 13.39 I 141 I 1 4.8 06.1 2 3 972.11) 094.0:2) 64.98) 601.93
Potoo - n tool poot .......I 16.23 1 1689 16.8 1 07.02 720.48) 761.74) 749.38) 747.18
Rubbor ond *Ot po t:;;ordot. I 9.... . 8 3 1 10.08 10.08 1 10.1 "40,1 412.27) 416.30) 408.44

totoand Iots. pd.1:.I678 I7.15 1 7.16 1 7.1Z1 i25.709982346 267.800

andPubicutiit .........13.00 113.17 113.17 113.22 5 13.981 908.361 314.991 510.29

8461.01. trod.....................I 10.81 1 1.11 1 11.19 1 11.19 I 1.243.29) 429.70) 424.63

1 I I 6 199. "1 199.34) 303.52) 
09

Fine...- i~r.nd- -d tol.tot ....... 9.99 I10.36 I 0.41 1 10.36 I361.64) 367.78) 376.84) 368.82

lay.- s........................I 9.76 I10.21 I10.19 1 10.10 321.10) 329.7.) 334.23) 330.89
I J.............I........................L I 1

1 See footnote 1. table 3-2. p = preIishery.

Table B-4. Average horly .. ning of production or nonsupervisory workerst/ on private nonfarm
payrolls byindustry. ssonolly adjusted

I I Percent
II I Chaneg

Industry 9 I 191 1 1 t Junfr 91--i-I July 1991

Tota) Pronat.- ) I
Cur antd lr....................i 810.05) 010.241 $10.281 910.321 810.37) 610.36) -0.1
Constant (19821 dollarZ/... I 7.57) 7:6) 7 7 7 47) 7.49 NA. I (3

Minin..................... 13.70 14.031 14 05) 14.131 14.33 19.30 -.2
Construction. . . ....... I 13.01 13.971 14 051 14 00) 13.97 14.01 .3
Manufacturing.....................1 10.871 11.051 11 12) 11.19) 11.19 11.23 .4

Ecluding overte....... ... I 10.39) 10.611 10.651 10.70) 10.71 10.75 .3
Tronportoti on'ondmp. blot otilitieol 13.01) 13.161 13.lt) 13.24) 13.24) 13.23) -. 1
Wh.olosol od .......... . 10.02) 11.07) 11.08) 11.12) 11.23) 17111) _7
Reatai trda........... .... . | 6.7E) 6.901 6.9 6.98 7.0 7.01 .1
Finance, insurance. and raI eotatel 10.031 10.321 20.2 10.351 10.49) 10.40) .9

Servic ......... 9.81 10.131 10.161 10.241 10.29) 10.27 -. 2
I I I

se Sfoot0note 1. 5able 8-2.
Tha Consu., Fric Inde. for Urban

N.9 E.rn . and er . a eorkers (CPI-W) is
.000 to dofloto hnnoin

3' Channe was 0.3 perc.n fr.. My 1991
to Jn 1991. 9he latest mont avaI lble.

.. Drived no assmi that overtime
ours ore pead at the rat. of tie. and .o

a A. = not avaoable.
I/, orlmiay
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b II l en at aggrests eely hous of re .to or n.n.uevs.. y o .* r ofr .

1942*110

Industry

Tota. 0 avate. .....

God -rdc s I.usru . .... .. ..... .......

in.e..... ....

.o.uCOn .... ....

s3tee.u. .d ...

'e~t~~ r.S 7 . .. .. . ... . . .

oesale trad. .. d ............

e iltrad..........

R. v 98.il ........... . . ..

r ..e .. sa . .an.. l. eta.. ....

S ev e res ..... .. ........ ..... .......

7 eefot t 1. tble -2. .

let s ds- t.d I .ediI.sted.d

111.0 1 03.0 116 01 1 1991 1199 1 199

Iz .4 Im i i i
.141120.I 126. c 122 :12e.5 1 92 - 1121I- 1 12 : 1 0110 a 103.01 108.1 104 1110 1 OZ 102.51105.ZIO113 III3&

97 I 93 I 95 1

6134.91 61 66.7 6.3 I 86.51 6 i.441 611 i 62

1165 11378 1 . 12416 3 4.

118 113. 103.1 00.7 11. 1 0100 0 101.21 002.0 I

10 9.6 9 190 000.6 97 3 1008.4: 9781 9091 08.91 996I 9.
1113. 1 12 0 1 026.9 124.0

113 711.1 2. I 21.3 1109.51

1 1 T1.0 6 9 7.60 76. I 06. I 1 01.70 9 .11 0 4.0 1. 172 1 12 79

112 10 21 91010 . 91 0 1.7 103 81 6.9, 1 7 11019 2 91 2 .31 904 1 93 1 1 90
10. 0I 93.30107 4 09 7100. 71101.2I 10Z1 10Z 1

8 9 2619 3 9 11.61 2 08 1 9896 9 .9 1 3 6 9 I 6

.13 1 90 17 9.. 12.9 0 9 1 12 67
0 .10 1 3 600 3 21 11 31114 .7 003 9 I 102 7

81 0 . 1 0 7 11 6 11 11 0411 2 0 21 I 1 09 6
0 . 6 1 1. 11 20 61119 6£ lZ0 6 12 8 I 89.3

09 1 96 *£0 9. I 9.8 I9 809 309 0 9a. 986I96

'231,70 0 10.0 009. 100 71119 70il 31119 .71 108. I 1. 1
0181220.557 120.6 52.8 6IZ.6 80 1 55122012.0 H2. 2

1495031.7 150.2114. 1 18 00 146.1 001.9
1 8 3 8 3 93 1 1 38 1 ill 18 70 84 I 1 £7.81 33.90 83. 7L I £9

0174.6I111.81 629.7 0 114.2 11029.4 1H 4.3101134 1121 I t. 0 2 3 I 022
12. 399 97 8 1 I136.0 8l4 2 50. 9 3IZ- 19 .0 170.

t 4 t I 11 1 1 .l
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SENATOR SARBANEs. Well, thank you very much, Commissioner.
First of all let me ask, is it correct that the dmp in the unemployment

rate is completely attributable to the people dropping out of the labor
force?

In other words, the number of jobs has gone down frmm last month.
Is that correct?

MRs. NORWOOD. It is certainly correct that the labor force declined.
The number of jobs is down a little, but that is not a statistically

significant change. So, I would prefer to say that there is stability in
employment.

The labor force declined, but you have to remember that the labor
force increased in June and it can fluctuate quite a bit on a month-to-
month basis.

As I said in my statement, there was a decline in the labor force for
women, as well as a decline in the unemployment rate for women.

SENATOR SARBANES. This chart shows "Non-Farm Payroll Employ-
ment." The dotted line shows the average for the postwar reccssions, and
the solid line is this one [indicating].
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Of course, one thing it shows is that this recession has parallelled past
recessions, the average of past recessions in terms of changes in nonfarm
employment. This addresses the assertion that this is a short and shallow
recession. It is certainly not "short and shallow" on the basis of this
comparison.

What this shows is that we had a slight increase in employment to
which you referred, but now the trend has come back down again.

My difficulty, or my concern in looking at these figures, is that the
unemployment rate is not going down because there are more jobs; the
unemployment rate is going down because there are fewer people looking
for jobs. I assume this is because they have gotten so discouraged that
they have dropped out of the labor force.

That is particularly the case for women? Is that correct?
MRS. NORWOOD. Women certainly represent a disproportionate part of

the discouraged workers.
The number of discouraged workers has not increased very much over

the last 6 months or so, however.
There were about a million discouraged workers in June, and that is

about the same as was true in January.
So, the number of discouraged workers does not seem to have

increased very much. As you know, we have difficulty in measuring
discouragement because it is a state of mind.

SENATOR SARBANES. Is it correct that in most recessions the number of
people exhausting unemployment benefits continues to rise for a number
of months after the recession ends?

MRS. NORWOOD. Certainly, the number of people who are unemployed
6 months or more-the long-term unemployed-does continue to rise for
a while; and the proportion of long-term to short-term unemployment
increases.

SENATOR SARIANES. IS it also possible for the unemployment rate to
start down, but the number of the people exhausting their unemployment
benefits and unable to find work continues to rise for a period of time?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes. The long-term unemployed, those unemployed
6 months or more, are the last to be hired back.

They are usually the first to have been let go. They are the least
skilled.

The employers will first hire back those workers that are most skilled
and most important, and those are the ones they hold on to as long as
they can.

SENATOR SmAm s. Let us just take this progression here for a minute.
Let us assume someone lost their job in November or December when

the unemployment rate was 5.9 percent, 6.1 percent, or even earlier when
it was 5.6 to 5.7 percent.

Now, these were people who had worked sufficiently on a continuous
basis to draw unemployment benefits.



Under the existing arrangement, since the extended benefits have not
really applied in all but a few instances, they get 26 weeks, and then that
ends.

Now, someone who lost their job during this period, in a market in
which the unemployment rate when they lost it was 5.7, 5.9, 6.1 percent,
by now would have used up their unemployment benefits.

They would then be looking for a job in a job market, at least
adjudged by the unemployment rate, that was more difficult to find a job
than at the time they lost their job. Would that be correct?

MRs. NORWOOD. At least as difficult, yes.
SENATOR SARBANES. Well, if the rate has gone from 5.9 to 6.8 percent,

I assume that is a more difficult environment in which to try to find a job
than the environment in which you lost it. Would that not be the case?

MRs. NORWOOD. Certainly. Of course, it would also depend upon the
industry and the area in which they are looking.

SENATOR SARBANES. We had a witness who testified before the
Committee on July 26 on the economic outlook and made this statement:

"In virtually all previous recessions, most of the job losses were concen-
trated in manufacturing industries, primarily among production workers;
and layoffs, or indefinite furloughs, accounted for a large fraction of those
job losses. This time around, however, job losses were spread across a
larger number of industries and occupations, and a larger fraction have
been accounted for by terminations rather than temporary or indefinite
layoffs."
Now, our figures seem to indicate that 75 percent of the rise in job

loss has been in the form of pernanent terminations rather than temporary
layoffs, and that this is a much higher figure than in the past recessions.

First of all, is that correct?
MRS. NORWOOD. The only data that we have on that are the number of

job losers, or people who have lost their jobs because they were fired or
laid off without being recalled.

If you were to assume that that is a real "termination," and I think that
is a valid assumption-Mr. Plewes, can you give the Senator the number?

MR. PLEwEs. Yes. I think that there is probably some confusion here.
There is a group of job losers divided into two different groups, those

who are on layoff and those who are essentially not on layoff.
"Not on layoff' are in large part permanently dismissed, but there are

some who are in different kinds of statuses, but we can assume that most
of those workers are permanently dismissed.

This is a self-reported status. In other words, this is a person who
believes that he or she is either on layoff or permanently dismissed.

So, it is not an actual fact. It bears following over time.
The number of persons on layoff in this recession versus previous

recessions, such as the 1981-82 recession, is less thus far.
But you are correct that the mix is different; that the number who have

reported they are on layoff is somewhat a lesser proportion of total job
losers in this recession than in previous recessions.

53-992 - 92 - 2



SENATOR SARBANES. Now, when was the survey done for the unem-
ployment figures that you reported today in July?

MRs. NORWOOD. The week containing the 12th of June.
SENATOR SARBANEs. The 12th of July?
MRS. NORWOOD. I am sorry, July, yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, as I understand it, the initial claims for

unemployment insurance declined during the first two weeks of July from
what they had been in June. Initial claims averaged 391,000.

Since then, claims have moved back up again to 425,000 in the week
of July 13th, and 404,000 in the week of July 20th. I take it that these
readings ae after the July survey week? Is that correct?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes. There was a holiday in there, July 4th, and these
are administrative data base, and they are processed as the time permits.
So, they could have been affected in that week by the holiday.

SENATOR SARBANEs. You mean that the number of claims would have
been understated because of the holiday?

MRs. NORWOOD. Right. Fewer people might have come in to apply, and
the processing would have been affected.

SENATOR SARBANES. So, can you draw any information on whether the
labor market was improving or deteriorating toward the end of July
because of the rise in the jobless claims?

MRS. NORWOOD. I would not think so. In looking at those numbers,
there are 400,000 or 420,000, and then it goes down to about 390,000 and
comes up again to 420,000 or 400,000.

This is a massive administrative data base. It is not done with
statistical precision because the purpose of the unemployment insurance
claims program is to pay checks, not to develop statistics.

Therefore, I think I would be very careful about making much
distinction between one week and another, unless that occurred over a
period of time.

SENATOR SARBANEs. In the Wall Street Journal on Monday of this
week, there was an article entitled "Companies' Layoff Plans Contradict
Economists' Belief Recession Is Over." That article contained this
paragraph:

"The recession, most economists agree, is over. So, why are some of
America's biggest companies like DuPont, Digital Equipment Corporation,
and Atlantic Richfield Company planning to lay off thousands of
workers?"
What is the answer to that question?
MRs. NORWOOD. Well, I do not know. But I would expect that, given

the experience that we have had, and given the experience that other
countries are going through now, there is an expectation that recession
will affect some of our major trading partners, and that many of our
larger companies that depend on exports would become rather concerned
about that.



In addition, I think there has been concern by U.S. companies about
ensuring that their products are produced as competitively as possible, and
for a long, long time now we have had a restructuring of the way in
which business is done in this country, with particular emphasis on the
elimination of some levels of management.

I would expect that that process would continue even if the economy
were well into recovery.

SENATOR SARBANES. I would assume that these companies, which are
among some of our foremost, would have done that restructuring earlier
on.

It is hard for me to think that they have lagged so long in the
competitive environment that they are now doing "a major restructuring."

MRs. NORWOOD. Some of them certainly have, but many of them have
not yet.

SENATOR SARBANEs. DuPont, Atlantic Richfield, and Digital Equip-
ment? They are not laggards in their particular sectors as a general
proposition.

MRs. NORWOOD. I do not know the specifics of those particular compa-
nies.

SENATOR SARBANEs. I have just one final line, and then I am going to
yield to Representative Armey.

On the 24th of July, the Bureau of Labor Statistics issued a release on
Usual Weekly Earnings of Wage and Salary Workers. In that release, you
reported--this was using second quarter data-that the median weekly
earnings in the second quarter of 1991 were 2.7 percent above those in
the second quarter of 1990. Is that correct?

MRS. NORWOOD. That is Tight.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, by what percentage had the Consumer Price

Index risen over that same period?
MRs. NORWOOD. I do not have that exact figure, but it was certainly

more than 2.7 percent.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Actually, it is here in the release. You say here in

your release that it is 4.9 percent. Is that correct?
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes. That would have been my guess, in any case.
[Laughter.]
MRS. NORWOOD. I am delighted to know that it is in our release.
SENATOR SARBANES. So, the median weekly earnings for that year went

up by 2.7 percent, but the inflation rate went up by 4.9 percent. Correct?
MRS. NORWOOD. That is right.
SENATOR SARBANES. So, people's position actually declined. They were

worse off. They got a 2.7 percent increase in their median earnings, but
the costs went up almost twice as much so that their real position
worsened.

Is that correct?
MRs. NORWOOD. That is correct, but I think one needs to be concerned

about how we look at that.



The other thing that our data show that has been happening is that the
cost to employers of health insurance has gone up.

If the worker had to pay all of that cost, I do not know quite where
that would put him, but clearly you are right that the money that was
available for normal living expenses to a worker declined. On the other
hand, the employer cost of fringe benefits rose.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Of course, millions of workers have no health
insurance at all.

MRS. NORWOOD. Data from the Current Population Survey for 1989
showed that about 19 million workers, age 16 and over, had no health
insurance coverage at all during that year.

SENATOR SARBANES. None.
MRs. NORWOOD. That is correct.
SENATOR SARBANEs. What part of the work force is that? Do we have

any figures on what part of the work force has no health insurance?
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes, we do. In 1989, 14.6 percent of employed

persons had no health insurance. A little over half of the workers had
employer or union-sponsored group health plans, and about a third were
covered by a relative's plan or some other source. Again, just under 15
percent had no coverage.

SENATOR SARBANEs. None at all. How long has this trend in real
earnings been downward-the trend that we see for this second quarter
of 1990 to the second quarter of 1991?

It is my understanding that the trend has been downward for some
time. Is that correct?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes. It has been. I think that this is true for many
earnings series.

SENATOR SARBANEs. When you report that the median weekly earnings
rose 2.7 percent-half the inflation rate-how much of the increase in the
median weekly earnings was due to an increase in the median hourly
wage rate, and how much was due to an increase in the median number
of hours worked?

MRs. NORWOOD. I cannot partition that. Clearly, hours are high. I do
not think the median earnings give us a very good handle on hours.

MR. PiEWEs. We have another series called Real Earnings. This is
taken from our Establishment Survey. Real Earnings are on a monthly
basis. The most recent data that we have are for June 1991. The data
show that average weekly earnings increased by 3.3 percent between June
1990 and June 1991.

That resulted from a 3.6 percent increase in average hourly earnings,
offset by a 0.3 percent decrease in average weekly hours.

SENATOR SARBANES. OK.
MR. PLEwEs. According to our real earnings report, at that point, hours

went down and earnings went up by 3.6 percent. This is somewhat
different than the other series that we have been talking about.



SENATOR SARBANES. The ratio of women to men's earnings has risen?
Is that correct?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes, it has. The release that you are talking about puts
it at 75 percent in the second quarter.

I would prefer to wait for another quarter to be sure that it holds, but
generally speaking, the proportion of women's earnings to men's has been
rising over the last decade.

SENATOR SARBANEs. What is the explanation for that? Is it equal pay
for equal work?

MRs. NORWOOD. Well, that certainly has had an effect, but I think it is
more that women are becoming better educated. They are becoming more
stable members of the labor force. They are gaining more experience, and
so they are becoming more like men in their work habits.

SENATOR SARBANES. Congressman Armey.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Thank you.
Just to follow up on the last point that you were making, would you

suggest then that the progress that women have been making is due to
what women have done for themselves rather than what the government
has done for women?

MRS. NORWOOD. Oh, I think that there have been a lot of changes that
have related to the way in which women handle themselves, to the way
in which other people regard women, and certainly the antidiscrimination
environment in which they operate.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. I appreciate that. That is just obviously more
of an interpretative question.

Let us go back to the numbers. I am curious-
SENATOR SARBANEs. Some would say "rhetorical."
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. OK, "rhetorical." That is fine, too.
[Laughter.]
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEy. Speaking on behalf of my very self-sufficient

and independent daughter.
[Laughter.]
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. How does the average duration of unemploy-

ment now compare with that of December 1980? Do you have that
number?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes. Mr. Plewes can answer that.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Keep the graph if you have it. I am just

curious about that.
[Pause.]
MR. PLEwEs. The average duration in weeks in December 1980 was

13.7 percent and is now 13.9 percent.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. 13.7 percent in 1980. How about January?
MR. PLEWEs. January 1981, sir?
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Yes.
MR. PLEwES. 14.3 percent.



REPRESENTATIVE ARMY. 14.3 percent in 1981 January. How about July
1980?

MR PLEwEs. 11.8 percent.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. 11.8 percent. What about the unemployment

rate in December 1980?
MR. PLEwEs. 7.2 percent.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. And January of 1981.
MR. PLEWEs. 7.5 percent.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. 7.5 percent. How about July 1980?
MR. PLEwEs. July 1981, 7.2 percent.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. What is the unemployment rate now?
MR. PLEwEs. 6.8 percent.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. 6.8 percent.
So, during all this period of time from July 1980 to the end of 1980,

the unemployment rate was worse than it is now and getting worse, and
at any time between July 1980 and January 1981, was there any
declaration of any emergency need to extend unemployment insurance by
the President?

MRS. NORWOOD. Well, you know those facts better than I. Insofar as
the data are concerned, we did of course go through a very steep
recession in 1981 and 1982.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. But there was no declaration of an emergency
by the President between July and December, was there?

MRS. NORWOOD. Not that I am aware of.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. I remember this recession well. I was not in

Congress at the time.
During the recession of 1980 and 1981 was there a declaration of

emergency for the extension of unemployment insurance?
-MRs. NORWOOD. No, I do not believe so.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. There was not? Did President Reagan make

a declaration?
MRs. NORWOOD. I do not know.
SENATOR SARBANEs. I have to interrupt. I am going to have to go vote.
I think what I will do is, instead of adjourning the hearing, simply

allow Congressman Anney to continue to go on with his questioning.
I do want to come back and address some further questions to you,

Commissioner.
MRs. NORWOOD. We will be here.
SENATOR SARBANES. I would just make the observation to Congressman

Armey, as I depart, that the difference in 1980 and that period was that
we had an extended benefits program that worked of its own accord.

It was not necessary for the President to take action because the system
that was in place in effect provided the extended benefits, unlike the
situation we now confront, where we have all these unemployed people



exhausting their benefits, and only three states are paying extended
benefits.

That is vividly demonstrated on this chart that shows the increase that
occurred in extended benefits in 1980, and then again in the Reagan
years, and this is now what is happening on extended benefits.

You can barely see it. It is right over there. This is the amount of
increase in extended benefits in this recession.

Persons Receiving Extended UI Benefits
Monthly Average

InA-

.~

;d974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

Note: Excludes Federal Supplemental Benefits and Federal Supplemental
Compensation recipients.

So, that is the difference. There was no need to declare an emergency
or to take action, because the system that was in place responded
automatically to the situation. That is not happening now.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. When did Congress change that system?
MRS. NORWOOD. Actually, there were changes that came about all

through the early 1980s, beginning early in the decade. There were
changes in the laws and in the Administration of the laws.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. All right. Even with that system in place, the
extended benefits were lower in 1980, given that we have seen worse
unemployment conditions, than what we are experiencing today?

MRs. NORWOOD. Of course, unemployment was much worse.



REPRESENTATIVE AEmY. So, with this system in place, this was
automatically triggered before Congress changed their system and
established a trigger mechanism--correct? So, with that old system in
place, we had a dearth of extended benefits during 1980, even with
conditions much worse than they are now.

I am curious about how many working Americans are without health
insurance.

MRs. NORWOOD. As I stated earlier, there were about 19 million
workers without insurance in 1989. Those people who have difficulty in
the labor market also have problems with health insurance.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Do you gather that data by the Household
Survey?

MRs. NORWOOD. We have two ways of getting it. One is through the
Household Survey, in which we can find out about the different demo-
graphic groups-for example, blacks or Hispanics, who tend to have
greater health coverage problems.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. How about age?
MRs. NORWOOD. We also have an Establishment Survey in which we

find out about the numbers of people who have coverage establishment-
by-establishment.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. In your demographics, do we know anything
about the age of these workers who are not choosing to buy insurance?

MRs. NORWOOD. I am sorry? I did not hear that.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Do we know anything about the age of the

workers who choose not to buy insurance?
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes, generally young people are less likely to have

coverage than older people. We can supply detailed data later.
I also have a recent survey of establishments that show the difference

in benefits offered between the small and larger establishments.
About 90 percent of the employees in medium and large firms that

employ 100 workers or more have health-benefit plans, and about half of
them in small establishments do.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. The thing that I have always been curious
about is, of these people that are choosing to not buy health insurance, is
there any person in America today that has no health insurance available
to them. That they cannot buy it at some cost?

MRs. NORWOOD. Well, at prohibitive costs, often. The problem is that
in many cases, since health benefits are secured through groups-

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. I understand that.
MRs. NORWOOD. Eventually, it becomes rather high.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. If I were not employed in a position where I

had a participating plan, I could choose to take pait of the income I eam
and go out and buy health insurance. Right?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. And there might be two reasons why I would

choose not to do so.



One, I did not think I could afford it because the rates are pushed so
high because the tort laws are so lax; or, two, because I did not think I
needed it as much as I needed or wanted something else.

MRs. NORWOOD. That is correct.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. And I am curious about the extent to which

this large number might be young people. I, for example, harp at my son,
telling him, "You have got to get some health insurance." And he says,
"Dad, I do not need health insurance. Look at me. I can lift a barn, and
I will live forever"-a typical youthful attitude-"and there are so many
more important things I want to do with that money."

MRs. NORWOOD. He also knows that he has a father that he can rely
on.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Well, young people are funny that way.
But I do not want to dismiss this problem. It is a concern to me when

people are going without the health-insurance coverage they need.
I am concerned for my own child. But we tend to dismiss this as a

failure somehow of public policy when, for large numbers-and I would
like to get some idea of how many-this is what they themselves perceive
to be a rational consumption choice.

MRS. NORWOOD. We would be happy to go through the data and take
a look it more closely by age. I should point out, however, that the data
show clearly that blacks and Hispanics, for example-many of whom do
not work in large establishments and have difficult employment histo-
ries-have less coverage than others. I would therefore believe that, at
least for many of those groups, it is not just an age question.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. I do understand that this is a matter of serious
concern, but I also think we need to understand who are the people that
are without health insurance, and for what reason they are without health
insurance.

MRs. NORWOOD. We do not have infornation on reasons, but we can
give you an age breakdown.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Well, at least demograhic characteristics from
which we might draw some kind of conclusions. This is obviously going
to be a matter of massive public policy concern, and we need to have
some better understanding of the issue. And since it was raised here
earlier, I thought we ought to at least try to get some accurate demograph-
ic data on that.

Let me ask you. Did both the median and the average duration of
unemployment fall in July?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
MR. PLEWES. Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEy. What is the relationship between these two,

and how do you interpret this fall?
MRs. NORWOOD. With great difficulty. The average duration, at a time

when the economy is changing-either into recession or is flattening out
or is going up-is clearly affected by the shifts between the short-term



unemployed and the long-tenm unemployed, which we have discussed
before as typical of recession recovery. Therefore, the median is a little
bit easier to explain.

REPRESENTATIVE AIM Y. The number of laid-off workers declined in
July?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes. That is right
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. How much?
MR. PLEWEs. It declined from 4,869,000 in June to 4,596,000 in July.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Going back to the whole question of the

duration, Senator Sarbanes raised the point that had been made by an
earlier witness before this Committee that one of the things that makes
this recession different from what we have had in previous recessions is
that there seems to be a higher proportion of the unemployed that are
permanently rather than temporarily laid off.

Now, if that difference exists, would that not suggest that there is a
structural event going on in the economy, as opposed to a cyclical event?

MRS. NORWOOD. Well, we talked about the restructuring that has been
occurring. There seems to be some evidence that that is the case. On the
other hand, some industries, like the automobile industry, are doing more
temporary layoffs than they ever did before. That is one of the ways in
which they are adjusting their inventory.

So, I think it depends on the industries, generally. And of course we
have a much more service-oriented economy now than we did before,
probably with many smaller establishments, and smaller establishments
would tend to lay people off more permanently when they get into
difficulty than the larger ones would.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. I have never been a big fan of forecasters, but
whether you are or you are not, you are always going to deal with the
question of, are we in fact in a recovery from the recession, or are we
not?

The forecasters tend to agree that we are in a recovery. How much
confidence do the July unemployment data give us in their conclusion?

MRs. NORWOOD. I think that it is important to look at more than solely
what is going on in the labor market. If you look at economic data, as a
whole, mainly for the month of June, you see some very good news and
some not so good news.

GNP was up for the second quarter by 4/10ths of a percent. That is
good news that it is not going down. On the other hand, it is not good
news that it is not up more than 4/10ths, or that one of the major reasons
was the slowdown in inventory liquidation.

The leading indicators are up, and a lot of forecasters pay a good deal
of attention to that.

The housing industry seems to be improving. Permits are up. Starts are
up. Sales are up. But on the other hand, multiunit housing construction is
near a record low.



Domestic car sales seem to be up the last few months. That is certainly
very helpful.

Industrial production is up.
Capacity utilization is up.
Retail sales did not decline in June, although that also means they

didn't go up, either.
Durable orders and capital goods orders are down.
Our exports were down, and that is a matter of concern to me because

we do not know what is going to be happening in terms of downturns in
Western Europe and other of our major trading partners.

Imports are fairly weak. You can take your pick of the data.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. I have to go to the Floor, too, so we might

have to go into temporary adjournment or recess.
MRs. NORWOOD. All right
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. How do our unemployment rates compare

with the European nations?
MRs. NORWOOD. They are generally lower. When adjusted to U.S.

concepts, the civilian rate for the United States as of June is lower than
in Canada and in Australia, lower than in France, lower than in the United
Kingdom.

On the other hand, it is higher than in Japan and higher than in
Germany and in some of the Scandinavian countries.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Well, one last question for the record.
How much money is in the Unemployment Trust Fund?
MRs. NORWOOD. I do not know.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. The answer is, none. No money. Let me make

this statement very clear: There is no money in the Unemployment Trust
Fund. Congress spent all that money that was to be held for that Trust
Fund on other things. So, that if there is an increase in unemployment
benefits, extension of benefits, that has to come out of current cash flows.

This government works on a cash-flow basis, and they spend the
money faster than it comes in. So, there is no way that you can get an
increase in unemployment benefits, an extension of those benefits, without
either borrowing more money or raising taxes.

So, I just think it needs to be said very clearly. There is no money in
the Social Security Trust Fund. There is no money in the Highway Trust
Fund.

No matter what fund you trusted the government to hold for you, there
is no money in it, because they always spend it on other things.

So, I think we need to be very clear as we look at the idea that
somehow we should declare an emergency of unemployment levels that
are nowhere as severe as the conditions under which Carter declined to
do so in the 1980s, on the presumption that some cache of money just
needs to open up the purse strings and the money flows is not an
appropriate presumption.



Couple that with the fact that in the budget summit deal-which was
a rather bad deal-and the provisions of that deal, you cannot access
funds without either raising a tax, cutting spending elsewhere, or
borrowing money.

Thank you, again. I am sorry I have to go over to the Floor to debate
this very issue, but I will then declare a recess until the Chairman comes
back.

MRs. NORWOOD. Thank you, very much.
[Recess.]
SENATOR SARBANEs. The Committee will come back into session.
I just have a few more questions, Commissioner. There is one thing I

do want to put in the record in view of the exchange I was having with
Congressman Anney when I left about why an emergency was not
declared in 1980, and I pointed out that the benefits were being paid.

Actually, at that time, we had a national trigger in the country for
extended benefits. As a consequence of that national trigger, all states
were covered by the extended benefit program.

So, there was no need to declare the emergency because we had
provided for it. Now, we find ourselves in a situation in which only three
states, 3 out of the 50, are receiving extended benefits.

In fact, what is the unemployment rate? Where are those state
unemployment rates in your release this morning?

MRS. NORWOOD. That is at Table-
MR. PLEwEs. Table A-10, sir.
SENATOR SARBANEs. A-10?
[Pause.]
MRS. NORWOOD. There is considerable variation among the states. As

you know states like Maine, Michigan, Mississippi, West Virginia, and
Massachusetts have been in great difficulty; a number of other fairly large
areas like Florida, California, and so on have rates that are somewhat
higher than the national average.

The more recent data are only for the 11 largest states. The biggest
change, I believe, was Texas, which had a significant increase in the
unemployment rate. It went from 5.6 to 6.7 percent.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Right. Commissioner, I noticed that Massachusetts
is still with a 9.1 percent unemployment rate, but they triggered off of
extended benefits in Massachusetts. And Michigan, which is at 8.3
percent, has also triggered off of extended benefits.

[Pause.]
Commissioner, I wanted to ask you about this chart that shows that

these are the number of people exhausting their unemployment benefits.
The solid lines here [indicating], and here [indicating], and here [indicat-
ing], are when each recession ended. (See chart on following page.)

What this chart shows is that, even after the recession was deemed to
have ended, the number of people exhausting their benefits continued to
go up in each of those instances. Of course, we are not sure yet whether



this recession has ended. But is it reasonable to assume, on the basis of
this historical pattern, that when this recession ends the number of people
exhausting their unemployment insurance benefits will continue to rise?

Persons Exhausting UI Benefits
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MRS. NORWOOD. The long-term unemployed continues to rise after a
recession ends, for sometime thereafter. So, it is a logical assumption that
if they had been unemployed for some considerable period of time, they
could well exhaust their benefits.

SENATOR SARBANES. So, the human problem of addressing the situation
in which people who are unemployed find themselves or their families
exhausting their benefits is a problem that will increase in difficulty, at
least for some limited period of time, even after the recession is over? Is
that right?

MRs. NORWOOD. The long-term unemployed certainly will continue to
be a problem for a while.

SENATOR SARBANES. How many people do you estimate will exhaust
their benefits this fiscal year? Do you have any estimate of that?

MRs. NORWOOD. No, I do not.



SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, I am concerned by the double-dip problem.
You look like you are coming out of a recession, and then you go back
down again before eventually coming out of it.

Our research indicates that in five of the last eight recessions we have
had a single quarter of positive growth, followed by further declines. In
other words, what is called the "double dip."

Now, we have just had a quarter of projected positive growth. We had
4/10ths of 1 percent in projected GNP growth in the second quarter. So,
it was just barely positive.

First of all, is it correct that this double-dip phenomenon has character-
ized more than half of the last eight recessions?

MRS. NORWOOD. I have not looked at that very carefully, so I would
prefer not to comment on it. We would be glad to do that for the record,
if you would like.

I think insofar as the labor market data are concerned, often what looks
like a dip is just a monthly variation, or a couple of months' variation in
the numbers. There may have been more stability in unemployment than
we had thought.

SENATOR SARBANES. Now, the growth in the labor force has been
significantly less during this period than projected.

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. By what order of magnitude?
MRS. NORWOOD. A very large order of magnitude. We had only about

a 425,000 increase from July to July, on an unadjusted basis. That is
perhaps a quarter of what we were seeing a decade ago.

Part of that, as we have discussed, is because of the lower birth rates.
There are fewer teenagers. The teenage labor force declined by nearly
600,000 this year. Some of it is recession-related.

SENATOR SARANEs. How much? I know you would project a smaller
labor force growth because of demographic changes.

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes. About half the growth.
SENATOR SABANEs. But my understanding is that the labor force

growth has been significantly less than even your projections.
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANES. If the labor force had growth by what was

projected, what would be the unemployment rate?
MR. PLEwEs. We believe that, all things being equal, it would have

been somewhere around 7.2 or 7.3 percent. I did not calculate it this
month, but that is what we came up with last month-7.3 percent on the
basis of a comparison with 7.0 percent.

SENATOR SARBANES. What we see is that in the 1981 recession the
participation rate in the civilian labor force under the Household Survey
went up 2/10ths of a point.

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. In this recession, it has gone down 3/10ths of a

point.



MRS. NORWOOD. That is right.
SENATOR SARBANES. I take it that going down is a rather unique

phenomenon in a recession?
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes. We have discussed that a bit. It is related in part

to the teenagers whose labor force participation rates are down, and to
women who, for the first time in several decades, have not had an
increasing participation rate.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Now the teenagers, is that simply that they are
persuaded that there is no work out there and have not gone looking?

MIRs. NORWOOD. It is probably several things. Part of it is that the
recession has now affected those industries that normally hire teenagers.
Retail trade has not done very well. That is a place where many teenagers
find jobs.

Some of the services industries are not doing as well as they had been
before, so there are fewer jobs out there that traditionally have been filled
by teenagers.

Part of it is that there is a recession, so many of the teenagers are
finding other activities. Some of them are going to school. There are
fewer government jobs, as well, for teenagers. We have had a cutback
generally in government hiring over a long period of time now.

SENATOR SARBANEs. What about the women? Do the statistics show
that a large number of women have suddenly and voluntarily decided to
forego working? Or do they show that poor labor market conditions made
a job search difficult, if not futile, and therefore discouraged them?

MRs. NORWOOD. There is some controversy over how to interpret the
reduction in labor force participation of women. Two issues have been
raised. One is discouragement because of the recession. The other is that
many women have postponed child bearing, and that they are changing
their minds about that.

My guess is that it is probably very much economic driven. This may
seem a very good time for women, knowing there are no jobs available,
to remain at home, and some of them, we know, are having children
because the birth rates for some age groups are going up.

SENATOR SARBANES. Well, Commissioner, I thank you and your
colleagues.

I just want to close with this statement. I think that it is still imperative
that we move to addressing this problem of the long-term unemployed
and to those who have exhausted their benefits.

As these charts indicate, the number of people who exhaust their
benefits will continue to rise after a recession is over. We are not certain
this recession is over, but even if it is, the number will continue to go up.

People have used up their 26 'weeks of benefits. They are not drawing
the 13 weeks of extended benefits, as is the case in past recessions. The
Congress is now in the process of passing legislation to send to the
President that will require the President to agree with a congressional
judgment that this is an emergency, and we need to use the money in the



Extended Benefit Trust Fund for the purpose for which it was paid, and
that is to pay these benefits.

This Trust Fund has an enormous surplus in it. This was the surplus
in 1990. We continue to build up a surplus in the Trust Fund in a
recession. The employers have been paying these taxes in order to pay
extended benefits in a recession period.

Not only are we not paying the benefits, we are taking in more during
a recession than we are actually paying out. The Congress has called on
the President in effect to go ahead and use these balances for the purpose
for which they were intended, and to provide extended unemployment
insurance benefits for the millions of workers who have either exhausted
or are about to exhaust their benefits, and are going to find themselves
unable to provide for their family.

Now, it is asserted by Mr. Darman that this violates the Budget
Agreement. It does not do that. The Budget Agreement, in fact, provided
for declarations of emergency. It established a specific procedure to do so.

The President has himself initiated the use of that procedure on a
number of occasions this year in order to send money to the Kurds, to
Bangladesh, Israel, Turkey, Ethiopia, and Sudan. And, in each instance,
when the President came to the Congress, the Congress concurred in his
request that this represented an emergency, that it should be taken outside
of the Budget Agreement, and that the funds should be provided.

The Congress is now saying to the President that we think we have an
emergency here at home to meet the needs of the unemployed, people
who were working, the working people. You do not collect unemploy-
ment insurance if you do not have a continuous employment record that
qualifies you for unemployment insurance.

We are getting letters from workers; it is tragic to read them. For many
of them, because of the changing nature of this recession, they are
experiencing unemployment for the first time. They have never had this
experience before. They have had a continuous work history, and all of
a sudden they find themselves in very dire straits.

We are also getting letters from employers who are saying, "we have
been paying these taxes in to build up this surplus for the purpose of
paying these extended benefits when our economy runs into hard times,
and our workers, through no fault of their own, are tenninated or laid off,
and that these monies ought to be used for the purpose for which they are
intended."

It is our very strongly held view that we have an emergency here at
home and that the President, who has perceived emergencies abroad in
order to invoke this budget process, should perceive an emergency here
at home, in order to invoke this budget process and make these extended
unemployment insurance benefits available to millions of American
workers and their families, who find themselves in very difficult circum-
stances.
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We are getting tragic reports of people losing their homes, losing their
cars, of intense family stress and strain, as a consequence of what has
occurred.

Now, I expect that by today or tomorrow that this legislation will be
sent to the President. All that will remain then is for the President to
declare it an emergency for extended unemployment benefits to begin to
flow to millions of American workers.

Well, Commissioner, we thank you and your colleagues very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10: 49 a.m., the Committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]



AUGUST EMPLOYMENT SITUATION

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1991

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATFS,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITIEE,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-628,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes (chairman
of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Sarbanes and Sasser.
Also present: William Buechner, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES,
CHAIRMAN

SENATOR SARBANEs. The Committee will come to order.
The Joint Economic Committee is pleased this morning to welcome

Commissioner Janet Norwood and her associates, Messers. Plewes and
Dalton. Commissioner Norwood and her colleagues are here to testify on
the employment and unemployment data for August.

This morning's data and other data in recent weeks, in my judgment,
provide no convincing evidence that a sustained recovery from the reces-
sion is under way, contrary to a lot of assertions that are being made by
a number of people around town.

Of most concern is the fact that employment, as measured by the
household survey, fell by almost 300,000 in August, although the size of
the labor force fell by 310,000. Increases both in unemployment and
withdrawal from the labor market are not evidence of recovery. Let me
repeat that: Increases in both unemployment and in withdrawal from the
labor market are not evidence of recovery.

For months, the Administration has been singing this siren song that
the recession is short and shallow and the recovery is just around the
comer. Yet, the latest revision in the GNP data from the Commerce
Department shows that the decline in the economy continued well into the
summer of this year. August marks the thirteenth month since the econo-
my began a downturn in July 1990, and there is still no conclusive
evidence that the recession is over. Only two recessions in the postwar
period have lasted longer than this one, the 16-month-long recession of
1973-75, and the equally long 16-month recession of 1981-82.

(47)



Currently, more than eight-and-a-half million people are unemployed.
Except for the 1981-82 recession, more people are unemployed now than
at any time in the past 50 years. More than a million of these eight-and-a-
half million unemployed have been without work for six months or
longer, mostly workers who had held jobs and lost them during this
recession.

One family out of every ten has someone in the family circle who has
been unemployed during this recession. There are others who are also
hurting. Almost a million people have given up searching for work
because of the lack of jobs. More than five-and-a-half million are working
part-time because there are no full-time jobs.

If these categories--those who have given up the search for work and
those that are working part time because there are no full-time jobs-are
added to the official unemployment rate, the rate rises to 10 percent. It is
important to understand that these people want full-time jobs; they can't
find them, so they have settled for what they can get.

Despite some recent pickup. of activity in the manufacturing sector,
most economists expect the economy to remain weak for a considerable
period. The September 9th issue of Business Week contains an editorial
titled "This Factory Rebound Isn't Built To Last," which raises the possi-
bility that consumer spending will not be strong enough to sustain the
recent increase in factory orders. Another Business Week editorial has the
headline, "Even the Fed is Getting Nervous About This Recovery." The
editorial says, and I quote:

Last month's job data looked more like an economy in reces-
sion than in recovery. The numbers not only confirm that the
upturn is laboring, they fuel concern that the rebound could
fizzle out by yearend.

Our biggest concern right now, as it has been in recent months, is the
long-term unemployed who have exhausted their unemployment benefits.
More than a million people report being unemployed for 26 weeks or
more, which is the maximum amount of time for drawing basic unem-
ployment insurance benefits in almost every state. Each month, hundreds
of thousands of people exhaust their benefits, and that number will contin-
ue to rise even after the economy begins to recover.

A month ago, the Congress sent President Bush a bill that would
extend unemployment insurance benefits by 4 to 20 weeks, depending on
the severity of the unemployment situation in the particular state; from 4
to 20 weeks for those who had exhausted the regular benefits. Unfortu-
nately, and I deeply regret this, the President chose not to find an emer-
gency and fund this program.

This failure to come to the aid of. American families stands in sharp
contrast to the President's ability to find emergencies in the course of this
year when it was a question of sending humanitarian assistance abroad.

Those of us in Congress who have fought for extending benefits to the
unemployed are not prepared to drop this issue. And when Congress



returns next week, we expect again to work on sending a proposal to the
President for signature with respect to the extension of benefits.

Following the hearing this morning with Commissioner Norwood, the
Joint Economic Committee will conduct a second hearing that will help
document the serious problem of long-term unemployment in today's
weakened economy. At that second hearing, which will take place imme-
diately upon the conclusion of this first hearing, we will hear from Isaac
Shapiro of the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, who has recently
done a study that indicates that the people who have exhausted regular
unemployment benefits and are not eligible for further assistance reached
an all-time record in the month of July. We will also hear from four
formerly employed people now unemployed; people who have lost their
jobs and have either exhausted or are about to exhaust their benefits. They
will explain the human dimensions of this situation, as it confronts mil-
lions of Americans across the country.

We will now ask Commissioner Norwood and her colleagues to
present their testimony on the August employment and unemployment
situation. Commissioner, as always, we are pleased to have you and your
colleagues back before the Committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR:

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON,
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND

LIVING DONDITIONS; AND THOMAS J. PLEWES,
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT

AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS

MS. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ken Dalton, Tom Plewes, and I are, as always, pleased to be here to

have the opportunity to comment on the data we released this moming.
Labor market conditions in August continued to lack clear direction.

The unemployment rate was unchanged at 6.8 percent, and the number of
employed persons on business payrolls was little changed after a small
decline in July.

Although unemployment for some worker groups has shown some
month-to-month volatility, no group has experienced any definitive
improvement or deterioration over the last few months. In addition, we
have not yet seen any substantial change in the key measures of unem-
ployment duration. The number of newly unemployed-those jobless less
than five weeks-was 3.4 million in August and has not varied much
since January. Long-term unemployment was also unchanged in August;
1.2 million have been unemployed for more than a half year.

Of the eight-and-a-half million unemployed workers in August, a little
more than half had lost their last job. About one-third had entered or
reentered the labor force to search for jobs after a period of absence.

The striking fact in the household survey data is the continued lack of
labor force growth. The August labor force level was about 725,000



below that of June and only marginally above its level of a year earlier.
This sluggish labor force growth results primarily from declines among
teenagers and a reduced inflow of adult women.

For teens whose population has been shrinking for many years, a
noticeable decrease in participation has also occurred. Meanwhile,
women's labor-force participation has been stagnant, in stark contrast to
the historical increases in their labor-market activity.

Participation rates for adult men have been down slightly, due almost
entirely to reduced participation of those aged 55 and over.

The most encouraging development in the August data was a rise in
factory employment, which was coupled with an increase in the factory
workweek. The number of jobs in manufacturing rose by 42,000 over the
month. Gains over the last two months now total nearly 70,000.

The fact that employment in auto manufacturing was unchanged is
encouraging, because it means that the large July gain was sustained. In
addition, two auto-related industries-fabricated metals, and rubber and
plastics-had sizeable August increases.

The increase in factory hours is quite a welcome sign. The average
workweek has risen seven-tenths of an hour over the last four months. At
40.9 hours, it is now at the same level as before the recession began.

August also brought some job growth in the services industry, which
added nearly 60,000 jobs. Some 25,000 of them were in business services,
an industry which often reflects trends in other business activity. Unfortu-
nately, however, employment in several other important industries has yet
to show any signs of recovery. The construction industries had small job
losses over the last three months. Similarly, mining has had a six-month
string of job declines that now total 21,000, with losses in both oil and
gas extraction and in coal mining. In addition, wholesale trade lost 18,000
jobs in August. This industry has not had even a small monthly gain in
over a year. And employment in retail trade has been hovering around 19
million since this spring, after having declined by nearly 400,000 earlier
in the recession.

We are also beginning to see the effects on employment of financial
problems of many state and local govemments. Since May, state and local
government payrolls have been pared by some 100,000 jobs.

In summary the unemployment rate held steady in August at 6.8
percent. Overall, employment changed very little. Although some indus-
tries continue to experience job losses, job gains did occur in manufactur-
ing and the services industry, and the factory workweek increased.

We'd be glad to answer any questions you may have.
[The table attached to Mrs. Norwood's statement, together with the

Employment Situation press release, follows:]



Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods

X-11 ARIMA method X-11 method

Month Unad- Concurrent 12-month (official Range
and justed Official (as first Concurrent Stable Total Residual extrapola- method (cola.

year rate procedure computed) (revised) tion before 1980) 2-9)
(1) 2) (3) (4) (5) 6 7 (8) (9) (10)

1990

August...... 5.4 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 -
September... 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 -
October..... 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 .1
November.... 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.9 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 .1
December.... 5.9 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 -

1991

January..... 7.0 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.2 6.2 .1
February.... 7.2 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.5 .1
March....... 7.1 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 6.8 .3
April....... 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.6 6.6 .1
May......... 6.6 6.9 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 .1
June........ 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.9 .2
July........ 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.8 .1
August...... 6.5 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.8 .1

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor StAtistics
September 1991
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THE EMPIDYMENT SITUATION: AUGUST 1991

The nation's emplovment situation was little changed in August, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today.
Following a decline fron 7.0 to 6.8 percent in July, the unemployment rate
held steady in August. Payroll employment showed little movement over the
month, as gains in manufacturing and services were nearly offset by
declines in other industries. Weekly hours rebounded from the July drop.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

After edging downward in July, the unemployment rate, 6.8 percent, and
the number of unemployed, 8.5 million, were unchanged in August. The
unemployment rate has shown little sustained movement in recent months and
remains 1.3 percentage points higher than it was in July 1990, when the
recession began. Over the 13-nonth period, the number of jobless persons
rose by 1.7 million. (See table A-1.)

While the overall jobless rate remained steady in August, there were
changes for adult women and teenagers. The wcren's rate rose three-tenths
of a percentage point to 5.7 percent, following a decline of five-tenths in
July. The rate for teenagers declined by 1.6 percentage points, reversing
a similar increase in July. The jobless rate for adult men (6.5 percent)
was unchanged in August, and rates for whites (6.1 percent), blacks (12.3
percent), and.Hispanics (9.9 percent) changed little over the month. (See
tables A-1 and A-2.)

The number of unerployed who had lost their last jobs, at 4.7 million,
was little changed in August. They accounted for 55.4 percent of the total
unenployed, up from 46.5 percent in July 1990. The median duration of
unemployment was 7.2 weeks in August, up about half a week over the nmonth
and 2 weeks from the onset of the recession in July 1990. Long-term
unemployment (15 weeks and over) rose by nore than 800,000 in the past 13
Months. (See tables A-5 and A-6.)

Total Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Total enployment fell by about-300,000 to 116.4 million in August.
The number of employed persons was 1.5 million lower than it was in July
1990. The proportion of the working-age population with jbs (the



Table A. major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

quarterly
averages

Category 1991

Monthly dat.'

1991
:July-
:Aug.
change

I II June July : Aug.

EDUSEIDD hTA :

Civilian labor force..'
Imployment .......... :

Unemployment........
Not in labor force....

Discouraged workers.'

Unemployment rates:
All workers.........

Adult men.........
Adult wanen.......
Teenagers.........
White.............
Black...........
Hispanic origin...:

ESI'ABLISHMENI' TA

Nonfarm employment....
Gods-producing P!..:

Construction......
Manufacturing.....

Service-pruducing.1/.
Retail trade.......
Services..........
Government........

Average weekly hours:
Total private.......
Manufacturing.......

Overtime..........

Thousands of persons

125,013: 125,511: 125,629: 125,214: 124,904: -310
116,865: 116,958: 116,884: 116,712: 116,416: -296

8,149: 8,553: 8,745: 8,501: 8,488: -13
64,099: 64,012: 64,039: 64,625: 65,069: 444

997: 981 N.A.; N.A.: N.A. N.A.

Percent of labor force

6.5:
6.1:
5.5:

18.0:
5.8:

12.1:
9.7:

6.8'
6.4:
5.7:

18.8:
6.0:

12.9:
9.5:

7.0:
6.6:
5.9:

19.2.
6.2:

13.1:
9.8:

6.8:
6.5:
5.4:

20.6:
6.2:

11.8:
9.5:

6.8:
6.5:
5.7:

19.0:
6.1:

12.3:
9.9:

Thousands of jobs

109,160.
24,032!
4,770:

18,549:
85,128:
19,461:
28,583:
18,387:

108,836:
23,811:
4,704:

18,400:
85,025:
19,336:
28,644:
18,440:

108,885;pl08,812:pl08,846 p34
23,792: p23 ,792: p23 ,816 p24
4,710: p4,689: p4,677: p-12

18,378: p18,403: p18,445 p42
85,093: p85,020: p85,030: plO
19,345: pl9,343 : p19,328: p-15
28,712. p28,729: p28,786: p57
18,456: p18,387 p18,356 p-31

Hours of work

34.2:
40.3:
3.3:

34.3:
40.5'
3.5:

34.6.
40.8:
3.7'

p34.1:
p40.7:

p3. 7!

p34.4. p0.3
p40.9 p. 2

p3.8 p.1

p-preliminary.1! Includes other industries, not shown separately.
N.A.-not available.
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emloyment-population ratio) declined to 61.3 percent in August, down by
1.4 percentage points over the past 13 months. (See table A-1.)

The labor force declined by 310,000 in August to 124.9 million,
following a decrease of 415,000 in July. Over the past year, the labor
force has shown very little growth, and the teenage component has actually
declined by 580,000, reflecting reductions in both their population and
rate of labor force participation. The overall labor force participation
rate--the proportion of the working-age population either employed or
actively seeking employment--was 65.7 percent in August, down half a
percentage point from a year earlier. Over this one-year period, the
participation rate for teenagers has dropped by 2.8 percentage points, and
there have also been small declines for both adult men (concentrated among
those 55 and over) and women (those 20-34 years of age).

Industry Payroll Emploment (Establishment Survey Data)

Nonfarm payroll employment was basically unchanged in August. Job
gains in manufacturing and services were largely offset by declines in
other industries, particularly trade and government.

Manufacturing employment increased by 42,000, with gains occurring in
both durable and nondurable goods industries. Within durables, the most
notable increase came in fabricated metals, which has regained 16,000 jobs
since April, mainly in response to increased auto production. Similarly,
rubber and plastics within nondurable goods has added 15,000 jobs since
April, also mostly in support of the auto industry. Elsewhere in
nondurables, there were over-the-month gains in the volatile food
processing industry, as well as in paper and chemicals. Additionally,
recent employment increases in autos, textiles, and apparel were sustained
in August. There were, however, further small declines in mining and
construction, resulting in little over-the-month change in the goods-
producing sector as a whole. (See table B-1.)

In the service-producing sector, there was essentially no net job
growth in August, as offsetting novements occurred within same of the
corponent industries. The services industry added 57,000 jobs and has
gained 210,000 since resuming growth in May. In August, health services
continued its large nonthly gains and business services showed renewed
strength. By contrast, wholesale trade euployment continued to decline,
losing another 18,000 jobs in August. This industry has lost 165,000 jobs
in the last year. In addition, government payrolls continued to feel the
effects of the financial difficulties in many jurisdictions. State and
local governments have lost 100,000 jobs since May.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers onprivate nonfarm payrolls increased by 0.3 hour in August, following a
decline of 0.5 hour in July. The workweek has been rather volatile
throughout this year. In manufacturing, the workweek rose two-tenths of anhour to 40.9 hours, its highest level in nearly a year and 0.7 hour above
its lowpoint in April. Overti'ie hours in manufacturing increased by atenth of an hour to 3.8 hours. (See table B-2.)
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The index of aggregate weekly hours of private production or
nonsupervisory workers increased by 0.7 percent to 121.5 (1982-100) in
August, after seasonal adjustrent. The index for rinufacturing was up 0.8
percent to 103.1. The manufacturing index has increased in each of the
last 4 months but was still 3.6 percent below the level of August 1990.
(See table 8-5.)

Hourlv and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Averaqe hourly earnings of private production or nonsupervisory
workers were up 0.4 percent in August to $10.40, seasonally adjusted.
Average weekly earnings increased by 1.3 percent to S357.76, largely due to
the increase in average weekly hours. Before seasonal adjustment, average
hourly earnings were unchanged, and average weekly earnings rose by S2.06.
Over the year, average hourly earnings increased by 3.2 percent and average
weekly earnings by 2.9 percent. (See tables B-3 and 8-4.)

The FMployment Situation for Septtaber 1991 will be released on
Friday, October 4, at 8:30 A.M. (Elff).



Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys, the
Current Population Survey (household survey) and the Current
Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey). The
household survey provides the information on the labor force,
employment. and unemployment that appears in the A tables.
marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. Is is a sample survey of about
60.000 households that is conducted by the Bureau of the Census
with most of the findings analyzed and published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS)

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment hours, and camings of workers on nonfarn payrolls
that appears in the B tables. marked ESTABLISHMENT DATA.
This informuotn is collected from payroll records by BLS in
cooperation with State agencies. The sample includes over
350.000 establishlnents employing over 41 million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actally
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated. it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey. the reference week is the pay
period including the 12th. which may or may not correspond
directly to the calendar week.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factosm including definitions. survey dtffermcae. seasonal
adjustments, and the inevitable varance in results between a
survey of a sample ard a census of the entire populasion. Each of
these factors is explained below.

Coverage, definitlons, and differences
between surveys

The sample households in the household survey are selected s
as to reflect the entire civilian nonssattisional population 16 years
of age and older. Each person in a household is classified as
employed. uaneployed. or not in the labor force. Those who hold
more than one job ae classified according to the job at which they
worked the most hosts.

People are classified as emWloyed if they did any work at all as
paid civilians: worked in their own business or profession or on
their own farm; or worked 15 hours or more at an enterprise
operated by a member of their family. whether they were paid or
not. People are also couted as employed if they were on unpaid
leave because of illness, bad weather. labor management disputes.
or personal reasons.

People we classified as anemploved. regardless of their
eligibility for unemployment beneF's or public assistance, if they
meet all of the following criteria They had no employment during
the survey week; they were available for work at that time: and
they made specific efforts to find employment sometime during the
prior 4 weeks. Persons laid off from thea former jobs and
awaiting recall and those expecting to report to a job within 30
days need not be looking for work to be counted as unemployed

The civilian laborforce equals the sam of the number employed
ard the number unemployed. The nemploymerst rare is the
number unemployed as a percent of the civilian labor force. Table
A-7 presents a special grouping of seven measures of
unemployment based on varying defritios of unemployment and
the labor force. The defintions are provided in the table. The
most restrictive definition yields U-1 ard the most comprehensive
yields U-7. The civilian worker utemployment rate is U.5b. while
U-Sa. the overall unemployment rare, includes the resident Armed
Forces in the labor force base.

Unlike the household survey. the establishment survey only
counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the
payroll records of nonfarm finns. As a result there are many
differences between the two surveys, among which am the
following:

. Thr hoisehuld simm. ftho-sh bared on - al. c t- ep. rflota.
sOrer drewie bierte the t survems a di eciudComparimnt ie mploye Espads fraro orers. and pao

rThe hwsehmold survey tnide people on upi bne qu s &
vployed: the orsee a re of e

* The hosehold survey is ooed u them 16 pes of age t older the
staions uet say is e onaed by ag c n
op n hansehold surrey in s o L of s a ials bease ioendinidual s clred only be ea ich nebshe s o cploesanmoo at y ore pop a ob or thob p... mart. T oh e to apay ol ariad be vd separaely foer tecarse o

Other differences between the two surveys am desceina
"Comparing Emoployment Estimates front Hosehdold arnd Payroll
Surveyso which maybe obtained fror BLS uons request

Seasonal adjut ein ent

Over the cose of a yaw the size of th nations labor force and
the levela of employmeit and unemploynsetui dergo shabp
fdustmons doe uo snb seasonal vopmns as c dagec es wnsn
reduced or eypanded preducrson. haresc. major holidays. anid the
pening ard closing of scool . For enample. the labor force

icretom by a large namber ch Jsr when sehoolo clone and
many young people enter the job m lker. The effect of sorc
seasoa l varisein oa he ney ow;ever the me of a year for
sumple. seson lity my aitet fo as muci us 95 paes of the
monthu-montyh changer in unemusploy rena.

Because, these seasonal orents follow a more or lear reguilar
pattern each yeir. their influence, on statistical trends can, be
rlenmnueil by adjusting the statistics from mnh as mends. These
adjustnents make nseoaldevelopoens. such a declines to
econmric activity or incceases; in the participation of stoven in the
labor forM, easier so spar. To remcoinu the schools-ost example,
the large number of people entering the labor forme each June, a
likely us obscureany other changes that have taken place iwa
Mor., making it difficult to determisne if the level of ecnomnic
ivoty has rien or declined. However, because the effect of

students finishing school as peviouis years is knsown the statistics
for the current your can he adjstied us allow for a comparable



ace. nsofair us the seasonal adrustnter s made correctly. the
adoslte figtre provides more userut tool with which to analyze
chaRes im coOucic activity.

1esurs of lator for-., enymtrent. and unemployment

contat coomponeos such as age and sex Statics for all
employees. poducton worke .rg. ave e wee hours. and
aerase hourly camings include components hated on the
employer s industry. All these stastics can be seasonally ad;usted
either by adpsing the total or by adyustog each of the compoms

anid combining them. The second rocedure usually yields more

accurate iformation and s therefore followed by BLS. For

camoe. the seasonally adjusted figare for ohe iviliant labor force
is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted employment coerponems
tnd four seaonaliv adjuted unerployrmr compornerts: the total
Io~ nemployment is the sum of the firt rrploymecrt

comnonents: and the unemploymoent rate is derived by dividing the
resulting esumate of total unemployment by the estmat of the
civian lab=o force

The nurtercal fators used s make the seasonat adpyssments ar
recalculated twice a year. For the houhoebmld surey. the factors axe
calculated for the January.June period and again for the July-
DeceOmb period. For the establishment survey. updated factors
for seasonal adjusitmet ae calculated for the Ma-October period
tnd introduced along with new benchmarcks. and a;am for the

ovember-Aptl period. In both surveys. revisions to historical
da-u .re made ace a yea.

Sampling variability

Sttistcs based ero the household and mtablishmers surveys are
sbrec to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the eumber of
people employed and the other estimates draun from thes surveys
probably differ from the figures that would be obtamed from a
complete census. even if the same questtomatres and procedures
were used. In the household survey, the amount of the differences

cm be expressed in terms of stndard errers. The numerncal value

of a sturlard ermr depends upon the size of the sample the results
of the survey, and other factors. However. the numerical value is
always such that the chances are appxromtely 68 out of 100 that
an estimate based on the sample will differ by no more than the

standard error from the result of a complete cntsus. T.e chances
are approuattely 90 out or 100 that an estimate baed or the
sample will differ by so more than 1 6 timesh. vtsitead error
from the results at a complfetc census. At approximately the 90-
percent level of confidence.-the confidence lututs useo by BLS ir
is ayses--te error for the monethl change r total emptlytment

;s on he order of plus or minus 358.000: for total unerpioyment it
as 224.000 and. for the civilian wrkrer unremploytent rae. it is

O 19 percemage ptts.r T1es figures do fra mean that the sarpl
results are ott by these magnriudes but, rasther. that the chances are

approxnatelv 90 out of 100 that the '=ru" level or rate would ot
be expected to differ from the estimtes by more than those

unounts.

Samplirg error, for monthly starys re riduced when the data
are cumoulated for several months, auch as quarterly or annually
Also. as a greral roe. the Caller the etimat, the larger Ise

sampling eror. Therefore. relatively speaking. the estimate of the
sie of the abor force is ubj=ec to less er than is the esrtimate of
the number unemployed Ard, arorrg the onemployed the
Samping error for the joble tase of adult men for example. is
mehn saider than is the error for the jobless rata of teerage.
Specifically the error on monthly dange in the jobless rate for
men is 25 peentage poit for teenagers. it is 1.29 percetage
pomes.

I. the estaotishrent survey. siumate for the most current 2
mortsi arte baed on mcomprlete roests: for Slut reaso. te
esomates are labeled preltminoary in the tables. When all the
returns m the ssmple ha.e teen eceioed the esimates are revrsed
In other words. data for the month of Setaember are published in
prceonary form or October and November and tm final form in
December. To removcerrors that build up over tne, .
comprtehensive coons of the employed is conduced each year. The
results of this urey are sed to establish new
btrruenaks-oomprehensive courds of employmeru-againus whih
montht-rao-oth changes can be measured. The ncw b-enlsts
also incorpoate changes in the classificssion of indushties and
allow for the formanton of new establishments.

AdditIonal statistics and other Infomation

in order to provade a broad view of the nats emptiroyment
situation. BLS regularty publishes a wide variety of data on this
news release. Mom comprehensive statistics a contamned in
Emloymt ad L ars. publialhed each mornth by RIS. It ts
available for $9.50 per issue or $29.00 per yea from the U.S.
Government Prmnting Office. Washtigtor. DC 20204. A check or
money order made out to the Superiterient of Documents mousc
accompany all orders.

Employment and Earnrngs also provide approximations of the
sndard drms for ie household survey data published in ihis

release. For unemployment and other labor force categores. the
standard rros appear or tables B through I of its Explar.story
Notes. Measurs of the reliability of the data draw from the
establishment surey ad the actual amouts of resItor due to

henchmark adjstments ate provided in tables M. 0, P, andQ of
that pblication.
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SENA1DR SARBANES. Commissioner, thank you very much for your
statement

First of all, the number of long-term unemployed is now the highest
it has been in this recession, is that correct?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARRANES. What's your definition of a long-term unem-

ployed?
MRs. NORWOOD. Well, the definition that I used in my statement was

unemployed for 27 weeks or more. Some people also use 15 weeks or
more, and that's an additional 1.2 million long-term unemployed.

SENATOR SARBANEs. But you are using 26 weeks or more?
MRs. NORWOOD. Actually, it's 27 weeks and over.
SENATOR SARBANES. So by your definition, those would be people, who

if they started drawing unemployment benefits at the beginning, would
have exhausted their benefits at this point?

MRS. NORWOOD. I believe that is the case, yes.
SENATOR SARBANES. And in addition, there are another 1.2 million who

have been unemployed between 15 and 26 weeks, is that correct?
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANES. So, we have about two-and-a-half million people

who have either exhausted their benefits or are faced with the prospect of
exhausting them in the not-too-distant future?

MRs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, this labor-force growth continues to be sur-

prisingly slow. In fact, between June and August, the labor force fell by
almost three-quarters of a million. If they had stayed in the work force
and been counted as unemployed, what would the unemployment rate be
today?

MRs. NORWOOD. Since we expected that you would ask that question,
we have a calculation. [Laugher.]

MR. PLEwEs. All things equal again-as we always say-if the labor-
force participation rate was the same in August as it was in the spring of
1990, we would have had an unemployment rate of about 7.8 percent.

SENATOR SARBANEs. 7.8 percent?
MR. PLEwEs. That's correct. Versus the 6.8 percent we reported.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, that's on the basis of the falloff in the labor

force, is that correct?
MR. PLEws. On the basis of the falloff in participation, basically,

which reflects the falloff in the labor force. That's correct.
SENATOR SARBANES. Now, are the participation rates down for every-

body, or primarily for women, or for teenagers, or what?
MRS. NORWOOD. Well, they're down for older men, for women, and for

teenagers.



SENATOR SARBANEs. When you say older men-without creating any
embarrassments for anyone here-what's your definition of an older man?
[Laughter.]

MRS. NORWOOD. A man who is age 55 and over.
SENATOR SARBANEs. 55 and over.
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, I take it that if someone in that age level

loses their job they have a very difficult time finding a job, don't they?
MRs. NORWOOD. I think that's clearly true. On the other hand, much of

this is a reflection of the fact that when employers are trying to pare
down their work forces, they sometimes make special arrangements to
retire people earlier, so they increase the retirement benefits to some
extent. So, there is a combination of things going on.

SENATOR SARBANEs. I am struck by the human suffering in a recession-
ary period of those people well along in years, who have held work for
a sustained period of time, who lose their job. They do not yet qualify for
retirement, or if they do, it is for very limited amounts; and since it comes
at an early age not really adequate for retirement, they are caught in a
limbo. They have not reached retirement, and yet they have great difficul-
ty being hired by anyone else, because they are perceived as being in an
age category where they are near the end of their working period, and
therefore no one wants to take them on. They have important family
responsibilities, invariably, and it seems to me they are caught in an
extraordinarily difficult situation.

MRS. NORWOOD. That's true. And they have now, I think, an additional
problem. And that is that many of the people in that age group have
worked at jobs where thee are no longer many demands for the particular
skills that they have developed over the years. The economy is being
restructured; the demands for people with the qualifications that are
required of workers have also changed.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, I take it that unemployment at the state and
local government level is now on the rise, and we are beginning to see
reflected in the unemployment figures the effect of the budget crisis,
which has marked state and local government budgeting all over the
country. Is that correct?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes, we're seeing a decline in employment in state
and local government, and it's not surprising.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Would you say that this is just the beginning?
MRs. NORWOOD. It is, yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. How big is that sector in the overall employment

situation?
MR. PUwEs. There are about 4.3 million jobs in state government, and

local governments have 11 million jobs.
SENATOR SARBANEs. So, together you are talking about over 15 million

jobs?
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's right.



SENATOR SARBANEs. So, a 10 percent cutback in employment is one-
and-a-half million jobs?

MRs. NORWOOD. If there were that kind of a cutback, it would certainly
be large. A lot of the local government employment is in the schools and
in teaching, and it is dependent upon the birthrates and the kids growing
up to school age.

SENATOR SARBANEs. You do state-by-state monthly figures for the 11
largest states, is that correct?

MRS. NORWOOD. That's right.
SENATOR SARBANEs. How many of those states are now above the

national average that you have given us this morning?
MRs. NORWOOD. Well, we have California, Florida, Illinois, Massachu-

setts, Michigan, New York, and Pennsylvania.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Could you give us the figures, too, of the ones that

are above?
MRs. NORWOOD. California is 7.3 percent; Florida is 8.1; minois is 7.2;

Massachusetts is 9.2; Michigan is 9.1; New York is 7.5; and Pennsylvania
is 7.3.

SENATOR SARBANES. The national average you are reporting is 6.8
percent?

MRs. NORWOOD. That's right
SENATUR SARBANEs. California is at 7.3; Florida, 8.1; Illinois, 7.2.
MRs. NORWOOD. Massachusetts is 9.2; Michigan is 9.1.
SENATOR SARBANEs. New York, 7.5; and Pennsylvania, 7.3?
MRS. NORWOOD. That's correct.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, are extended unemployment insurance

benefits being paid in any of those states?
MRS. NORWOOD. Them are two states with extended benefits. They are

Alaska and Rhode Island.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Alaska and Rhode Island?
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. So, none of the 7 of the 11 large states whose

figures are above the national average, including over 8 percent in Florida
and over 9 percent in Massachusetts and Michigan, are drawing extended
benefits?

MRs. NORWOOD. That's right
SENATOR SARBANEs. I just want to show a couple of charts here (see

charts on following page). These are persons receiving extended benefits
in recession since 1974. And as you can see, quite a number of people
drew extended benefits in the 1974-75 recession. We had a minor reces-
sion in 1980, and again we got a rise in the extended benefits. In 1981-
82, when we had a severe recession during the Reagan Administration, we
got a significant rise in the payment of extended benefits, an extra 13
weeks above the 26 weeks.
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And this is what has happened in this recession. Barely any benefits
are being paid. You have to get very close to it here in order to see the
additional extended benefits that have been paid, compared to these
payments back here.

And that is happening in a situation in which the surplus in the fund
to pay extended benefits is approaching $10 billion. It is projected that in
1992 it will be above $9 billion and approaching $10 billion. This is
money that has been paid into the fund by employers for extended unem-
ployment insurance benefits. These funds am not being drawn out of the
fund. This is exactly the surplus that the Congress sought to utilize to
some extent in the legislation that was sent to the President in August, in
order to begin to pay these extended benefits.

Now, Commissioner, I know you are not responsible for this program.
But I want to underscore the situation in which we find ourselves. The
GNP figures were revised for the last quarter to show a downturn, is that
correct?

MRS. NORWOOD. That's correct.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, we have had three successive quarters of

decline in GNP? When was the last time we had a recession-1981-82-
I assume we had the same thing. And before that?

MRS. NORWOOD. I can't tell you what happened to GNP in the short-
lived 1980 recession. But certainly in 1973-75, we had a serious down-
turn.

SENATOR SARBANEs. How does the length of this recession compare
with other postwar recessions?

MRS. NORWOOD. Oh, it's close. The average duration is 11 months.
This is 13 months now. But you should remember that we've had reces-
sions of 6 and 16 months. They're all very different recessions.

SENATOR SARBANEs. How many postwar recessions were longer than
this one?

MRS. NORWOOD. We had the 1981-82 recession.
SENATOR SARBANES. Which was 16 months.
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. That was the worst recession since the Great

Depression, was it not?
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes. And then the 1973-75 was 16 months.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Then this one is next, I take it?
MRS. NORWOOD. Well, this one thus far is 13 months.
SENATOR SARBANES. Would that be next to all the post-World War II

recessions?
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes. That's right.
SENATOR SARBANES. So, this is now the third longest recession in the

post-World War II period, exceeded only by the very severe recessions of
1981-82 and 1974-75, in terms of its length.



MRS. NORWOOD. Yes. That's trle. And the National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research has not yet decided what the condition of this recession
is.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Let's assume that they decide the recession is over.
What does that mean for the unemployed? Isn't it a fact that in every past
recession in the postwar period, the number of long-term unemployed-
people who need unemployment insurance assistance-has continued to
rise after the recession was declared to be at an end?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. So, their situation will actually worsen? We have

not yet had a declaration that this recession is at an end, and I do not see
it coming. They just revised the GNP figures for the previous quarter to
show a decline rather than a slight increase. But even if you could find
some economic figures that would warrant saying the recession has ended,
that just means the situation is not going down, not that the situation is
starting to come back. And the situation for the long-term unemployed
would worsen, would it not?

MRS. NORWOOD. History tells us that long-term unemployment will
continue upward after the recession ends. That has happened in the past.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Well, we are very pleased this morning that we
have been joined by the chairman of the Budget Committee, Senator
Sasser. We are very pleased to have him with us. I am going to yield to
him now for any questions or statements he might have.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SASSER

SENATOR SASSER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It's a real
pleasure for me to be here this morning.

I might say that the reason I am so interested in these hearings this
morning before the Joint Economic Committee has to do with the fiscal
situation that our government finds itself in at the present time. We are
faced with deficits of unprecedented peacetime proportions; facing us now
and for fiscal year 1992.

We received word from the Office of Management and Budget just a
few weeks ago that the revenue projections for fiscal year 1992, which we
had received earlier, were dramatically skewed. Revenues were not going
to be as high as OMB had originally predicted.

I have been curious as to what happened to these revenue projections,
and I think we might find the answer, or at least a partial answer, in the
unemployment statistics that we're seeing here this morning.

Now, Dr. Norwood testified, if I understood her, in response to a
question from you, Chairman Sarbanes, that if you factored in those
workers who had dropped out of the work force in July, if you factored
those into the present unemployment rate, the rate would not be 6.8
percent, but would be 7.8 percent. Is that what you testified, Dr. Nor-
wood?



MRS. NORWOOD. If the participation rates had remained the same and
if there were no other shifts that occurred, which is somewhat unlikely,
clearly, the rate would be much higher.

SENATOR SASSER. So, what we're seeing, if I understand it, is that
people are dropping out of the work force; they're not looking for jobs
any longer; they've become discouraged, or for other reasons, they don't
enter into the unemployment statistics.

Now, let me just ask you this question. From June through the end of
August, we've had 725,000 workers who no longer participate. They are
not counted in the unemployment figures any longer. If they were counted
in, what would the unemployment rate be at that juncture?

MRS. NORWOOD. I can't tell you exactly. But I can tell you that we do
publish a rate that includes those people who say that they're looking for
work, but are so discouraged that they cannot find a job, and those people
who want a full-time job, but can only find part-time jobs. That rate for
the second quarter of 1991 was 10 percent

SENATOR SASSER. I think, Mr. Chairman-
SENATOR SARBANEs. 10 percent?
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANES. That is counting also the people working part-time

who want to work full time?
MRS. NORWOOD. That's right Part-time and the discouraged.
SENATOR SASSER. So that gives you a 10 percent unemployment rate.
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes, you can see it in Table A-7.
SENATOR SASSER. I think that's what's happening. That's what's caus-

ing this explosion in the federal deficit-in my judgement-that we had
not counted on, and that's what's causing what now is an overestimate of
revenues coming into the Federal Treasury, because it was made some
months ago by OMB. It is the fact that people are unemployed or, as you
say, Dr. Norwood, some are underemployed. And when you calculate the
total number of those people, you have an unemployment rate, or a partial
unemployment rate, of 10 percent or more.

Now, do you have any figures as to what 1 percent unemployment
would cost the Federal Treasury by way of lost revenues and other pro-
grams for the unemployed?

MRS. NORWOOD. No, sir, we don't calculate figures of that kind. But
obviously, there would be a big reduction in income tax receipts, because
incomes would be affected, and to the extent that the rest of the economy
is weakened, there would be a good deal less revenue.

SENATOR SASSER. Well, a ballpark figure-and I wouldn't want to be
held to this all the way through-that every 1 percent of unemployment
is going to raise the federal deficit somewhere in the neighborhood of
about $25 billion, most of that as a result of lost revenues that the unem-
ployed would be paying into the Treasury if they were employed.

Now, if we take your figure here of 10 percent-unemployed or
partially employed-and we add that onto the official 6.8 percent unem-



ployed figure, you have an increase of slightly over 3 percent in unem-
ployment Now, if you factor that out to a figure of $23 or $25 billion in
lost revenues for each 1 percent, I think we can see what's happening to
our deficit. You're talking in terms of an additional $70 billion, conserva-
tively, in lost revenue that the Treasury would be getting if these people
were working.

I make this point, Mr. Chairman, simply to indicate how critical it is
to our overall economic health, and in dealing with the problem of these
gargantuan deficits, to have accurate figures on the number of unem-
ployed, and to trying to get the unemployed back to work.

Now, despite all the talk of a recovery during the past several months,
the official unemployment rate of 6.8 percent, which you have shared
with us this morning, Dr. Norwood, is essentially the same as it was in
March of this year, isn't it?

MRS. NORWOOD. That's right.
SENATOR SASSER. And so there are no signs-as I understand your

testimony this morning, and in my own reading-of any momentum or
upward trend in the overall employment numbers?

MRS. NORWOOD. That's correct. In the overall employment numbers,
there is very little change. There is some encouraging news in the manu-
facturing sector, however.

SENATOR SASSER. But the bottom line is in August, the economy only
gained back about half of the jobs that it lost in July. So, would you
disagree with the statement that we're stuck here at the bottom in this
recession, and bumping along, and really not showing any encouraging
signs of recovery?

MRS. NORWOOD. Well, I would certainly say that the labor market
seems to be having only a little glimmer of growth in the manufacturing
sector.

SENATOR SARBANES. The economy is actually sputtering, isn't it? It is
sputtering along, is what it is.

MRS. NORWOOD. Well, in some ways, I guess, you could say that.
There is some good news. We did have, for example, a big surge in new
durable orders. The residential housing starts are headed up, it would
appear. Mortgage interest rates are headed down. Inventories are extreme-
ly lean, and the leading indicators has been up.

On the other hand, this morning's paper indicated that auto sales for
August were not as strong as had been expected. We know that nonresi-
dential building activity is extremely weak. Real disposable income is not
growing very fast. Retail sales in August, according to this morning's
news, was rather weak. So, there are things on both sides.

SENATOR SASSER. If I could just impose upon the Chairman to ask one
more question, Mrs. Norwood. Now, in my judgment, it must be espe-
cially difficult for the 1.2 million Americans who have lost their jobs and
been out of work for more than six months. And the reason I say that, it's
my understanding that companies tend to hire back workers that were



most recently let go, and that those that were laid off first and have been
laid off the longest are the last to come back. Is that a correct analysis?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SASSER. Well, then, the job prospects for these long-term

unemployed people are really more bleak than for those who just lost
their jobs.

Now, in past recessions, we've extended the unemployment insurance
benefits to help these people get by, as Senator Sarbanes has indicated.
And these are the people that need our help and that we're trying to help.
Up until now, the Administration has not seen fit to join with the Con-
gress in helping these people. But it is a fact, Dr. Norwood-and I want
to get your acquiesence in this, to make sure I understand it-that those
who are laid off first-who fall into the category of the long-term unem-
ployed-are the last to be hired back when we come out of a recession?

MRS. NORWOOD. Generally speaking, that's quite correct. And the
reason is that employers let go first the people with the least training, the
people who are least important to their operations. Then, when they begin
to improve, they hire back the people they've kept the longest, because
they're the more experienced.

SENATOR SASSER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENAToR SARBANEs. I would say to Senator Sasser that his figures on

estimating the cost to the Treasury of the unemployed are quite conserva-
tive. You used $25 billion for each one point on the unemployment rate.
Actually, the Administration itself, in the budget that it submitted, uses a
figure of $31 billion or $30.8 billion dollars for one point on the unem-
ployment rate, in terms of the cost to the Treasury.

MRS. NORWOOD. If I may say so, Senator, that underscores even more
the points that you have made and the support you have given for the
importance of being certain that those data are of high quality.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Well, that is certainly something we have been
pursuing here, to have statistical data upon which we can rely and that are
as accurate as they possibly can be.

SENATOR SASSER. Mr. Chairman, I might say-as an interesting and
really a heartbreaking aside-these figures on unemployment do not
represent the partial unemployment that comes about when people move
from jobs of higher paying to jobs that are lower paying. Just this mom-
ing, there was a piece on National Public Radio about an accountant of
18 years, who exhausted his unemployment benefits, and was now work-
ing in a pizza parlor answering the telephone for the takeout orders. And
he said one of the heartbreaking things about having to do this is the
young people who work in that pizza parlor-who are 16 and 17 years
old, and who we're urging to go to college-were laughing at him and
saying, "you went to college, and what did it get you? You're here in the
pizza parlor with us."



SENATOR SARBANEs. Commissioner, what was the unemployment rate
six months ago?

MR. PLEwEs. Back in March, it was 6.8 percent, sir.
SENATOR SARBANEs. That is six months ago.
MR. PLEwEs. 6.5 percent in February.
SENATOR SARBANs. What was it nine months ago?
MR. PLEWEs. 5.9 percent in November, 5.7 percent in October.
SENATOR SARBANEs. All right Now, someone who lost their job back

in that period, who started to draw unemployment benefits, would now
have used up their unemployment benefits?

MRS. NORWOOD. That's right.
SENATOR SARBANEs. They are now looking for a job in a job market

that is actually more difficult in terms of finding a job than at the time
that that person lost the job; isn't that correct-if you lost your job and
the unemployment rate was 5.9 percent, you then use up your benefits,
and you are now out there looking for a job in a market where the unem-
ployment rate is 6.8 percent?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Commissioner, let me ask you one final question.

I want to get a little bit of a profile on the people that are unemployed.
There are eight-and-a-half million unemployed, is that correct?

MRS. NORWOOD. That's right.
SENATOR SAmBANEs. What are some of the major characteristics of the

unemployed? How many are men; how many are women; how many are
black; how many are white; their ages? Do you have anything handy on
that?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes, I do. 57.5 percent are men and, obviously, the
rest are women. About three-quarters of them are white. About 20 percent
of them are black, which is rather an interesting figure when you consider
that blacks are 11 percent or so of the labor force. So, they're dispropor-
tionately represented.

SENATOR SARBANEs. So, the rate of black unemployment is higher?
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. But I think it is important to note that an over-

whelming majority of the unemployed are white.
MRs. NORWOOD. That's right. They are. They're white and many of

them are male.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Many of them are male. Are the majority of the

unemployed white males?
MRs. NORWOOD. 45 percent would be white males.
SENATOR SARBANEs. 45 percent?
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. What percent are white females?
MRs. NORWOOD. 32 percent.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Okay.



MRs. NORWOOD. About 11 to 12 percent are Hispanics.
SENATOR SARBANEs. I think there is a tendency on the part of some

people in this country to think that unemployment is a minorities' prob
lem. It is clear from the figures that you have just given us that that is not
the case.

MRS. NORWOOD. That's right
SENATOR SARBANEs. Actually, unemployment is the problem of all

Americans, and the figures would support that, would they not?
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes, they would, very clearly.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, how about on age?
MRS. NORWOOD. On age, 28 percent are 25 to 34 years old, and anoth-

er 20 percent are 35 to 44.
SENATOR SARANEs. 28 percent are 25 to 34?
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes. So, you have almost half who are 25 to 44.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Okay.
MRs. NORWOOD. Then it goes down a bit They are what the statistical

system calls prime-age workcrs-people who are dedicated to the work
force; people who tend to be committed members to the world of work.

SENATOR SARBANEs. How many of the unemployed have family respon-
sibilities? How many are married men, married or single women, who
have households?

MRs. NORWOOD. I can't tell you exactly. We do have some data that
I may have to supply that for the record. [Pause.]

There are 1.8 million married men with spouse present who are unem-
ployed. And there are about 1.4 married women with spouse present who
are unemployed. And then there are another almost 700,000 women who
are maintaining families who are unemployed.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Almost alf of the unemployed have family respon-
sibilities, is that correct?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANES. What are the occupations of the unemployed?
MRs. NORWOOD. A large proportion of them are in technical, sales, and

administrative support occupations. I think that is largely because of the
serious problems and the lack of growth in the retail and wholesale trade
industries. In addition, we have a lot in the services industries. About a
quarter of the unemployed are there. And, of course, about 9 percent of
the unemployed are in construction, and about 15 percent of workers in
that industry are unemployed. When you consider the size of that indus-
try, that's a most significant proportion. It's particularly important, too,
because of the importance of construction in a developing economy.

SENATOR SARBANES. So, I take it by what you are telling me that the
unemployment situation that we are experiencing in this recession really
covers the range-at least, generally speaking-of economic activity in
the country. Would that be correct?



MRs. NORWOOD. Yes, I think so. It has hit the technical, sales, and
administrative occupations, and it has hit also the blue collar workers.
That's a big issue-whether it's white or blue collar workers being hit-
and it's really both.

SENATOR SARBANEs. It is both?
MRs. NORWOOD. It is both.
SENATOR SARBANEs. The myth that I want to spear right here this

morning is this notion in a lot of people's minds that somehow the
unemployment problem is limited to a small segment of the population.
That is not the case, on the basis of the figures that you are giving me.
In fact, better than three-quarters of the unemployed are white.

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Half of them hold family responsibilities, and a

large number are in activities other than blue collar. In fact, I would
assume a clear majority are in things other than blue collar. Is that cor-
rect?

MRs. NORWOOD. A lot of them are. But I would not want to leave the
impression that a lot of people in production and craft and repair are not
hard hit. They have higher unemployment and constitute a large propor-
tion of the unemployed. But, clearly, this recession is somewhat broader-
based, occupationally, than some of those in the past.

SENATOR SARBANEs. That is right.
Well, Commissioner, we thank you and your colleagues very much for

your testimony this morning. We very much appreciate your appearance
again before the Committee.

MRS. NORWOOD. Thank you.
SENATOR SARBANEs. This hearing will now stand adjourned, and we

will immediately convene our next hearing.
[Whereupon, at 10:30 am., the Committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
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The Committee met pursuant to notice, at 9:53 a.m., in room SD-628,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes (chairman
of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes and Representatives Armey and Fish.
Also present: Stephen A. Quick, Executive Director, William

Buechner, Jim Klumpner, Susan Lepper, Steve Baldwin; and Chris
Frenze, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES,
CHAIRMAN

SENATOR SARBANES. The Committee will come to order. I apologize to
my colleagues and to the Commissioner for the delay in starting the
hearing.

Commissioner, we're pleased to welcome you and your associates back
before the Committee this morning, Mr. Plewes and Mr. Tibbetts.

Let me first say that I noted that the announcement was made since
our last meeting that you will be accepting an appointment as a senior
fellow at the Urban Institute, effective as of the first of the year-January
1st of the coming year-and stepping down as Commissioner after a very,
very distinguished career, which I think has earned the respect and praise
of observers all across the political spectrum and in the profession.
You've been an outstanding professional, and we certainly wish you well
in these new responsibilities.

According to the report I saw, I notice that you plan to address several
issues, including the quality, availability, and use of data in public policy,
and the effect on the U.S. statistical system of changes in the data systems
of Western and Eastern Europe, and also your continuing interest in labor
market analysis.

We are saddened by your departure as Commissioner, but we take
some comfort in the fact that you will be continuing to address important
public issues, and we know that you will make your usual extraordinary
contribution in that arena as well. So, I certainly wish you well. I hope
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that the Committee will have an opportunity between now and then to
perhaps pay a somewhat more fitting tribute to your service. But since
this annoucement just appeared a couple of weeks ago, I didn't want this
opportunity to pass without noting it.

Let me simply say as we begin this hearing today that I remain con-
cerned about the state of the economy. I know that the unemployment rate
that you are reporting this morning has ticked down a tenth of a point,
although I understand that the comprehensive rate is up a bit and that the
number of discouraged workers is up.

I want to address this constant refrain that we hear that the recession
is over with. I differ with that. I am very deeply concerned that we are
still in a recession, and even more deeply concerned that even if we are
coming out of it the growth rate is going to be very anemic.

The latest issue of Business Week carried a cover story titled, "I'm
Worried About My Job," and said, "Corporations are rushing to cut costs
and downsize before year end. This means an unusually powerful wave
of layoffs will sweep through the U.S. during the next three months."

Now, the Congress has just passed new legislation to provide extended
insurance benefits. We have held a number of hearings in this Committee
on that issue. The Director of the Office on Management and Budget-
when the President in August would not declare an emergency and make
the extended benefits available to people-said that the recession was
ended and the economy was improving. That has been a siren song that
Mr. Darman has been sounding throughout this recession. In fact, in Au-
gust when the President turned down the original bill that would have
provided the benefits, the Commerce Department reported then that the
real GNP had grown in the second quarter of 1991 by four-tenths of a
percent. In other words, it had gone down in the last quarter of last year,
down in the first quarter of this year, but at that time they were reporting
figures to indicate that the GNP at least had crossed the positive line-not
by much-but nevertheless that there was a positive growth.

That, in fact, is not the case. And in subsequent revisions, with more
definitive figures, they now show that the GNP actually has gone down
by five-tenths of a percent.

So, what we have is a drop in GNP in the last quarter of 1990 and a
drop in the first quarter of 1991. People in August were saying, well, it
is now going up by four-tenths of a point and reflecting this line [indicat-
ing]. But then with more definitive figures and revisions, they now show
a drop of five-tenths of a percent. Now, that is less of a drop than we
experienced in the previous two quarters. But nevertheless, it is still
negative growth, and it gives us three consecutive quarters of a negative
GNP. In other words, the economy was shrinking, not expanding.

Also what has happened is that because of this people who lost their
jobs last November or December-when the unemployment rate was 5.8
and 5.9 percent-have now used up their 26 weeks of basic benefits and
are trying to find a job in a market in which the unemployment rate is 6.7
percent. So, in effect, they have used up their benefits. They are now



looking for a job in a job market that is worse, more difficult, than at the
time that they lost their job.

I'm concerned and one of the things I hope to develop with you is the
time when this survey was done, because as I understand it, initial claims
for unemployment insurance have jumped again in September to 400,000
in the second week of September and 430,000 in the third week of
September. Now, this is after a decline in August where they dipped
below 400,000. They are now back up again.

In August, there were signs that consumer confidence was picking up.
The latest consumer confidence figures released last week show that
consumers are growing more and more pessimistic each month about the
future of the economy. And, in fact, the percent of. Americans who be-
lieve jobs are harl to get is now at its highest level since the end of 1983.

Also, a number of other indicators are very mixed. Things went up,
then they went down. Permits for new housing were up, now they have
dropped off, the same with new orders for durable goods. And the leading
indicators, which were rising again in August, were flat in the release that
just came out Tuesday. So, I continue to find a very mixed economic
picture, one that causes real concern.

In any event, it is clear that for many people across the
country-working Americans who have lost their jobs through no fault
of their own because of the down-tum, because of the recession--they are
not to blame; they have now exhausted their benefits and find themselves
confronted with incredibly difficult personal problems, in terms of meet-
ing their obligations.

Given all of these developments, I very much hope that the President
will find it in his heart to sign the legislation that the Congress has just
passed.

With that, I will turn to my colleagues for any statements that they may
have, and then we will turn to the Commissioner and her colleagues for
their report this morning.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY

REPRESENTATIVE ARMY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is of course a pleasure to welcome Commissioner Norwood and

those who are with her this morning.
I can't take a great deal of joy out of this morning's report. We always

remain hopeful. But I suppose a prudent Congress would hope for the
best and prepare for the worst. And clearly we're still paying a high price
in lost employment opportunity for the huge tax increase of last year's
budget deal and for the congressional failure to enact tax incentives for
economic growth and job creation. We should have been doing something
throughout this entire year to help the economy recover rather than to
continue policies in place that impede its recovery. But instead, we've
spent recent months in a partisan attempt to shift the blame for the 1990
budget law's depletion of the unemployment trust fund. A number of



myths have been used by those who took no action to prevent the deple-
tion, but who complain about it now that the money is gone.

The first myth is that the unemployment trust funds are bulging with
$7 or $8 billion, which is readily available to fund the Democratic unem-
ployment extension bill. Anyone with the slightest acquaintance with the
budget knows this to be completely false. Congress decided to spend
these trust funds, despite the recession, on other domestic spending in the
1990 budget agreement. Congressional raiding of the unemployment trust
funds for more special interest funding is certainly unfortunate. However,
those who voted for that budget deal cannot have it both ways. And, I
might add, that is equally true of the highway trust fund, airport trust
fund, or any other trust fund. If there is anything that I see in the practic-
es of this government that proves that you should never believe it when
someone says, "I'm from the government, trust me," it's the trust funds,
where we certainly cannot place our trust.

The second myth is that emergency funding to evade the budget act is
needed. Yet, if Congress could trim less than one-tenth of 1 percent of its
bloated budget spending over the next five years, even the Democrats' bill
could be passed under the cunent budget law. However, the majority
refuse to make even minimal reductions in projected spending increases
to help the unemployed. Instead, the Democrats simply want Congress to
bounce a $6.4 billion check.

Furthermore, the emerency designation is inappropriate, because labor
force measures do not warrant it. By just about any measure, including
the unemployment rate, things were considerably worse at the end of the
Carter Administration. Yet, that situation was never seen as justification
for emergency measures by the Carter Administration or the Democratic
Congress. Despite the fact that the number of those exhausting both
regular and extended benefits, this amounted to about 1 million people in
the last year of the Carter Administration.

Myth number three is that President Bush is delaying passage of the
unemployment bill. In fact, the White House has said that the President
would sign the Dole bill. If the Democratic leadership sincerely wanted
to help the unemployed in a timely way, they could have passed the Dole
bill. Instead, they want to continue using the unemployed as a political
football.

The real problem is that the Democrats want to maneuver the President
into a veto of the Democratic version for partisan political reasons. But
posturing and complaining won't help the unemployed, and can't substi-
tute for effective action.

Let's get on with the job and also enact tax incentives to improve the
outlook for economic growth and job creation.

Myth number four is that the Democratic unemployment bill can be
passed without cost. The truth is, as many in Congress are only now
discovering, there is no such thing as a free lunch. The domestic spending
spree, which would follow any success of the Democratic unemployment
bill, will be even greater than that under the so-called deficit reduction



agreement of last year. The eventual result will be a new round of tax
increases on the middle class.

The fact is that last year, as bad as it was, this Congress overwhelm-
ingly voted to make a five-year deal. And with so many people in Con-
gress prepared to break the deal, either on an ad hoc basis or on a more
comprehensive basis, there are some, for example, that are preparing a
new ten-year deal.

We need to be thankful that the President at least is prepared to stand
by the deal and keep his word.

Unhappily, any commitment to that deal makes it even more difficult
for us to do what in fact we ought to be doing-using our fiscal policy
measures in the same way that they've been used by every President since
the 1930s; particularly, tax policy, which seems to be all that's left to us
to help this economy overcome the burden of excessive government and
rebound from this recession.

I might just say, as my final word, Mr. Chairman, the American people
must get over the notion that somehow the Federal Government can help
the economy. The best that the government can do, and the most that we
can realistically hope for, is that it might in some degree get out of the
way and quit being the problem. And that, in fact, is what this Congress
is not willing to face up to. It's the responsibilities that we're not willing
to accept. And until we are, there's just no hope that we can get this Con-
gress to respond to the American people.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR SARBANES. Congressman Fish, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE FISH

REPRESENTATIVE FIsH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I, too, would
like to welcome Dr. Norwood and wish her the very best in the future.

Dr. Norwood, as you go through your testimony, I would be interested
if you could tell us that, had there been no increase in the discouraged
worker count in the third quarter, would not the unemployment rate for
the last month be much higher than 6.7 or 6.8 percent? Senator Sarbanes
said in his opening statement that he foresees--and I think this is a direct
quote-"a wave of layoffs during the next few months."

I'd be very interested if you would care to make a prognosis on that.
SENATOR SARBANEs. That was not my observation. That was a quote

from Business Week.
REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Yes. Well, I think it's very critical. Mr. Chair-

man.
I guess my fundamental concern here is that I, too, have heard the

optimistic forecasts the last several months. I'm perplexed, as a nonecono-
mist, over the mixed and volatile indicators that have been forthcoming
in the last few months; one day giving us hope, the next day discouraging
us. .



In my state of New York, the situation shows no signs of improve-
ment. It has now reached beyond the private sector to local government,
and only in the last few weeks have local government entities been forced
to reduce.

As an economist, I ask you the question, is it a common practice or
phenomenon that private sector and government layoffs only occur at the
very end of a recession?

It would seem to me more logical that they would occur at a time
when business and government were experiencing the crunch, and would
be making themselves more lean in terms of personnel and inventory to
work out of the situation.

So, I find, if that's true-and I'm asking you-isn't it contradictory
that we're told we're near the end of the recession or we're indeed out of
it, in view of these events.

So, I look forward very much to your testimony. Thank you.
SENATOR SARBANEs. I want to make one thing very clear for the record,

because I listened carefully to Congressman Armey, and he said that in
the last year of the Carter Administration no special action was taken to
extend the unemployment insurance benefits. I think that is an accurate
statement of what was said.

The reason no special action had to be taken was that the system, as
then constructed to provide extended benefits, was in fact responsive to
the economic downturn. These are persons receiving extended unemploy-
ment insurance benefits in previous recessions. This was in 1974-75.
[Indicating to chart.] (See chart on following page.) This was in the Carter
years when it went up, as we can see. This was in the Reagan years,
when we had the 1981-82 recession, where the number of persons receiv-
ing extended unemployment
insurance benefits also went up. So, the responsiveness of the system to
the long-term unemployed took place in each of those recessions.

Now, this is what has happened in this recession, right there [indicat-
ing]. Hardly anyone ... 14,000 people across the country in this recession
have received extended unemployment insurance benefits, in contrast to
what occurred under Ford, Carter, and Reagan.

I notice, since my colleague seems to want to put it all in a very
partisan way-Republican, Democrat, Republican-we paid out these
extended benefits.

Now, the trust fund; it's a good question. But the fact is that people
paid into the trust fund. They paid taxes for the specific purpose of
paying unemployment insurance benefits. That was, in effect, the cove-
nant. The system was developed to build up the trust fund's surplus when
unemployment was low in order to use it when unemployment was high,
and to avoid the question at the time of high unemployment in a recession
of where the funds were to come from in order to make the extended
benefits. That is why we had the trust fund and that is why we provided
for it.
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Now, the system is obviously not working in this recession. People are
not getting benefits, as- witnessed by this very small number, hardly
anything over here. And yet, the trust fund has built up these very large
balances.

Now, the budget agreement prmvided for an emergency declaration,
which the President has used this year. He's declared an emergency and
gone outside of the budget agreement in order to send resources overseas
to address situations abroad. But he was unable to find it in his heart to
declare an emergency in August in order to address the problem of the
long-term unemployed in this country.

Now, we may or may not be coming out of this recession. If we are
coming out of it, we may or may not come out of it in a very positive
way. Most of the indicators are for not coming out of it very postively.
But the fact remains that you still have these long-term unemployed out
there who confront a situation of how they are going to meet their family
responsibilities. And these are working people by definition. You cannot
draw unemployment insurance unless you have held a job for a steady
period of time and have lost that job through no fault of your own.

-20?974
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So, that is the context, I think, in which we find ourselves this morn-
ing.

But Commissioner, none of this is directly relevant to your testimony.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMY. Mr. Chairman, if I might just have a quick

moment
SENATOR SARBANEs. Sure.
REPRESENTATIVE ARmEY. A quick response to the point the Chairman

made. The Chairman is absolutely accurate in what he says, but if the
triggers that were in place in 1980 were in place today, there would not
be extended unemployment benefits. The reason the trigger did in fact
engage in those years was that the unemployment condition was so much
worse than it is now.

I'll have more to say on that later, if necessary, but I think that should
suffice for now so that we can get on with the testimony.

Thank you.
SENATOR SARBANES. Commissioner, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HONORABLE JANET L NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR:

ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMISSIONER
FOR EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS;

AND THOMAS K. TIBBETTS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR
INDUSTRIAL PRICES AND PRICE INDEXES

MRS. NORWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We're happy to be here to try to review the data with you.
Once again, the data that we're reporting this morning show no signifi-

cant over-the-month change. The September unemployment rate was 6.7
percent, about the same as the 6.8 percent of the prior two months.

Payroll employment was unchanged over the month and has changed
very little since May. While there has been no further worsening in either
measure since spring, we have yet to see any sustained signs of a rebound
in the labor market

I should also mention that both the employment and labor force levels
from the household survey rose substantially in September. As I will
discuss in a moment, however, these developments appear to be more a
response to changes in seasonal behavior rather than a meaningful turn-
around in these series.

The business survey showed that factory employment edged down by
22,000, following gains in July and August. The factory workweek and
overtime hours also edged down slightly. Both measures are still quite
high, however, as we've discussed in recent appearances before this
Committee.

The large declines in construction employment ended last spring, but
the industry is still experiencing a slow erosion in jobs. About 10 percent
fewer construction jobs existed in September than in the spring of 1990.

Job losses in state and local goverment now total 85,000 since June,
as budget problems continue to take their toll. And in retail trade, we



enter the holiday build-up season with employment having been essen-
tially flat since May. This is a large industry, accounting for close to one
in every five nonfann jobs. Its current sluggish performance is, neverthe-
less, an improvement over the period from last August through this April,
during which nearly 400,000 retail jobs were lost

One of the few bright spots in the September employment situation
was the services industry. Health services continued its pace of rapid job
creation. The industry has added 400,000 jobs over the last year. And
employment in business services was up slightly in September, after
having added nearly 60,000 jobs over the prior five months.

As I mentioned at the outset, the jobless rate has changed very little
over the last few months. Moreover, the September rate of 6.7 percent
was only 1.2 percentage points higher than it was at the business cycle
peak in July 1990, an unusually small increase compared with previous
recessions.

The number of unemployed persons has risen by 1.6 million over this
period to 8.4 million. These unemployed workers represent a wide spec-
trum of the labor force. Although three-quarters of the jobless are white,
one-fifth are black and one-eighth Hispanic. About a quarter last worked
in construction and manufacturing. With the long-term structural shift of
employment toward the service-producing sector, more than half of the
unemployed now come from industries in this sector.

Although we're not seeing much movement in unemployment, two
related measures did show some deterioration in September.

The number of workers employed part-time, who would have preferred
full-time work, increased by nearly 500,000 over the month to 6.4 mil-
lion. This sometimes volatile series bears watching in coming months.

Also, the discouraged worker count increased about 100,000, to 1.1
million in the third quarter. Discouraged workers are persons who want
to work but are not looking for work because they think their search
would be in vain.

One last item about the household survey.
We have been reporting in recent months that the labor force has been

showing little if any growth. But in September, the labor force increased
by 700,000. It should be remembered, however, that this series had
declined by about the same magnitude over the prior two months. Thus,
there has been no appreciable change in the size of the labor force since
June. The rise in total employment, up by 750,000 after seasonal adjust-
ment, can be explained in much the same way. These movements were
undoubtedly affected by the failure of the teenage labor force to grow in
the summer, which, in turn, accounts for their limited withdrawal from the
labor force in September. Because of this month-to-month volatility, it is
best to focus on a longer period. Since spring, both the labor force and
employment have changed very little. Thus, labor force growth remains
quite slow. The over-the-year increase is now about 600,000, more in line
with what we've had over the last year and a half, but still the slowest
labor force growth since the early 1960s.
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In summary, the labor market clearly appears to have been in a hold-
ing pattern over the last several months. Both unemployment and payroll
employment were essentially unchanged in September, and only the
services industry exhibited any strength.

Now, Mr. Tibbetts and Mr. Plewes and I would be glad to try to
answer any questions you have.

[The table attached to Mrs. Norwood's statement, together with the
Employment Situation press release, follows:]



Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods

X-1L ARIMA method X-11 method
Month Unad- Concurrent I -month (official Range
and justed Official (as first Concurrent Stable Total Residual extapola- method (cols.

year rate procedure computed) (revised) tion before 1980) 2-9)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1990

September... 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 -
October..... 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 .1
November.... 5.8 5.9 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 .1
December.... 5.9 6.1 6.1 6.2 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 .1

1991

January..... 7.0 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.2 6.2 .1
February.... 7.2 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.5 .1
March....... 7.1 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 6.8 .3
April....... 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.6 6.6 .1
May......... 6.6 6.9 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 .1
June........ 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.9 .2
July........ 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.8 .1
August...... 6.5 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.8 .1
September... 6.4 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.7 6.7 .2

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor Statistics
October 1991
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(1) UnodJusted rate. Unemployment rate for all civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted.

(2) Official procedure (X-11 ARIMA method). The published seasonally adjusted rate for
all civilian workers. Each of the 3 major civilian labor force components-agricultural
employmant, nonagricultural employment and unemployment-for 4 age-sex groupo-males and
females, ages 16-19 and 20 years and over-are seasonally adjusted independently using data
from January 1974 forward. The data series for each of these 12 components are extended by
a year at each end of the original series using ARIMA (Auto-Regreooive, Integrated, Moving
Average) models chosen specifically for each series. Each extended series is then seasonally
adjusted with the X-11 portion of the X-11 ARIMA program. The 4 teenage unemployment and
nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment model,
while the other components are adjusted with the multiplicative model. The unemployment
rate is computed by summing the 4 seasonally adjusted unemployment componento and calculating
that total as a percent of the civilian labor force total derived by summing all 12 oeasonally
adjusted components. All the seasonally adjusted series are revised at the end of each year.
Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at the beginning of each yaar; extrapolated
factors for July-December are computed in the middle of the year after the June data become
available. Each set of 6-month factors are published in advance, in the January and July
issues, respectively, of Employment and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent (as first computed. X-11 ARIMA method), The official procedure for
computation of the rate for all civilian workers using the 12 components is followed
except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component i seasonally adjusted
with the X-11 ARIMA program each month as the most recent data become available. Rates for
each month of the current year are shown no first computed; they are revised only once each
year, at the end of the year when data for the full year become available. For example,
the rate for January 1984 would be based, during 1984, on the adjustment of data from
the period January 1974 through January 1984.

(4) Concurrent (revised, X-11 ARIMA method). The procedure used is identical to (3)
above, and the rate for the current month (the last month displayed) will always be the
sam2 in the two columns. However, all previous months are subject to revision each month
basd on the seasonal adjustment of all the components with data through the current month.

(5) Stable (X-11 ARIMA method). Each of the 12 civilian labor force components is extended
using ARIMA models as in the official procedure and then run through the 1-11 part
of the program using the stable option. This option assumes that seasonal patterns
nra basically constant from year-to-year and computes final seasonal factors as
unwaighted averages of all the seasonal-irregular components for each month across
the entire span of the period adjusted. As in the official procedure, factors are
extrapolated in 6-month intervals and the series are revised at the end of each year.
The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components
is also identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total (X-11 ARIMA method). This In one alternative aggregation procedure, in
which total unemployment and civilian labor force levels are extended with ARIMA modelo
and directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment codelo in the X-11 part of the
progran. The rate is computed by taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a
percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor force. Factors are extrapolated
in 6-month intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(7) Residual (X-11 ARIMA method). This to another alternative aggregation method, in
which total civilian employment and civilian labor force levels are extended using ARIMA
modals and then directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models. The seasonally
adjusted unemployment level to derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment
from seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate to then computed by taking the derived
2nemployment level as a percent of tho labor forca level. Factors arc axtrapolated in
5-contb intervals and the oarto revisod at the and of each year.

(8) 12-conth xtrapolation (X-11 ARIMA method). This approach to the ane no the official
procedure except that the factors are extrapolated in 12-month intervalo. The factors for
January-Decembor of the current year are computed at the beginning of the year based on data
through the proceding year. The valueo for January through June of the current year are the
sea= an the official values since they reflect the cone factors.

(9) X-II method (official method before 1980). The c2thod for computation of the official
?rocedure to used except that the sories are not extonded with ARIMA models and the factors
ire projected in 12-month intervals. The otandard 1-11 program to used to perfor the
sanoonal adjustmant.

tethoda of Adustment: Tha X-1i ARIMA cathod was developed at Statistics Canada by the
Seasonot Adjustment and Times Sories Staff under the direction of Estela Bee Dogum. The
method Is described in The X-11 ARIMA Seaoonal Adustment Method, by Entelo Bee Dagum,
Statistics Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard X-11 method is docribed in X-11 Variant of the Cenus Method II Seasonal
ustcant Program, by Julius Shinkin, Allan Young and John Muagrave (Technical Paper

0- ueau o the Canous, 1967).
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THE EMPTDMNT SITUATION: SEPTEMBER 1991

Both unemployment and payrall employment were little changed in
September, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor
reported today. The unemployment rate was 6.7 percent; it had been 6.8
percent in both July and August.

Payroll enployment, as measured by the business survey, waz about
unchanged in September and has shown little growth since May. %hile total
employment, as measured by the survey of households, showed an unusually
large seasonally adjusted increase in September, this followed a large
decline over the prior 2 months.

Unetployment (iusehold Survey Data)

Both the number of unemployed persons, 8.4 million, and the
unemployment rate, 6.7 percent, were little changed in September after
seasonal adjustment. The number of unemployed workers is 1.6 million above
July 1990, when the recession began, and the jobless rate is 1.2 percentage
points higher. (See table A-1.)

Jobless rates for adult men (6.5 percent), whites (6.0 percent), and
blacks (12.1 percent) were about the same as they had been in August, while
rates for adult wonen (5.5 percent) and teenagers (18.0 percent) declined
slightly. In contrast, the rate for Hispanics rose by 1.2 percentage
points to 11.1 percent in September. (See tables A-1 and A-2.)

The number of unenployed persons who have lost their last jobs edged
up over the month to 4.8 million; this was 1.7 million higher than in July
1990. Job losers now carprise 56.3 percent of the total unenployed, up
fron 46.5 percent in July 1990. (See table A-6.)

Long-term unemployment (15 weeks and over) has held about steady in
the past 2 months at a level (2.4 million) that is about 850,000 above the
July 1990 figure. The average and the median duration of unerployment, at
14.0 and 7.5 weeks, respectively, were also considerably higher than at the
onset of the recession. (See table A-5.)

At 6.4 million, the number of persons employed part tirme involuntarily
(often referred to as the partially unemployed) was up substantially in
September and was 1.4 million above the July 1990 level. (See table A-3.)



Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

: Quarterly : .onthlv data
: averages

:Aug. -

Category 1991 : 1991 :Sept.
:__; change

* II III July Aug. Sept.

HOUSEHKD DATA

Civilian labor force..
Employment..........
Unemployment........

Not in labor force....
Discouraged workers.

Unemployment rates:
All workers.........

Adult men.........
Adult waen.......
Teenagers.........
white.............
Black.............
Hispanic origin...

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm. employment....
Goods-producing 1/..

Construction......
Manufacturing .....

Service-producing.1/
Retail trade......
Services..........
Government ........

Average weekly hours:
Total private.......
Manufacturing.......

Overtime ..........

Thousands of persons

* 125,511: 125,242: 125,214: 124,904: 125,607: 703
116,958: 116,764: 116,712: 116,416: 117,165: 749

: 8,553: 8,477: 8,501: 8,488: 8,442: -46
64,012: 64,736: 64,625: 65,069 64,515: -554

981: 1,075: N.A.; N.A. N.A.: N.A.

Percent of labor force

: 6.8: 6.8: 6.8: 6.8: 6.7: -0.1
: 6.4: 6.5: 6.5: 6.5: 6.5: .0
: 5.7: 5.5: 5.4: 5.7: 5.5: -.2

18.8: 19.2: 20.6: 19.0: 18.0: -1.0
6.0: 6.1: 6.2: 6.1: 6.0: -.1
12.9: 12.1: 11.8: 12.3: 12.1: -.2

: 9.5: 10.2: 9.5: 9.9: 11.1: 1.2

Thousands of jobs

108,836:plO8 ,91 8: ;08,85
9 :pl08,936 :pl08,96 : p24

23,811: p23,800: 23,798: p23,820: p23,78 3  p-37
4,704: p4,690: 4,695: p4,691: p4,685: p-6

18,400: p18,417: 18,402: p18,4364 pi8 ,4 14 p-22
85,025: p85,118: 85,061: p85,116: p85,177: p61
19,336: p19,349: 19,347: p19 ,343: p19,357: p14

28,644: p28,811: 28,733: p28,812! p28 ,888 : p76
18,44 p18,404: 18,420: pl8 ,4 39 : p18,382: p-27

Hours of work

34.3;
40.5:
3.5:

p34.3:
p40.9:
p3.7:.

34.1:
40.7:
3.7:

p3 4 . 4 :
p41.0:
p3.8:

p3 4 . 5 p0.1
p40.9: p-.1
p3 . 7 : p-.1

p=preliminary.1/ Includes other industries, not shown separately.
N.A.=not available.

:
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Total apl1ovmenlt and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data

Total employment was up by 750,000 in September, after seasonml
adjustment, following a decline of 470,000 over the prior 2 rmnths. The
number of employed persons is still about 715,000 lower than it was in July
1990. With the large over-the--rtnth increase, the proportion of the
working-age population with jobs (the exployment-population ratio) rose
three-tenths of a percentage point to 61.6 pervent, still 1.1 points below
the July 1990 figure. (See table A-1.)

The labor force increased by 700,000 in September to 125.6 million,
about offsetting declines totaling 725,000 in July and August. Even with
this development, remarkably little growth has occurred over the past year
(625,000). The number of teenage workers has actually declined by 430,000
over the year, with the drop sterning both from a shrinking of their
population and lower participation rates. Participation was also down over
the year among adult men and was little changed among adult woren.

Discouraged Workers (Household survey Data)

The ntuber of discouraged workers--persons who want to work but are
not looking for jobs because they could not find any--increased by about
100,000 in the third quarter of 1991 to a seasonally adjusted level of 1.1
million, the highest level since the first quarter of 1987. This figure
was about a quarter of a million higher than a year earlier but was still
much lower than the levels attained in the 1981-82 recession. (See table
A-11.)

Industry Payroll Eployment (Establishment Survey Data)

Payroll employment changed little in September, following an increase
of 77,000 in August. Offsetting movements among the major industries
continued to limit job growth. September declines in the goods-producing
sector and in state and local government largely offset gains in the
private service-producing sector.

Manufacturing jobs declined by 22,000 in September, following
increases in the prior 2 months. faployment in most industries in both
durable and nondurable goods either remained flat or declined slightly.
The downward slide in the number of electronic equipnant and aircraft
manufacturing jobs continued, and employment in the food processing
industry also decreased, returning to its June level.

Elsewhere in the goods-produc-ing sector, mining employment declined by
9,000, following a similar decrease in August. The number of constrmction
jobs edged down as well.

The private service-producing sector added 88,000 jobs in September,
but goverrnent lost another 27,000, as cutbacks at state and local levels
have begun to nount in recent nonths. Employment in the services industry
increased by 76,000, marking the fifth consecutive month of growth. There
was little growth in retail trade, which has edged up by 35,000 since April
following recessionary losses totaling nearly 400,000. Very little
erployment change took place elsewhere in the service-producing sector.
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Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on
private nonfarm payrolls inched upward 0.1 hour in September to 34.5 hours.
The overall workweek has risen by half an hour since April and is at about
the same level as when the recession began. In manufacturing, the workweek
edged down a tenth of an hour to 40.9 hours, still quite high by historical
standards and 0.7 hour above the low of 40.2 hours reached in April.
Overtime hours in manufacturing also slid back 0.1 hour in September to 3.7
hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of private production or
nonsupervisory workers increased by 0.5 percent to 122.1 (1982=100) in
September, after seasonal adjustment. For manufacturing, the index was
down 0.3 percent to 102.8, 4.3 percent below the level of July 1990 when
the recession began. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of private production or nonsupervisory
workers were up by 0.2 percent in September, seasonally adjusted. Average
weekly earnings increased by 0.5 percent. Prior to seasonal adjustment,
average hourly earnings increased by 16 cents to $10.46, and average weekly
earnings increased by S4.51 to $361.92. Over the year, average hourly
earnings increased by 3.1 percent and average weekly earnings by 2.5
percent. (See tables B-3 and B-4.)

The Employment Situation for October 1991 will be released on Friday,
November 1, at 8:30 A.M. (EST).
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change. Insofar as the seasonal adjustment is made correctly. the
adjusted figure provides a more useful tool with which to analyze
changes in economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees. production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employers industry. All these statistics can be seasonally adjusted
either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the components
and combining them. The second procedure usually yields more
accurate information and is therefore followed by BLS. For
example. the seasonally adjusted figure for the civilian labor force
is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted employment components
and feur seasonally adjusted unemployment components; the anal
for unemployment is the sum of the for unemployment
components; and the unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemoloyment by the estimate of the
cvilian labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal adjustments are
recalculated twice a year. For the household survey, the factors are
calculated for the January-June period and again for the July-
December period. For the establishment survey. updated factors
for seasonal adjustment are calculated for the May-October period
and introduced along with new benchmurks, and again for the
November-April period. In both surveys. revisioas to historical
data ore made once a year.

Sampling variability

Statistics hosed on the household and establishment surveys ae
subject to sampling eror, that is. the estimate of the number of
people employed and the other estimates drawn from these surveys
probably differ from the figures that would be obtained from a
complete censuas, even if the same questionnaires and procedures
were used. In the household survey, the amount of the differecs
can be expressed in terms of standard crrors. The numerical value
of a standard error depends upon the size of the sample, the results
of the survey, and other factors. However, the numerical value is
always such that the chances are approximately 68 out of 100 that
an estimate based on the sample will differ by no more than the
standard error from the results of a complete census. The chances
are approximately 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the
sampli will differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error
from the results of a complete census. At approximately the 90-
percent level of confidence--the confidence limits used by BLS in
is analyses--the eror for the monthly change in total employment
is on the order of plus or minus 358.000; for total unemployment it
is 224.0001 and, for the civilian worker unemployment rae. it is

0 19 percentage points. These figures do not mean that the sample
results ate off by these magnitudes but rather. that the chances ate
approximately 90 out of 100 that the "tnae" level on rate would sot
be expected to differ from the estimates by mom than these
amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys ae reduced when the data
ate cumulated for several months. such as quarterly or annually.
Also. as a general rule. the smaller the estimate, the larger the
sampling error. Therefore, relatively speaking, the estimate of the
siue of the labor force is subject to less error than is the estimate of
the number unemployed. And, among the unemployed, the
sampling error for the jobless rate of adult men. for example. is
much smaller than is the error for the jobless rate of teenagers.
Specifically, the error on monthly change in the jobless rate for
men is .25 percentage point; for teenagers, it is 1.29 percentage
points.

In the establishment survey, estimates for the most current 2
months arn based on incomplete reaurns; for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returis in the sample have been received, the estimates am revised.
In other words. data for the month of September ae published in
preliminary form in October and November and in final form in
December. To remove rerros that build up over time, a
comprehensive count of the employed is conducted each year. The
results of this survey are used to establish new
benicumarks.-comprehensive cosats of employment-against which
month-to-month changes can be measured. The new benichnarks
also incorporate changes in the classificalion of irdustries and
allow for the formation of new eotablisnmet.

Additional statistics and other Information

In order to provide a broad view of the nations employment
situntion. BLS regularly publishes a wide variety of data in this
news release. More comprehensive statistics ae contained in
Employer and Earnins. published each month by BLS. It is
available for 59.50 per issue or $29.00 per year from the U.S.
Government Printing Office. Washington, DC 20204. A check or
money order made out to the Superintendent of Documents most
accompany all orders.

Employmens and Earnigs also provides approximations of the
standard ermis for the household survey data published in this
rclease. For unemployment and other labor force categories. the
standard emris appear n tables B through I of its Explanatorr
Notes." Ncasures of the reliability of the data drawn from the
establishment surrey and the actual amounts of revision due to
benchmark adjustments are provided in tables M. O. P. and Q of
that publication.
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Tuble B-. Average hourly and weekly earnings of production or nonsuperv sorynwora on provto non ar.
payrolls bycindustry

.Avera h.ou l earnnons Aveage weekIV earninos

Industry I
I Set. I July Ag. Soot. Sept. July Aug. Sopt.
1990 I 1991 1991p/ 19

9
1/' 1990 1991 1

9 9
12/ 19912/

Tot:I IV*t:I I
Tota t.................... . .10.15 110.0 510.30 110.46 18353 2218355.351$357.41I8361.92
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I I I I I
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I I I I I I
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I I I I I I
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I I II I I I
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1' So footnote 1. table 8-2. p = preliminary.

Toblo B-4. ecrogp hourly searnins of Production or nonsupervisory workers/ on Prints nonformPoyrolls by cndustry, seosonolly adjusted

i I i I I I I Percent
Industry Sept. May I June I Joly Aug. ISept. I In,
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SENATOR SARBANES. Thank you very much, Commissioner. Congress-
man Anney?

REPRESENTATIVE ARMY. Thank you Dr. Norwood.
I have to tell you, I'm disappointed. I had hoped that we could get

some rebound in the economy, and we just aren't getting the results we
had hoped for.

I suppose we don't have to be too surprised, given the burdens im-
posed on this economy by that budget deal. I was up in New Jersey a
couple of weeks ago and met with some people that had had jobs building
boats in this country. It's very discouraging for them to see their jobs
disappear because of that.

I suppose the thing that most frustrates me about that luxury tax and
its impact on these people's ability to work is the fact that the government
is actually losing money on the thing.

It is frustrating to see us put together a deal where we destroy people's
jobs. The government loses five dollars of income tax not paid, FICA
taxes not paid, and so on. I was talking to a high-ranking member of the
Budget Committee the other day, over on the House floor, and I said, you
know, this thing is killing us. It's destroying these jobs. We're losing five
dollars for every dollar worth of revenue we get. We have to repeal it.

He says, I couldn't agree more. It's just terrible, and it's really hurting
in my district. And I'm all for you. I'll help you repeal it if you can find
a way to replace the revenues.

I was dumbfounded. As long as we're going to deal with this kind of
logic, we will not be able to make rational policy.

How are the household and ... I assume that it's probably appropriate
for me to ask you some question in the area of your responsibilities and
expertise. I want to be a fair man here today. [Laughter.]

But can you tell me about the relationship and how well the household
and the payroll surveys are tracking each other, and if there's any possi-
bility that we're going to see a ray of sunshine there, perhaps?

MRS. NoRwOOD. The household survey and the establishment, or the
business survey used to track each other, are much better than they have
been in recent years.

We believe, however, that the major reason for the difference-per-
haps, as much as two-thirds-is that them has been an increase in this
country in multiple-job holding-people who work at mom than one job.
In the business survey, those people are counted each time they're on a
payroll. So, if you have two jobs, you are counted twice. In the household
survey, however, they're counted only once because it's a person-based
concept So, that accounts for a good deal of the discrepancy.

The problems of measuring the population as a whole may have some
effect as well. We're working on those differences, and every month we
hope that they'll come closer together. But so far they have not.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Well, when it comes to, I suppose, the partial-
ly employed or the part-time employed, then I suppose your household
surveys clearly are a better measure.



MRs. NORWOOD. The household survey gives us information on the
people who tell us that they are working only part-time-lesser hours than
they would like to work. And the data on persons working part-time for
economic reasons comes out of the household survey, that's quite right.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. If I could use myself as an example, I have
two jobs, one is in Washington, D.C. and the other one is in Texas. And
in both work sites, I often have people perceive me as working part-time.
I assume that if they're polled, if you surveyed either site, you would
have reported a part-time worker.

That's why I would worry a little bit about the data. Of course, that's
exactly what it is that you're going to be working on; that is, how to
improve these data bases.

MRS. NORWOOD. I believe, Congressman, that we in the United States
recognize that a congressman has many responsibilities. But I think you're
only on one payroll. And, therefore, you would be counted once in the
business survey. In the household survey, we might ask you how many
hours you worked. And I'm sure as a congressman that you'd tell us that
it's many more than eight hours a day.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Alan Reynolds, yesterday in the Wall Street
Journal, argued that the current average duration of unemployment is still
lower than that as late as 1987. Do you have any data to verify whether
or not this is accurate? Did you see the article yesterday?

MRS. NORWOOD. Yes, I did see the article. Perhaps, Mr. Plewes can re-
spond to the question of the comparison with the past.

MR. PLEWEs. Essentially, it says that the average spell of unemploy-
ment, now 14 weeks, is lower than it was as recently as 1987, and that's

- correct. We are coming down from a very high level, and now we're
starting to go back up again. So, I think that that's a correct statement.

REPRESENTATIVE ARmEy. The standard benefit period is 26 weeks, and
we have a crisis of people who have exhausted their benefit period,
because this government has done nothing to be able to help the economy
create the opportunity for them to go back to work. They haven't been
able to do so. But obviously, then, if the average unemployment period
is 14 weeks-even given this critically high number of people who have
exhausted benefits-there must be then ... what I'm saying, is there part
of the story here that we don't see of those who have short-term unem-
ployment periods? For example, what proportion of the people who
collect benefits collect them for less than a month?

MRs. NORWOOD. Well, we can tell you that there are 3.4 or 3.3 million
people who were unemployed for less than five weeks. Now, of that
group, there are many who are new entrants or re-entrants to the labor
force who would not qualify for unemployment compensation. But some
portion of that group would, and would be collecting compensation.

On the other hand, there are 2.4 million who are unemployed 15
weeks or more. And again some of those would be eligible and some of
them would not.



REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Do you have what percentage-I don't know,
this is always going to be a moving number, a moving target for you-
but what percentage of the unemployed exhaust their benefits?

MRS. NORWOOD. We don't have a figure that relates to the total number
of people who are unemployed. We do know how many people have
exhausted their benefit

MR. PLEwEs. We have the exhaustion figures from both the regular and
the extended benefits programs, although the extended benefits programs
have been small. The most recent month for which we have data is the
month of July, and 315,000 people exhausted their benefits that month.
In the previous month, there was 349,000 or 350,000 rounded. In the
month before, it was 278,000 and it was 315,000 the month before that.
So, it's in the range of approximately 300,000 to 350,000 each month.

REPRESENTATIVE ARwY. Okay. And one final point. One of the things
that I think I like to study on this business of data analysis and so forth,
and there is the old thing-we remember in our old economics
course-the confusion of stocks and flows.

There's no reason to believe, and I'm sure it would be hard for you to
pin down the person who is unemployed with exhausted benefits today,
the 7th of October, is the same person that you counted as having ex-
hausted benefits on the 7th of September. For example, you might go the
26 weeks, exhaust your benefits, and then get a job. While somebody else
is coming into that category, others are moving out. I imagine that's very
hard to track.

MRs. NORWOOD. It is something on which we do not have data. We
know very little about the people who have exhausted their benefits.

I would remind the Congress that we did propose some years ago to
undertake a study following the actual people who had exhausted their
benefits so that we could find out more about what happened. But we
were not successful in getting approval of that

We are trying to do a little bit in the way of pilot surveys in a couple
of states to see whether we can learn anything. But it does seem to me
that it is important for us to know who these people are and how they're
faring.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. And how long they stay there.
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes. Exactly.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Because I intuitively, unless I check myself,

fall into the trap of thinking that these are people that are caught in that,
and the same people I'm looking at now are the same people I looked at
last time.

It is a tragic thing under any circumstance. I don't want to diminish
that, but I do think we have to have more accurate understanding of that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR SARBANES. I'm going to yield to Congressman Fish before I

do my own questioning, because I know he has some other engagements.
REPRESENTATIVE FiSH. I appreciate that very much, Mr Chairman.



SENATOR SARBANES. If I could just make this observation, because I
think it's timely at this point in light of what Congressman Armey just
said.

If someone is a long-term unemployed and then finds a job and then
ceases to be, he doesn't collect unemployment insurance. So, to the extent
that you get a revolving thing there, you do not pay the unemployment
benefits. You only pay them if in fact you are unemployed for the requi-
site period of time of the extended benefits.

That is one of the beauties about the system. You put it into place. If
in fact your economy turns up and things get better and people find jobs,
then they never have to use the extended benefits. But if in fact that
doesn't happen-and as you have indicated, we have no way of mea-
suring which people we are talking about--providing the extended bene-
fits covers the people who need it, it does not cover the people who do
not need it. And that is one of the strengths, I think, of the unemployment
insurance system.

Congressman Fish?
REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Thank you very much.
Doctor, you define a discouraged worker as persons who want to work,

but are no longer looking because they think the search would be in vain.
So, they're really unemployed, aren't they? Why aren't they a figure
that's added to the unemployment number?

MRs. NORWOOD. Discouragement is a state-of-mind. It's therefore very
hard to measure in an accurate way. It's what we in the survey business
call soft data. We do try and measure it. We ask people questions, but we
do not include them in the unemployment rate.

The basic official definition of unemployment requires activity. It
requires that somebody actually go out and search for a job and tell us
that they have done that

We do publish an unemployment rate, including discouraged workers,
however.

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. So, if they were continuing to look for work in
vain, they'd be counted as part of the unemployment and raise the figure.

How do you know that there are 1.1 million total discouraged work-
ers? I've heard much higher figures than that.

I wonder, you can be a discouraged worker at one time in your life,
but you wouldn't always be a discouraged worker, necessarily, unless you
had the ability to track these people.

MRs. NORWOOD. Well, what we do is, in the survey, the data collector
asks a series of questions. First, they ask whether the individual wants a
job now. People who say that they want a job now, but are not looking
for a job, are asked why they're not looking for a job. And some of them
say, well, I can't go look for a job because I'm sick or because I have
somebody at home that I have to take care of. Other people tell us that
they're not looking because they think they cannot get a job. Those are
the people we count as discouraged.



REPRESENTATIVE FISH. IS this figure-1.1 million of the total in the
third quarter-fairly constant with the third quarter of a year ago, two
years ago, or three years ago?

MRS. NORWOOD. It is a little higher than it was a year ago. In the third
quartcr of 1990, it was about 800,000. It has gone up a couple of hundred
thousand since then.

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. As a statistician, do you have an ability to make
a prognosis and to comment on some of the more general economic
issues that have been raised here?

MRS. NORWOOD. Well, since we at BLS report on what has actually
happened, we prefer to stick to facts and not to forecast There's a huge
forecasting industry in this country, and we leave most of the forecasts to
them.

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Are there facts, Doctor, that would bear out the
quotation from Business Week that the Chairman read to the effect that
they foresee a wave of layoffs during the next few months?

MRS. NORWOOD. All I can tell you is what I see in the newspapers, and
that is that there are still some employers who are announcing that they
expect to have some layoffs. But I don't know how many that will be
when they're all added up.

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. In your judgment, is this a sign of recovery?
MRS. NORWOOD. You mean the fact that people are still saying that

they are going to lay off people?
REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Yes.
MRS. NORWOOD. I think that what we're seeing is an attempt by many

employers to become as efficient as they possibly can. And the result is
that, at times, when they find someone who leaves or when they lay off
a person, they don't replace that person.

It's happening, by the way, in the economics profession quite a bit.
Some companies are not replacing economists who retired, and they are
then laying off the people under the chief economist

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. This is happening on Wall Street, too.
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE FISH. From your experience, Doctor, is this move

toward efficiency and comparable steps, such as working off inventories,
a phenomenon that you associate with the end of a recession, or is it a
phenomenon that your experience would tell you is more indicative of the
earlier stage or middle stage of a recession?

MRS. NORWOOD. Well, Congressman, I'm one of those who believes
that we're undergoing rather unusual changes during the 1990s. Therefore,
I think we need to be careful about looking back at what happened in
other recessions or recovery periods.

We are seeing quite a restructuring in industry. We're moving toward
service-producing rather than goods-producing, although we still produce
a lot of goods. And the way in which those entrepreneurs in the



service-producing industry act may be somewhat different from those in
the goods-producing industry.

We are clearly seeing the adoption of many changes in inventory
accumulation, in part because of the cost of the interest in maintaining the
investment in inventory.

I talked with some economists from major corporations the other day,
and they were talking about how the way in which their dealers and
customers operated now was at the last minute to call in and say, I want
this particular product. They have it all in their computer. They look for
it. They find it. They ship it out.

In the past, those orders would have come in months before, and the
customer would have maintained quite a large supply. But that doesn't
seem to be happening as much now, and I think that inventories are quite
low. And if I'm right about that, as a general approach, it means that
inventories are probably not going to increase as they have in the past.

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Could I ask one more question, Mr. Chairman?
SENATOR SARBANEs. Certainly.
REPRESENTATIVE FISH. It has to do with the part of your testimony that

dealt with the Christmas season. I forget exactly where it was.
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes, the retail trade.
REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Retail trade generally and looking ahead to the

next few months. I think you expressed it in terms of the number of
people involved-the employment.

Do you have anything to advise us with respect to not so much the
employment in retail trade, but what is anticipated in terms of expendi-
tures by consumers as we get into the Christmas season?

MRS. NORWOOD. Data show that the Conference Board's index of
consumer confidence is low. Consumer expenditures are rather low. Many
of the economists from the retail trade industry tell me that they get
people to come in when they have sales. It used to be that they would
buy a lot of things. Now, they come in and buy the sales item, and wait
for another sale to buy more.

So, I think what we're seeing is caution on the part of the general
public. They're kind of waiting and seeing. That could change. That could
change very quickly.

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Both ways.
MRS. NORWOOD. Well, anything is possible.
REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Thank you very much, Congressman Fish.
Commissioner, I want to ask you a bit about this article here in Busi-

ness Week, "I'm Worried About My Job." I do not know whether you
have had a chance to see that article.

MRS. NORWOOD. No, I haven't read it.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Well, let me just quote from the outset of it to lay

the basis for a couple of questions that I want to put to you.



"I'm Worried About My Job." I'm now quoting from the cover story
of Business Week of October 7, 1991.

Patrick O'Hearne is a senior human resources manager and a lieutenant
colonel in the Marine Reserve& He is 43, has three children, a wife, a
mortgage, and a station wagon. He came back from Operation Desert
Storm in the Persian Gulf to find that his employer had restructed and
moved his job to Toronto. O'Heame chose not to go. It was his third
down-sizing in four years: Shearson, Lehman Brothers, Grand Metropoli-
tan, and Northern Tblecom.

"People are getting sacrified because corporations are always changing
direction, priorities or ownership," says O'Hearne. "But every time they
lay someone off, a family gets massacred."

Every day thousands of managers, bankers, sales executives, lawyers,
accountants, and other professionals are driven to anger and despair by the
hard realities of the changing world of work.

The one solid foundation for millions of middle-class families, the corpo-
rate career, is in shambles. The organizational man of the 1950s and 1960s
is being replaced by the migrant manager and free-lance professional of
the 1990s.

Alone and angry. The pain of change is all around us. Corporations are
rushing to cut costs and downsize before yearend. They want to take their
lumps in 1991, in preparation for a stronger rebound in 1992. That means
an unusually powerful wave of layoffs will sweep through the United
States during the next three months.

Already the drumbeat of bad news is growing louder. On September
12th, Colgate Palmolive announced that it would trim 2,000 workers from
its worldwide work force of 25,000. On September 16, Pepsico, Inc. said
it would slash management and administration at its Frito-Lay, Inc. unit
by 30 percent or 1,800 jobs. And on September 19, Time-Warner, Inc.
announced the planned layoff of 105 editorial workers, bringing this year's
cuts at its six magazines to about 10 percent of the total staff of 6000.
And more layoffs are expected.

White collar workers at these companies will join the growing ranks of
once-secure employees who are finding themselves on the outside- alone,
afraid, and angry.

Who doesn't have a brother or a sister, a parent or a friend, who has lost
a job recently?
Now, that is in Business Week. And the questions that I want to put to

you are, first of all, who doesn't have a brother, a sister, a parent, or a
friend who has lost a job recently; how many people in the last year have
been unemployed? Not necessarily unemployed for the whole year, but
unemployed at sometime during the year? Do we have that figure?

MR. PLEwEs. We don't have a figure for 1991. The last time we took
a look at this was in March 1991, concerning 1990. At that time, there
were about 20 million people who had experienced unemployment during
the course of the year.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Okay, 20 million.
MR. PLEWEs. Twenty million persons.



SENATOR SARBANEs. Okay. That is not 20 million that were unem-
ployed all at the same time. Someone could have been unemployed at one
point in the year and employed at another time. Nevertheless, that is a
calendar year?

MR. PLEWEs. Yes, sir.
SENATOR SARBANEs. At some point during the calendar year, 20 million

people experienced unemployment. Is that correct?
MR. PLEWES. Right.
SENATOR SARBANES. Some maybe for the whole year, some maybe for

half the year, some maybe for just a small part of the year. Is that cor-
rect?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes. It's usually about three times the number of
unemployed in a month. It varies a little bit, but that's generally the rule
of thumb.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Now, is there any way to project what that figure
might be for 1991? I would assume that it would go up, given that the
unemployment rate in 1991 has been higher than it was in 1990. Would
that be correct?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes. There are about 8A million people who are
unemployed. If that figure were to hold for the whole year, then you
could multiply by roughly three times.

SENATOR SARBANEs. So, it would be about 25 million.
MRS. NORWOOD. Something like that. Maybe a little bit less. But it

would be well over 20 million.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Okay. Now, how many people are in the work

force? What is the total number of people?
MRs. NORWOOD. There are about 125.6 million in the civilian labor

force.
SENATOR SARBANES. One hundred-
MRs. NORWOOD. 125.6 million.
SENATOR SARBANEs. So, in other words, this year it is reasonable to

expect that 20 percent of the work force will experience some unemploy-
ment during the course of the year. Is that correct?

MR. PLEwEs. Well, we're mixing up a little bit of stocks and flows.
SENATOR SARBANEs. All right. That is what I want to be clear on.
MR. PLEwEs. We saw, for example, that in 1990. there were 132.6

million persons who worked at some time. That's about 15 million more
than worked at any one time. I think we're looking at a labor force of
perhaps 135 to 140 million over the course of this year.

MRs. NORWOOD. The problem is that the number I gave you is the
number that are currently in the labor force. If you're going to compare
that number, you need to have a number that includes people who at any
time during the year were in the labor force. And we don't have that
number here.



SENATOR SARBANEs. Well, even if I took the 140 million figure, if 25
million of them at one time or another experienced unemployment, that
is about

MRS. NORWOOD. It's a lot of people.
SENATOR SARBANES. Yes. What percent of the families do you think

have been touched by unemployment?
MR. PLEwEs. At the moment, we don't have that figure for the total

number last year. We're looking at it and trying to generate a figure based
on our conversations last month. We haven't gotten it yet. But on a
current basis, about one in ten families are touched by unemployment

SENATOR SARBANEs. Touched by unemployment.
MR. PLEWES. Yes, sir.
SENATOR SARBANES. Now, there is an index that you have on the

comprehensive unemployment rate, I think. Is that in your backup materi-
al here this morning?

MRs. NORWOOD. You mean the alternative method? Yes, that's Table
A-7, and we do have that.

We have the measure U-7, which includes half of the people who are
employed part-time for economic reasons and the discouraged workers.
When you add those in for the third quarter of the year, you get 10.1
percent. On the other hand, if you look only at people unemployed 15
weeks or more, you get a very low figure of 1.9 percent.

SENATOR SARBANEs. How does the 10.1 percent compare historically?
When was it last 10.1 percent?

MRs. NORWOOD. It's certainly higher than it has been in the last several
years.

MR. PLEWEs. You have to go back to the fourth quarter of 1986 when
it was 10.2 percent to see a comparable rate. And it had gotten as high as
15.4 percent at the depth of the 1982 recession.

SENAIUR SARBANES. Of course, that recession was the worst we have
experienced since the Great Depression.

MR. PunwEs. Yes, sir.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Yes. So, you go back five years.
MRs. NORWOOD. That's right.
SENATOR SARBANEs. This is the highest over the last five years.
Now, this article says, managers, bankers, sales executives, lawyers,

accountants, and other professionals are losing jobs, and it also talks over
here about white collar workers.

Is this recession noticeably different from previous recessions, in terms
of the sectors, of the nature of the unemployed, the kinds of people that
are unemployed?

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes, it is, for two reasons, I think. One is that the
recession has actually hit the service-producing sector. In the past, the ser-
vice-producing sector, while not necessarily increasing the number of jobs,
didn't lose many jobs. We are seeing now a difference.



Second, the people in white collar jobs, particularly managerial and
professional, as well as technical, sales, and administrative support jobs,
have not done as well as in previous recessions. The white collar group,
as a whole, actually was down very slightly in percentage terms in the 14
months since July of 1990; whereas in the same time period after July
1981 and November 1973, the percentage was actually a plus.

On the other hand, people do call often and say, well, doesn't this
mean that it's a white collar kind of recession? And the answer to that is
no. There are blue collar workers who have been affected as well. But it
is the first time that white collar workers have been affected to this extent.
The percentage changes have not been as large downward as for blue
collar workers, however.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Also here, this article talks about this personal
example of downsizing what this employee had experienced. Do you have
any figures about what happens to displaced workers-people who lose
their jobs because of layoffs, or closings, or whatevei?

MRs. NORWOOD. The data that we have relate to 1989.
MR. PLEwEs. And refer to a five-year period.
MRs. NORWOOD. They were collected in a supplement to the Current

Population Survey, and what we did was to define a worker who was
displaced as one who really had some job attachment. Therefore, we took
people who had worked for a company for three or more years.

We are planning in January of the coming year, assuming that the
funding is available from the Employment and Training Administration,
to do another survey to assess more recent displacement.

So, the data that we have now were taken in 1990 and relate to the
year 1989 and before.

SENATOR SARBANEs. What does that data show?
MR. PLEwEs. Well, we found that over the course of the 1980s there

were fewer and fewer persons who were displaced.
Approximately 4.3 million workers who had been with their employer

for at least three years had lost their jobs because of plant closings and so
forth, in the period between January 1985 and January 1990. That's
somewhat smaller, about 300,000 smaller than between January 1983 and
January 1988.

SENATOR SARBANEs. And what happens to those 4.3 million people?
MR. PLEwEs. Well, they don't do very well. We have a difficult time

in showing how long they're out, but at the time we took the survey,
about three-fourths of them had found another job. When they had found
another job, about 57 percent were earning as much or more than they did
prior to displacement; 43 percent were not They didn't earn as much as
they earned in their last job. And of those who suffered earnings declines,
more than half of them lost 20 percent or more.

We found also that those persons who were laid off in manufacturing
had a tougher time getting back into it than in services. We understand
this because services were growing during that time. And we also found



that persons who were older had a very much harder time in getting back
into the labor market and were out of work for a longer time than persons
who were younger and willing to move and so forth.

SENAmR SARBANES. Congressman Anney?
REPRESENTATHVE ARMEy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have not seen the Business Week article, but some of the quotes that

you read fmom it were intriguing. I was struck by the reference to the
changing economy and so forth.

I remember, Commissioner Norwood-you may also remember-the
great automation scare of the early 1960s. Do you all remember when
automation was going to destroy jobs?

I also remember that the best case in point that belied the fear was the
AT&T case, which was when AT&T switched to automated switching
devices, and direct dial long distance, and so forth. Of course, the Com-
munications Workers of America was frantic over this change and what
it was going to do to employment in the industry. But the remarkable
thing was that here was a case where the result was more people working
at better jobs and higher wages, and increased telecommunications service
to American consumers at lower rates. So, in fact, the AT&T switch-
over-the high-tech automation--benefited everybody-consumers and
workers.

But in that process, you had this phenomenon which we see in these
kinds of structural changes that take place periodically. Schumpeter proba-
bly wrote a lot about that, in a more technologically mundane sense, with
his innovations theory of the business cycle, even though those workers
at AT&T, after the implementation of the automation with the more
high-techy kind of job and better rates, certainly they were benefactors.

But technology sometimes does leave people behind. My old adage
that we used to have out on the fann was, you know, if you don't keep
up, there's no holding back progress; if you don't keep up, you get left
behind.

Here, we had cases where, for example, all of a sudden, there were
new opportunities for keypunch operators and so forth, emerging where
telephone operators ... and I think your point, Mr. Plewes, older workers
suffer so badly under these kinds of transition periods.

But it would strike me that if in fact there is a transition period of this
nature, we would have two attendant data bases that would complement
one another to explain that On the one hand, you would have a high
unemployment rate among those who don't make the transition.

And let me assure you, I am critically aware as one who changed
careers at the age of 45, how much I don't want to do it again at the age
of 55. And so, I, too, fear for my job, Mr. Chairman. Because this is, of
course, the most heartbreaking of cases; the person that, gee, if it would
just last another ten years, I'd have my retirement and I could be out.
That really just does tear you apart.

But is there, in attendance with our unemployment data, any data, or
do we collect data with respect to jobs that are going wanting?



The chronic curmudgeon response to unemployment-and you've
heard it yourself all your years-the most easy thing in the world to do-
and we're all tempted to do it-is to pick up the want ads and show them
to someone and say-and I've done this with my sons who were discour-
aged workers-Dad, I can't find a job. I think they even wrote a pop
song about that in the 1960s-"Get a Job."

We went through that- Dad, I can't find a job. And finally, when
Dad says, well, dammit, find a job or starve, they find a job.

I tend to look at want ads-having four young single sons-and that's
not, I'm sure, a good data source. But do we have a data source on job
vacancies? And are we experiencing some kind of a transitional structural
change in the economy mismatch at this time?

MRS. NORWOOD. We know that it is extremely difficult to collect such
data, partly because a vacancy is very difficult to define.

You ask an employer whether there's a vacancy, and the answer can
depend. It depends on whether he's going to fill it, first of all. Second, it
may depend upon whether he's going to fill it from inside or from out-
side, and so on. So, there are serious technical problems in developing job
vacancy data.

We have undertaken at the request of the Congress, through the Em-
ployment Training Administration, a pilot survey to see whether it's
possible to collect job vacancy data. In order for the survey to be very
useful, it clearly needs to have an occupational component. And that
makes it rather complex, requiring a large data base, and fairly expensive.

Mr. Plewes and I both have served for many years on an OECD
working party on employment and unemployment statistics, and we've
discussed the problems of collecting job vacancy data with colleagues
from other countries. They, too, have had some difficulties. Some have
been successful, others have not.

The Canadians had a survey and did away with it. The Australians, on
the other hand, have a fairly useful approach.

So, we do have some work that we've done in the pilot survey, but we
do not have a thriving, ongoing system.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. One of the problems that we always have in
relying on anecdotal evidence-and one of the reasons I'm so fascinated
with the need for this country's government to have better data, and a
concem that you have that I share-is that even under the best of times,
if you have a dynamic economy and progress does occur and change does
take place, anecdotally you're going to find people who either get left
behind or find it difficult to keep up, as it were, with the changing times.

I don't mean to say that these aren't tragic cases that should receive
some attention. They certainly should. But that kind of anecdotal testimo-
ny really becomes a pretty unreliable source of information from which
one could formulate any kind of policy response, it would seem to me,
because I can take the best possible circumstance under the sun and find
somebody who's being left behind. And probably, quite frankly, under a
good Schumpeter-type dynamic situation, where science and engineering



change is driving the lurch forward, you might find that kind of unem-
ployment.

I used to recall in my academic days that there was some level of
unemployment below which we did not believe we could go simply
because of these kinds of dynamics. What is that considered to be today?

MRs. NORWOOD. Well, it's a matter of opinion, I think. It's usually
talked about as a noninflationary unemployment rate. That is, the lowest
level at which you could get without starting a spiral of accelerating
inflation.

REPRESENTATIVE ARmEY. But then, of course, that was the Phillips
Curve notion.

MRS. NORWOOD. I think it is important, however, to recognize that
you're quite right, that thee are a group of people who are finding that
they don't have the training that they need to move into some jobs that
require higher training. And clearly, we're seeing structural changes from
manufacturing into services. But I think we shouldn't forget that there are
other groups who are included in the structurally unemployed who are not
quite in that sort of situation. They are people-particularly the
minorities--who have not been able to get the jobs that are decent jobs
from which to move to other jobs.

It's quite clear that we're living in an economy which is changing
rapidly, and workers participating in that economy will have to be much
more flexible than they have been in the past

But we still have a lot of workers who just haven't had the opportunity
to exercise that flexibility. There are, of course, training programs, Job
Corps-things of that sot-for some of these people. Many companies
are now setting out training programs.

One of the things that we have had some discussions with the Employ-
ment Training Administration about is the need to know more about what
employers are finding they need to spend on training and for what pur-
poses. There's a lot of discussion in this country now about the quality
of workers; whether they're coming out of the schools with adequate
preparation; whether they need technical training; whether they need more
basic training, and so on.

We don't know very much about those things, and we hope soon to
do a short, small survey to expand on those ideas, because I think it is
one of the critical issues that faces us as we move forward.

REPRESENTATVE ARM Y. Thank you. I might just observe, I did my
master's thesis on the Manpower Development and Training Act, and was
a close observer of CETA. It strikes me that our historical efforts combin-
ing government and academics to determine what is necdcd in the world
of business and in the world of work has not been very successful. So,
pehaps, this new approach might be beneficial to people that do in fact
need some special assistance.

Thank you.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Congressman Armey, it's brutal beyond belief that

you would perpetrate this canard, illustrated by the story of find a job or



starve, and they found a job. I think as you told it, it applied to your sons,
and I'm in no position to judge that personal situation. But to suggest that
story-I take it---as a general proposition, I think is just cruel to lots of
people.

We held a hearing in this Committee on May 3, and we had Walter
Corson here as a witness, who has done research on long-term unemploy-
ment and unemployment insurance policy for Mathematica Policy Re-
search, about the question of extending unemployment insurance benefits.
He addressed specifically this assertion that you get from people, if you
provide these benefits, they won't look for a job, they won't work, and
they are just kind of lazy people; and as soon as you really put the finger
on them and say, well, okay, you find a job or you are going to starve,
then they go out and they find a job, as though the job is there waiting
and they are not looking for it. And I'm going to quote just what he said
in his testimony.

Second, the analysis suggested that the work disincentive effect did not
appear to be a dominating factor at explaining the exhaustion of unem-
ployment insurance benefits. While some exhaustees indicated that they
had not searched for work when they first began receiving unemployment
insurance-11 percent said that they had not looked for work and gave
reasons for not looking that would classify them as out of the labor force
-- the vast majority did look for work and the intensity of their search
effort matched that of nonexhaustees.

In addition, 75 percent of the workers who exhausted their unemploy-
ment insurance benefits were jobless four weeks after receiving their final
unemployment insurance payment, and 60 percent were still jobless ten
weeks after receiving their final unemployment insurance payment.

Since the study examined unemployment insurance recipients during a
nonrecessionary period, 1988, these numbers are likely to be higher in the
current recessionary period.

Finally, over half of the workers who found jobs after exhausting their
unemployment insurance benefits received lower weekly wages than on
their pre-unemployment insurance job. None of these results is consistent
with strong disincentive effects.

Under these circumstances, extending the potential duration of unem-
ployment insurance benefits may reduce the financial hardship of exhaus-
tion considerably, while creating only mild disincentive effects for some
workers.
Now, we had testimony from workers who told a tale of just knocking

on doors, standing in line, submitting resumes, literally knocking them-
selves out trying to find a job and being unable to find it.

Now, it's true that at any time you can look in the newspaper and find
want ads. In fact, in the depths of the Depression, in the 1930s, there
were job want ads in the newspaper. You're always going to be able to
find job want ads in the newspaper. But I don't think it sustains this view
that a lot of people seem to hold, and to which I gather you were giving
some credence, that if you say to these people, find a job or starve, then
they'll go find a job. I don't think the research supports that view. I don't
think common sense supports it.



I'm one who's not prepared to just totally discount what you refer to
as anecdotal stories. These, after all, are the reports of live humans about
their life experience.

REPRESENTATIVE AimY. Mr. Chairman, if I might respond.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Well, certainly, I would assume that you would.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEy. Let me begin, Mr. Chairman, by pointing out

that I have no sense of concern or worry with respect to my lack of
understanding, compassion, or sensitivity. I have no less reservation about
the extent to which I share with any person that I do have confidence that
many people, when finding themselves in disagreement with me, will
suggest I lack such things.

But the fact of the matter is that human behavior and human nature are
quite diversified. I was, in fact, bemoaning what I characterized as the
easy, curmudgeonly response, while acknowledging that, at least in one
case, it did work with my son.

So, you can't discount the possibility that in some cases-and getting
away from anecdotal evidence, because I don't suppose I always want to
use anecdotes related to my own children to statistical evidence-we do
in fact find a correlation does exist between the increased number of
weeks of benefits that are available and the increased number of weeks
that people remain unemployed, which is not an irrational human re-
sponse.

Mr. Chairman, I would say one other thing that I share in common
with most of my fellow Americans---I would think indeed with most
people anywhere on the globe-is that I don't like work. I would prefer
to be able to sustain myself and my family without the effort. And, in
fact, when the effort, the cost to me of working, the price of leisure is
reduced by the fact that there are benefits available to me, I make a
rational choice of trying to respond to that. That's not unusual; it's not
irrational, and it's certainly not even an irresponsible thing for a person
to do. We are all, in the final analysis, the children of Jeremy Benthan.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Well, where is this correlation you find? If the

correlation is that in periods in which you are paying extended benefits,
people stay unemployed longer. You can't demonstrate that it is because
of the extended benefits. It is because the job market is so bad that they
cannot find a job. That is what happened in 1981 and 1982.

What did the unemployment rate go to in the 1981-82 recession,
Commissioner? What was the top rate?

MRS. NORWOOD. It was over 10 percent.
MR. PuwES. It got to 10.8 percent in November, December 1982.
SENATOR SARBANEs. All right. It went to 10.8 percent
Now, people were getting extended benefits, so they were getting a

longer period of time in which they were being paid benefits. But we did
that in response to this deep recession in which we found ourselves e



worst since the Depression. And there was not a job market out there in
which they could find employment That is what happened.

I mean, to sit here and try to give some credibility to this canard. We
had one of the leading people in the country studying this kind of issue,
and we brought him in here to try to address it. His statement is a very
carefully researched paper. They did a study. They don't find that kind of
disincentive effect that you have just, in a sense, reasserted.

I just am not going to sit here and allow this find-a-job-or-starve
approach to the problem that the unemployed are confronting across this
country stand. I am just not going to do it.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMY. Mr. Chairman?
SENATOR SARBANEs. It is not fair to millions of people who have lost

their job; they have been laid off; they have been productive workers;
they have had sustained employment; they are trying to find a job and
can't find a job. And you make it sound as though, somehow, they are
just shirking. The unemployment insurance law requires them to engage
in a job search, and they will tell you what is involved in that. But most
of them, even without that requirement, are out there looking for. work.
They do not want to be unemployed, and they'll tell you they do not want
to be unemployed. These are people who have been employed and have
held steady jobs, continuous jobs.

REPRESENTAIlVE ARmEY. Mr. Chairman, if I may respond.
SENATOR SARBANES. Certainly.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Clearly, we agree the correlation exists. We

also know that a correlation does not prove a causal relationship, nor, in
fact, does it refute one, so it does say that it's worthwhile from at least a
scientific point of view to examine all causal relationships that could be
the explanation behind that. And when you get done examining these
kinds of data-if you're open to what possible causal relationships are
there-you can boil it down to the question, is it possible that the govern-
ment policy may be in fact part of the problem rather than part of the
solution. That's something I think we in government ought to always
remain open to.

Furthermore, I should say that I have no doubt about that. People who
are unemployed do not want to remain unempoyed. Unemployment bene-
fits are not equivalent to salaries. I understand that. That's why I think it's
rather insensitive and cruel for our Congress to be more concemed with
how to get people more dependent on unemployment benefits for a longer
period of time rather than what can we do to get them back to work. And
that is a subject that, at least in my part of this Congress, has not even
been allowed to be openly debated by virtue of the rules in our body.

I would frankly think that if I were unemployed today, I would want
my congressman talking about what can we do to make it possible for me
to more quickly and more likely find a job rather than reminaing unem-
ployed for a longer period of time.

And that, I think, is what we ought to be debating. Unless we have the
courage to look at statistical correlations that define the possibility that a



politically incorrect causal relationship might be out them, we will never
dare to recognize the extent to which we in the government are more the
problem than the solution. And until we dare to look at that, we will
continue to have the same policies, whether they fail or not.

SENATOR SARBANES. Commissioner, what percent of salary is replaced
by unemployment benefits?

MRs. NORWOOD. I don't know. We'll provide it for the record. I would
not want to hazard a guess. Sorry.

SENATOR SARBANES. I think it is less than half, isn't it?
MIRs. NORWOOD. I think so.
SENATOR SARBANFS. Pardon?
MR. PLEwEs. It varies by state, sir. I just don't know the average.
SENATOR SARBANES. It varies by states.
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. But as a general proposition, when you draw

unemployment benefits, you are not getting half of what you were previ-
ously earning, do you?

MRs. NORwooD. No, not if you're drawing under the unemployment
insurance law.

SENATOR SARBANES. If you do not have some kind of collective bar-
gaining agreement like they have in some of the large industries.

MRs. NORWOOD. That's right
SENATOR SARBANs. Now, what percent of the people unemployed are

drawing benefits?
MRS. NORWOOD. The latest figure I have from the CPS is August, and

it showed about 8 million people as the total unemployed. That is, all the
unemployed during the survey week. The proportion of those who were
on UI was about 66 percent. Is that correct?

MR. PLEwEs. That's the job losers component of the total unemployed.
MRs. NORWOOD. I'm sorry. Of the total unemployed, it was 34 percent.

If you look at it in terms of the job losers, that is, if you take out all the
new entrants, the re-entrants, and the job leavers, then you had 66 percent.
But 34 percent is the figure I think you wanted.

SENATOR SARBANEs. So only 34 percent of the unemployed are drawing
unemployment insurance benefits.

MRs. NORWOOD. That's right.
SENATOR SARBANES. It was higher, I take it, in previous recessions. Is

that correct?
MRs. NORWOOD. Yes. For example, way back in the 1970s, it was very

much higher. It was 67 percent. And then in 1981, it was about 45
percent.

SENATOR SARBANEs. Do you have any evidence that shows that the
people that do not get unemployment benefits find jobs sooner than the
people who do get unemployment benefits?

MRs. NORWOOD. No.



SENATOR SARBANEs. Are we the only country that pays unemployment
benefits?

MRs. NORWOOD. Oh, no. The countries of Western Europe have much
better developed, more comprehensive social insurance programs than we
do. So, we are certainly not the only one.

SENATOR SARBANEs. In other words, more developed in the sense that
they pay for a longer time and pay a higher percentage of income.

MRs. NORWOOD. Yes.
SENATOR SARBANEs. In fact, amongst the industrialized nations, we are

pretty far down the list in terms of addressing these benefits, aren't we?
MRS. NORWOOD. Yes, we are. Of course, as Tom Plewes says, it varies

somewhat by state in the United States. But it is true that many other
countries, at least, have much higher benefits for longer periods of time.

SENATOR SARBANEs. I want to address this final point. I say to my
colleague, Congressman Armey, in a very anecdotal, but human way, this
point about, if you say, find a job or starve, they go out and find a job.
I'm going to quote from a letter that I received:

I had worked very hard for Shearson, Lehman Brothers for almost 12
years. Almost 12 years. I emphasize that. And due to economic conditions
on Wall Street, my department was closed and I have been out of work for
18 months. I learned so much during that 12 years and climbed the ladder,
but now it doesn't matter because people won't hire you because you are
overqualified. Also, the overqualified could be another way of them saying
I am too old.

I am an excellent worker. I am dependable and know I can work circles
around a lot of the young people out there. But because they can get them
real cheap and because business people don't look at experience as helpful,
but at the cheapest they can pay, we have no chance.

Everyone that is looking for a job today realizes they will not make the
same money they were making when they lost their jobs.

What we as unemployed people want is to be able to rebuild our
self-esteem, pay our bills and contribute to this country. We are not
looking for a hand-out. But right now we need more help.

It is sad to know the funds are there but the President will not release
them. People have this idea of being unemployed is fun. It isn't. It is
extremely depressing. Everyone thought I was lucky having the summer
off. I did not enjoy one day of this summer, as I was worrying about
getting a job. It is on your mind constantly from when you wake up in the
morning to when you go to bed at night. And then if you should wake up
during the night, it is right there hounding you. You're on edge constantly.
You fight with people for no reason at all and no one wants to be with
you.

Does that sound like fun?
I want a job. I want a paycheck and I want to be happy again.
After this month, I will be completely broke if I do not find some work.

If you want statistics, I will give you mine. I am a white, middle-aged
female, single parent of two, head of household. I raised my sons basically
on my own since they were three and five. I worked full time from when
they were seven and nine. I had them in all the sports programs I could.



I worked ten minutes from the house so I could be available should
something happen to them and they needed me.

My sons are turning out to be good men. They are both in college and
have always been clean, decent individuals. They really never gave me any
major problems, just the normal ones every parent has with their children.

I don't want any praise, or desire any, for what I have done. They were
my responsibility and I lived up to iL What I want now is help from the
government until things get better for me and all the thousands of people
that are in the same situation.
REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Mr. Chairman, if I might respond.
Let me say, again, I spent 20 years in universities.- I have had every

expert in the world try to shame me with the tactic of, God, you must be
an insensitive, heartless guy, and therefore, you'd better, in order to prove
you're not, subscribe to my theory about what must be done. It's the
oldest gambit in the whole world of dialogue with respect to these issues,
and I don't frankly bite on it any more. I'm as compassionate as any
person alive. This story breaks my heart. It would break anybody's heart.
If it didn't break your heart, you would be an awful person.

Now, what would we do as a responsible way in government of
responding to the needs of such a person? One thing we might do is to
seriously consider ending the worst age discrimination that goes on in this
country, which is perpetrated by the Federal Government with earnings
limitations on the senior citizens.

When we try to end that age discrimination, we are told, oh, we can't
do that because it would cost the Treasury money. In fact, it wouldn't.
But I have fought to end that age discrimination since I've been in
Congress. When Senator Claude Pepper came to the floor with his bill
about age discrimination, he called me personally and said, Dick, wil you
come to the floor and speak on behalf of my bill, because he had heard
what my remarks were in Committee.

I know about age discrimination. I hate it. And I get mad about it, too.
But mostly, I can get mad about a government that is the worst perpetra-
tor of it.

Now, what should we do?
The first thing we ought to do for this woman, and for her young adult

children, is whatever we can to make it more possible for this economy
to be more dynamic, and create and generate more job opportunities.

And then, second, we should enact real pro-growth policies on the
part of this government that would encourage the economy to get off the
dime and give her and her children the opportunity to work rather than
being content to do nothing other than extend the unemployment benefits
so that she could remain dependent longer.

And if my choice were to vote either for a bill before me, which the
President said he would sign into law and get the benefits there, or one
that the President said he would veto, and if I had a compelling need to
do something fast now, I would have voted for the Dole bill that got the
benefits to the person that the President said he would sign.



Now, I can only ask you, in this whole business of compassion, which
did you vote for?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR SARBANEs. Well, I voted against the Dole bill, which is a lot

of hocus-pocus, and I voted to send down a bill that would address the
situation in which this woman finds herself. And I take your response to
this lady as I listen to it to simply be cold turkey. And I regret that very
much. /

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Mr. Chairman, you're really very stubborn on
this point. Must I shed tears here? Must I wrap myself in sackcloth?

SENATOR SARANEs. I am, indeed. No, no, I don't expect you to wear
a sackcloth. I just don't want this find-a-job-or-starve routine.

REPRESENTATIVE ARMEY. Oh, give me a break.
SENATOR SARBANEs. For people that are out there desperately trying to

find a job.
Commissioner, I want to thank you and your colleagues very much for

coming today.
The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 am., the Committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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